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Foreword 
~ 

[by Late Dr. V. N. BhajekaT 1 

Maharashtra is proverbially a poor country. It has poor agricultural 
land. its mineral wealth is poor if not insignificant and it is watered by rivers 
which are few and often dry. It has forests ,which are far from rich. 
Naturally, industry and commerce cannot- Hourish or develop -in a country 
where such disabilities exi~t.. For such a country to prosper people must 
make enormous sacrifices, their co-operation must be- eXtensive and their 
exersions intensive. . . 

Maharashtra has never been an industrial country. Its only asset is 
a _ healthy climate' ; its people are hardy_ and self-sacrificing and its food 
though coarse is sufficiently nutricious. No wonder, in' -absence of any 
natural help' 'Or other resources of wealth, they had to take to arms 
for defence and offence. -For centuries they wielded their poor plough, 
then for the last three or four centuries they had recourse to the sword, 
and during the last century had to use the pen. 

Times have changed and' the Maharashtrians - are - now deprived 
of all these avocations. They _ have now no other· source of wealth to 
look to but the Balance--the Hall Mark of Commerce--the Hall Mark that 
was used by ihe late East India Company on their coins. In other words, 
Maharashtra has now to look to Trade and Industry; particularly industry 
should be the watchword of every Maha;ashtriiui. -But trade and industry 
-both require capital-so the economists tell us. Some differ and say 
.. No, our only capital is the brain, .. and point out that with this capital the 
non-mercantile Maharashtra has made certain progress in this line. 

The cult of Swadeshi is the first off spring oftbis progress, and it is expected 
to be the greatest savior of India. It is the salvation of a country and a key 
to all national enterprise. Even to-day it is preached in Britain, in Germany. 
in the U. S. A. Swadeshi was preached in Poona as early as sixty years back 
by the late Kaka Joshi, and it is only now that we are realising its hidden 
meaning. To-day it is preached everywhere. Patriots like the late Lok. 
Tilak and C. R. Das shouted themselves hoarse in preaching the gospel of 
Swadeshi. Even now Dr. P. C; Ray is exhausting himself to death in the 
cause of Swadeshi. Sir M. Vi~wesaraya has preae-hed the doctrine for years. 

But what is Swadeshi 'I After all it is the cult of self-help and mutual 
help-a cult rigorously practised by Czekoslovakia and welcomed by ~Iussolini. 
It requires organisation and immence sacrifice. Its fruits are sweet but they 
grow on tall and thorny trees, l\laharashtra thought that this was the best 
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weapon b wield in thp struggle for economic supremacy and an organised 
effort in this direction wa. an urgent necessity. The Paisa Fund is probably 
the first expression of the industrial and commercial ideas of the middle and 
poor clauel of .&labarashtra and for the matter of that of India. and its 
constitution is founded on· the principle of Swadeshi. The record of the Paisa 
Fund and its activities during the last twenty-five years speak for itself. 

Many other industrial and commercial organisations have been 
rtarted during the last twenty-five years in Maharashtra. but. the 
backbone of them all has been Swadeshi. Many of these ventu\·es 
are on the anvil of trial and experiment. If they fail, the consolation will lie 
in the fact that we are no worse off than many other biggel' industries, that 
are ItiU in a precarious condition though supported by the props of protective 
tariffs, unlimited funds. and the highest available intelligence. The Tata 
Iron Works. the Scindia Steam Navigation Co., The Mill Industry of Bombay, 
The British India Corporation. The Back Bay Scheme and many others are 
examples of the shaky state of aflairs in big and well equipped enterprises. 
Considering this, the Paisa Fund and its industrial activity in the shape of 
its Glasa Work. i. indeed a source of satisfaction. The mere existence of 
the Fund and ita Glass Works during the last twenty-five years against all 
odd. is no mean achievement-indeed one might wonder it is not crushed out
right in the very beginning of the struggle. The continuous existence itself 
of thia Fund and ita Glass Works for the last twenty-five years ought to inspire 
the public to help the Fund and its activities in an increasing degree . 

.. What haa the Paisa Fund done to Maharashtra anl,l to India"? is 
a blunt and matter of fact question that might be asked by every contributor 
to the Paisa Fund. I shall answer this in the most straight forward way. The 
Paisa Fund has brought and fostered a new industry in the Deccan. It has 
trained hundreds of workmen in the Craft of Glass-making. It has given bread 
to thousands of workmen and their families. It has trained educated university 
men in the Ceramic Science and Art. It has stopped to a certain extent the drain 
of money to foreign lands. It has trained the general public to a much greater 
extent to work in an organised way. It has taught the public what can be 
achieved by united effort and has inspired confidence in their mind that 
industrial concerns can be started and run successfully without the assistance 
of foreign experts. This is all accomplished so far without the props of pro
tective tariffs or the purses of millionaires, the help of Government or the 
advice of any foreign hired expert. 

The Paisa Fund is an insignificant item in the ,vast capitalistic ocean. It 
has not collected more than five lakhs in twenty-five years. It has given means 
of subsistance to only an insignificant iota of the Deccan population; its 
turn-over is negligible. On the hand the capitalistic world has contributed at a 
stroke crores of rupees when necessary; it has employed lakhs of men. its 
turn-over has also been stupefying. It is equally true that in the same grand 
way, crores have been quickly lost and lakhs 'of men thrown out on the streets 
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to face hunger and privation. The contributaries to these crores are sleeping 
restlessly on the thorns of mere rosy hopes. They have seldom received 
adequate return on their crores, nay, they are in the perpetual fear of losing 
even these initial crores. ' 

The meaning of the collection of these crores has ever been a mystery 
to the contributor. He has never understood why he does not get 
anything when he has contributed to make up these crores. The crores 
have· not educated the public, neither elevated their patriotism nor trained 
their commercial instinct; much less have they stemmed the huge tide' of 
Japanese imports. Their investments have generally been a gamble for the 
benefit of the Agents, and the Contributors have secured only crumbs for 
themselves. The real spirit of Swadeshi has· never touched the fringe of 
imagination either of the agent or the contributor and the nation has 
gained little by such enterprises. 

The spirit of Swadeshi awakened in the people by the teachings of 
the late Messrs. Tilak, Joshi, Ranade, Das and Motilal Nehru and by the 
living Achyarya P. C. Ray, Sir Viswesaraya and other noble workers have 
really kept up those crores alive to a certain extent. Let this grand rock 
of Swadeshi shake and all those crores or whatever is left of them will 
come tumbling down. Thus from the safety point of view, the Paisa Fund 
stands supreme. 

At one of the public meetings, held for the collection of the Fund, 
the late Lok. Tilak said ." Come all, join and subscribe; I do not 
want one man to contribute thousand rupees to the Paisa Fund, 
but I want a thousand contributors each giving one rupee and 
making up a thousand. Such a spirit of contribution will shew me that 
there are more men who take real interest in the welfare of their 
country. It will demonstrate an organised effort. A man who contributes 
a thousand at a stroke has nothing further in his head, nothing higher in his 
mind than a looming fat. dividend. The thousand poor contributors have a 
nobler aim. So rally round all men and subscribe your humble Paisa. " Such 
was the ideal of the late Lokmanya. 

Paisa Fund is a nursery of organised effort staningon the foundation of 
Swadeshi, it is. the nucleus of patriotism, it is the panacea of our economic 
ailments. The following pages will reveal the history· of the Paisa Fund and its 
Glass Works. As I have said, it is an insignificant cipher, yet the most power
ful weapon for the uplift of India. The story of the Paisa Fund and its 
activities as narrated .hereafter, is naturally of immense interest to the con
tributor,but it is believed to be equally interesting and instructive to 
others in their own industrial pursuits. It is my earnest prayer not only to 
the great self-sacrificing public of Maharashtra, but to the whole public of 
India to come forward and contribute their mite to this Fund or to start such 
funds all c;>ver India i so that we may· be able to w~den our commercial an<l 

• I _ ., 



industrial enterpriset without fear of col1apse, making India a self contained 
unit. So in course of time we shaD be able to celebrate not only a Silver 
or Colden or Diamond Jubilee but even our Centenery of Public Service. 

I now pray for a long life and sound health to the first organiser and" 
founder of thiJ Fund )Ir. Antaji Damodar Kale, aU credit is due to him. The 
two Herculean pillara of this Fund though embraced in the bos()m of Time, 
.till stand tcHIay as noble and as firm in our memory as ever, and their memory 
will serve as a beacon light for generations to come: Who wiD forget them
the late Lok. Bal Gangadhar Tilak and Dr. Nanasaheb Deshmukh, the first 
two sponsors of this Fund' Their memory issacred to us. Of course, among 
their many and varied activities for the emancipation of the country, the 
Paisa Fund was child'. play to them; aD the same the Fund of to-day would 
not have been what it is without the help, the fostering care and the vigilent 
interest of these two giant patriots. All glory to them. I have next to offer 
thanks on behalf of the Fund to the veteran and indefatigable aged worker 
l\Ir. Vasukaka Joshi, the Proprietor of the Chitra Shala Press, Poona, 
the redoubtable lieutenant of the late Lok.Tilak and Dr. Deshmukh. The 
Paisa Fund has lost its strongest and ever vigilent treasurer in the person of 
the late )fro Annasaheb Nene. Thanks are due to aU the Office bearers of the 
Paisa Fund and the Workers in the Glass Factory who have worked there 
during the last twenty-five years. Mr. Chandorkar is the Chief of the 
Glass Works and his self sacrifice, hard work and skilful management are 
worthy of praise any time. The Managing Committee during the last twenty
five years have worked in most difficult time and their guidance, advice and 
sober judgment were always unerring and convincing. 

The beavy mantle of Chairmanship of the Fund has now fallen on Mr. 
N. C. Kelkar and I wish the compilation of this work had been looked 
after by him; but as he had to attend to other matters of urgency, 
I was pressed into this difficult job. I have tried my best. Though trade 
and industry are not in my line, there was no other way but to obey the call 
of duty and do my bit. Under the regime of our worthy new Chairman Mr. 
N. C. Kelkar, we pray, the power of the Paisa Fund will grow, open up new 
fields of activity, and elevate our people in the industrial world. " 



PREFACE 

A somewhat melancholy interest is attached to this Jubilee 
Souvenir. Its preparation was specially entrusted by the Paisa 
Fund Committee to my friend Dr. V. N. Bhajekar. He spent a 
lot of time in giving instructions for obtaining information con
tained in this booklet, and afterwards in reading the manuscript. 
Such merit, therefore, as can be claimed by this work, must go 
mainly to Dr. Bhajekar himself. The Paisa Fund Committee 
feels grieved that Dr. Bhajekar did not live to see the produc
tion of this booklet in print. 

Though devoted to Medicine and Surgery as a profession, 
Dr. Bhajekar had a pronounced natural bent for studies in Indus
trial Subjects. And not a small part 01 his leisure was given by 
him to the promotion of ideas and undertakings calculated to 
advance the development of Swadeshi industries. The Commit
tee were looking forward to the execution of his plan of build
ing a small house near the Paisa. Fund Glass Works at Talegaon, 
where he might spend his leisure in pursuing his enlightened 
hobbies, and giving the benefit of his supervision of the Glass 
Works to the Paisa Fund. But that hope, alas! has now been 
frustrated. 

The Committee takes this opportunity also to pay a 
tribute to the late Mr. Y. V. Neney, who rendered very valuable 
services to the Paisa Fund Institution all along as Treasurer 
or Secretary to the Fund. The Committee regrets that he is 
not alive to associate with it in person and to take part in the 
present Jubilee Ceremony. 

The Committee's thanks are due to Mr. S. N. Oka. B. Com. 
and Mr. Chandorkar and his colleagues for preparing this 
booklet, and to Messrs. Gosa.vi and Sane for supervising its 
production in "the Press. 

" N. C. Kelkar, 
PreSident, Paisa Fl,lnd Committee 
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Chapter I 

Some Economic Considerations. 

The path of material progress is beset with ~bstacles placed by ~ture 
against which mankind has ceaselessly to c,?nte~d in 

Introductol')' order to preserve its existence and enrich its ~hIy 
liCe. In successive periods of its progress, every time 

it hal shlCted up to a higher level oC . material well-being. It has done so 
by lOme discovery or other of nature's J~ws. ThUll for instance,t;heuse of 
fire, olM'heel traction and the knowledge of plant life apd the seasons-each 
of these. th9ugh 10 commonplace in modern ecpnom,ic life, ~e y~t ,mile
.tODell on the road which humanity has traversClil. 

The Knowledge of agriculture (the successful appJicatiQn of which. tQo~ 
ages) made possible the beginning of settled communities, in the econ9~y 
of which, nature still played an' important part. It .was natUl'e's bounties 
supplemented by a little human eHort that provided these. C)9mmun,ities, ~he 
elementary needs of food, clothing and shelter in peace .and plenty •. Ele~~,ntal 
disturbances like famines, floods and . earth-quakes disprgan~sed them 
temporarily, but otherwise their happy routine continued .and would have 
contiDued indefinitely without Any appreciable change but for t~ofaCtors, 
the first of which was foreign invasion. Other ~mmunities less favQwfd 
by pature and schooled into hardihood by their struggle fo~ e~sten.ee!totIDd 
an-easy prey in these peaceful people, whose power Of .,res~stance ,,!as en
feebled by their lite of eHortless ease. Thus we Jlee the early .mhabitants ,of 
fe~e river-valleys in India, China ,and :Egypt go down befC?re r.~~iol,lS 
hordes of invaders from barren lands. .. ,. 

A pastoral community living solely on the soil, is bound to be static; its 
healthy growth of a living organism which is only fostered by a struggle 
with nature, is checked. The energies of the people run to waste tor wani of 
dirt:ction into Dew eHorta and intiative dies down. Things ta\!:e a1ium .for the 
·worse when population mUltiplies at a faster rate than ,J;l1e~s' pf 5ubs,i$
tence; land yields diminishing returns and ~v~ . if there is ,food, .tl1eJ,'e _ar.e 
too many people to compete for earning it, since all thew9~k ~hey .~an;oifer 
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to do is on the land . .The ultimate result of all this is the adherence of the 
community to a life of elementary needs. 

, 
Without belittling 'the importance of spiritual advancement, we will 

proceed with the assumption 'that material progress is indispensable to a nation. 
Economists measure material progress of human beings in terms of their 
number of needs-the more numerous and complex the needs of men, the better 
lived is their life. To rise above elementary agricultural existence, therefore, 
a country must enrich its life by a fuller utilisation of all its natural resources. 
The static inertia of the people' must be converted into dynamic force by 
directing their corporate energies into every conceivable line of productive 
activity, for the profitable utilisation o( which, there are various ways; commu
nications have to be developed; firstly to bring together scattered commu
nities which can exchange ideas of living a richer life; and secondly to distribute 
among them the commodities needed for the purpose; organisations of production 
have to be set up to supply such commodities, ,labour and capital mobilised 
to help the production. The nation must thus be occupied, with a diversity 
of industries connected with transport and . trade instead of eking out a 
miserable existence on the over-burdened agriculture: 

The importance of industries in the material well-being of a nation 

Industrial 
Development 

cannot be over emphasised. "The Industries of a country 
reflect the productive capacity and executive ability of its 
inhabitants, and form one of the chief tests of a natio~'s 
efficiency. "( Sir M. Visweshwarayya 'Reconstructing 

mdia.'). The' establishment of industries increases the 'production of 
wealth and 'enriches the country generally. Industries relieve the excessive 
depp.ndence upon land so common in agricultural countries,' oHer scope for 
the development of capital resources and employ more profitably the labour; 
which otherwise crowds on agricultUre. Industrial, employment is also aD. 
atternative to fall back upon, in case disasters like famines overtake 
agriculture. A minor advantage of industries is that by incresaing the wealth 
per capita in the country, they also increase the taxable capacity of the people 
and bring more revenues to the State. The most' important benefit expected 
of industries, , however, is their eHect on national character, which astheFiscal 
Cominission said, "Cannot be meas.ured in terms of money. A Country indus
tri&l1y undeveloped; tends to suHer from a certain intellecrtual deadness. 
The outlets for diversity of talent are few. Those who might have shone in a 
wider sphere, have their energies and ambitions cramped in the mould of 
uniformity. It is hardly too much to say that a certain measure of indus
trial life and opportunity is an essential condition for building up a vigorous 
national character." . 

With lIuch undoubted advantages of industrial devlopment the question 
would naturally arise as to what is India's position in this respect; has she an 
adequate number of flourishing industries RD:d if not, what are the reasons 
for her backwardness' 



sOMB lOONOMto CONSIDBBA.tIONS 

The Indian Industrial Commission attempted, fifteen years ago, to tackle 
these questions and arrived at the conclusion that 

Modern Industrial .. the Industrial system ( of India ) is unevenly and is 
Revolution in most cases inadequately developed." These remarks 

with some modifications, may still apply to the 
present condition of industries. Nearly three-fourths of the population still 
.how their occupation as agriculture, which is described as the greatest 
industry of India. This description is likely to lead to misunderstanding, 
.ince at best, agriculture is a feeder industry. It produces raw materials 
trnd food .tuff'., which are in no sense • manufactured' ; its dependence upon 
Nature and the comparative simplicity of its processes place 'it outside the 
modern definition of industry, as far as Indian agriculture is concerned. It 
can be called an industry only when it is as highly developed as in the United 
States or .Iodern Russia, where metl10ds of large scale production, an 
elaborate organisation and a free use of the Sciences (aU of which indicate 
a highly developed industrial technique) characterise agriculture. In India 
it i. yet carried on on primitive lines and its rapid development on modern lines 
.ide by .ide with other industries, is a problem equally urgent. In talking 
of industries, it is not sought to detract from the undoubted importance of 
agriculture, but, it is merely indicated that due to its being the sole means of 
livelihood of • very large majority of people, India is yet far from the front 
rank of industrial countries. That agriculture is not India's sole occupation 
by choice, can be seen later from a bird's eye-view of its economic history, 
.ince the middle of the eighteenth century. That industries have dwindled 
down during the same period, can be vcrified in the Indain Industrial Commis
sion'. Report, which records that .. When merchant adventurers from the 
West made their first appearance in India, the industrial developement of 
this country was, at any rate, not inferior to that of the more advanced 
European Nations." We will now enquire into the reasons why during the 
last hlmdred and fitty years or so, • the more advanced European Nations' 
have made all the industrial progress while India is still no where. 

At about the middle of the eighteenth century the methods of production 
in the West were much the same as in India. But in 1770, came in England 
what is known as the Industrial Revolution, which changed all ideas of produc
tion. There were inventions of steam-power and machinery, which gave man 
tho weapons for greater mastery over nature. Commodities were manufactured 
in unprecedented quantities at a miraculous rate; land and ocean transport 
speeded up to annihilate distance and join up the scattered patches 
of the world. A direct result of the Industrial Revolution was a great 
increase in the wealth and producing capacity of Eng~nd and her supremacy 
over all other nations_ Now the appearance of the Industrial Revolution 
in England before any other nation was due to a combination of several 
favourable circumstances such as a victorious emergence from a long war and 
the consequcnt insular immunity, a strong central goverment, a large supply of 
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laboUr relieved from the land and enough wealth (probably coming from India) 
available as capital. The lead of this early start, the wealth and the power of 
England, soon alarmed the other European nations. Germany was the first 
to be busy, creating her owriindustrial revolution. The writings of Frederich 
List'on National Finance had awakened the country into a national out-look 
and measures like heavy protective tariffs were resorted to for an undisturbed 
development of national industries. Many other European countries followed 
suit in the course of the nineteenth century, and finally Japan had its indus
trial revolution the first in Asia, at the beginning of the twentieth century. 
After the Great War, Turkey, Czeko-Slovakia and Italy adopted the 'national 
outlook' and to-day Russia is causing anxiety to the world with 
its "Fifteen years' plans," a formidable development of industries on a 
national basis. 

By this time one may well enquire what had India been doing all 

The case of 
India 

these years? Did she not feel the need of the national 
out-look? What attempts were made in India to 
revolutionise industry? The reply to all ~uch queries 
is in one statement; in each of the cases cited above, 

the country and the government were identical; in the case of India, during 
the 'period under consideration the governing people were not of the country ; 
their interests far from being identical with those of the people they ruled, 
were practically hostile during most years of their regime. They did not want 
an Industrial Revolution in India; in fact they accomplished in India a Revo
lutionfrom Industries back to Agriculture. Even among the Indians themselves, 
the' national out-look appeared after about a hundred years of British 
Rule, which had done little during the period to remedy the ignorance of 
the ruled. 

It was not as if India. has not the favou;able factors needed for industrial 
development on modern lines. It is a. • world in itself' being fifteen times as big 
as Great Britain and equal to the whole of Europe except Russia.. It has a. 
land frontier of 6000 miles and a coast of 5000 miles with many fine ports and 
harbours. Its position' is at the very centre of the Eastern hemisphere. As 
to natural resources, according to the Industrial Commission, • the mineral 
deposits of India. are sufficient to maintain most of the key industries, and 
there is an unlimited potential supply of hydro-electric power. Capital is 
rio more shy than in other countries and is available to any demostrably sound 
industry as seen in the case of Cotton Manufacture. The supply of labour is 
cheap and plentiful, though skilled labour is naturally scarce owing to the 
want of an industrial tradition, a defect which could be easily remedied. Finally, 
the three hundred and fifty millions of Indians alone, shoUld prove a sufficient 
market for the products of any organised industry. Why, in spite of all 
these advantages, we have no industrial system 'worth the name, will be clear 
from a brief survey of the recent economic history. 



SOKE ECONOmC CONSIDEBATIONS 5 

The superiority of India in all kinds of manufactures before the adyent 

Recen& Economic 
Hiatol'1 

of the modem industrial system was never in pluch 
doubt. Since the earliest times, India was celebrated 
for its fabrics and other works of art, and had. 
traded in these commodities from 8000· B. C. 

with ancient Babylon, Egypt, Rome, Greece and other countries a~d 
with Venice and Genoa among others, in the middle ages. Though the 
waves of conquest which began from the eleventh century, hampered Indian 
industries, they were fully restored under the stable rule of Akbar and the 
later lIoghuls. It was by this time that, lured by the treasurcs of India, the 
foreign merchant adventurers made their appearance, first captured trade 
and then territory. The industrial decline of India then began With the 
Ea.t India Company's rule, which was simultaneous with the rise of English 
industries. 

The East India Company which started its work with trade in finished Indian 
articles, loon transferred its attention at the instance of their Directors in 
England, to the export of Indian raw materials only, for feeding the growing 
demandl of English industries. In England, prohibitive duties were levied 
on imported Indian finished articles; and further, double and quadruple heavy 
duties on exports from India of such goodS" and even direct prohibition Of 
manufactures, effectively crushed all Indian industries of which textiles was 
the chief. 

All the time, imports of English manufactured goods were given every 
facility and gradually not only foreign markets, but their own home markets were 
lost to the Indian industries which could not survive these duties alid unfair 
cqmpetition. Indian shipping was similarly stamped out a t the instance .of English 
shipbuilders. So, towards the close of the eighteenth century as historians like 
Dutt, Digby, Wilson and Taylor testify the East India Company had srs
tematicaIJy starved the Indian industries to death, made India at once the 
greatest supplier of raw materials to England, and finally her largest single 
market. By tbis time, India which had once pr~duced the finest fabrics for 
the world, itself imported from England cottan goods alone worth close on 
twenty million sterling r (Pandit M. l\lalaviya's Note· in the Ind.ustrial 
Commission's Report). 

Thus the East India Company, by firstly supplying the capital, 
with the spoil of Indian wars, secondly the raw materials and finally 
a market,· virtually brought about the industrial Revolution in England. 
"India was sacrificed to the great English manuactures" as Toynbee admits. 
Later on, with the Crown's direct rule, all duties were abolished, but not before 
their work was thoroughly accomplished. Before that, however, the policy 
of encouraging exports of raw materials aided by the rapid development of 
railways, assumed unprecedented proportions duriong the eight years ~ 
Dalhousie's rule. Export of raw cottoil more than doubled itsPf and. that of 
grain trebled, while imports during the same period rose by 150 per cent. 
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Thus India was forced to be an agricultural country. The supprcssion of 
industries and the encouragement of agriculture resulted in driving almost 
the'whole of the population into agriculture, and exposed the country to the 
aggravated evils of frequent famines. In successive quarters of the nineteenth 
century, the occurrences of famines were respectively 5, 2, 6 and 18. In the 
last quarter, they were four times as numerous and four times more 
wide spread than in the earlier 100 years. One after another, the Famine 
Commissions emphasised the necessity of a diversity of industries, so that 
the entire population should not suffer by the failure of one occupation. 

By this time, intelligent minds in India were beginning to sit up and 
take notice. Dadabhai Nowroji drew attention of the 

Economic people to the poverty of India and Justice Ranade exposed 
consciousness the whole rotton structure of Indian economics. The 

.. apathy of Government after the avowedly destructive 
policy of the East India Company, was almost as pernicious. Though 
Government had loosened the fetters of heavy duties, they had loosened 
them from the skeleton of Indian Industry, and their subsequent 
adherence to the principle of "Free Trade" was no more than a 
disingenuous excuse· for withholding aid to a dying body to please a dearer 
object-the English Industry. The special facilities to Lancashire goods gave the 
direct lie to the Free Trade pretentions. The callousness of Government was 
all the more bitterly felt by contrast with the feverish ac.tivity of the Japanese 
Government in the matter of fostering national industries. It was no wonder, 
therefore, that industrial problems took a political complexion. .. The 
Indian Industrial Conference of 1905 convened in association with the 
National Congress marks the linking of economic and' political discontent." 
(Jathar and Beri-Indian Economics ). 

The first Swadeshi movement was launched; the clamour for 
industrialisation was the purpose of which 'the Swadeshi Movement 
was the positive and Boycott the negative expression' as the . Montague 
Chelmsford Report . described it. Failing to move an indifferent Government, 
the people bravely attempted to start new industries, most of which 
quickly perished owing to lack of· training and of commercial experience, 
differential railway rates and absence of protective tariffs, and Government's 
determination to do nothing to help them. Besides, any possible Government 
sympathy was completely alienated owing to the Boycott agitation, which 
'Was in those days, a bold challenge to the ruling race. 

In spite of adverse circumstances, however, there had been a slight revival 
since 1870, the lowest point of decline. The cotton, jute and coal industries 
had attained reasonable status; though in the latter two, foreign capital 
played too predominent a part. Only a beginning of the Iron and Steel 
Industry wa!i made in 1901 at Jamshedpur, and unimportant semi
.manufacturing. industries like Cotton-ginning and pressing. Jute-pressing, 
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paper, rice, oil. mills, IUgar and leatherworks and small engineering shops 
bad .prong up in amall Units. 

Thi. W&I the state of industriei at the out-break of the Great War, 

The Great 
War 

which marked the beginning of a greater interest in 
Indian Industries on the part of the Government. 
We have seen how the East India Company had almost 
completely wiped them out; also how even after 1858, 

the British Government refused to help their growth under the pretence of 
• Laissez Faire '. Later on, however, there were afewcasu~1 steps taken by 
Government to look into the matter; in 1905 Lord Curzon separated the 
department of Commerce and ,Industries, and the Governments of 
U. P. andUadru started on some sort of an industrial programme. But such 
officiousnes. W&I promptly snubbed by Lord lrorley who in a dispatch in 1910, 
.temly reprimanded the delinquents for such grave transgression 'of the 
.acred doctrine ot 'IAule3 Faire'. 

Later, the Indian Government returned the compliment by defeating 
Lord Crew'. efforts for Indian industries, putting forth the lame excuse of 
lack of equipment-a defect which could have been easily remedied had 
there been an intention of doing so. The Swadeshi Movement also, 
could have been utilised to advantage by Government to some 
purpose, but it 11'&1 not;· and. only a great war was to awaken Government 
with a rude .hock into the realisation of lost opportunities, and of the results 
of deliberate negligence. The European War ot 1914 tound India ready enough 
with men and money, but absolutely helpless in the matter of munitions. 
There W&l no shipping to relieve Empire transport, no organised basic industries 
like iron and steel, anti-friction metals,' ferro-manganese,' asbestos, glass, 
pottery, retractory materials or chemicals j and no skilled workmen to run 
new factories. And all this was in spite of vast natural resources, easily 
available capital, cheap labour and a ready market. 

An administration first positively hostile and then supremely indifferent 
to the interests ot the country, had brought on its own head the results 
ot its own policy. An industrially developed India would have been its 
greatest asset in the emergency and they had ruined the asset by their own 
doing. As it was, the full advantage of the emergency was taken by countries 
like Japan and the U. S. A., whose manufacturing capacity was unhampered 
owinjr to their safe distance from the Theatre of War. 



· Chapter II 

The State arid Industry. 
It was rather late in the day; therefore, that the Indian Government 

" ... 
Industrial Commission: 
Post-War Conditions 

showed the first signs of concern and that 
too, from no aitruistic motives for the in
dustries of India by appointing in 1916, the 
Industrial Commission " to examine the ques

tions of industrial defvelopment in India, new openings for capital and the 
eXtent of State aid to industry". The Commission's Report. not the ieast 
important part of which was Pandit Malaviya's Note. was presented. in 1918 
and will live as a most important document in India's Economic History. It 
stressed the duty of GoveI'hirlent to give 8. "powerful and well-directed 
stiliitilus to start the economic development of India along the path of progress 
by suppiying ari organised system of techical, financial and administrative 
assistance. " It waS later found, arter the reports of the Technical and Chemical 
ServiceS Cominittees, that technical (and financial) assistance was impos
sible oWfug to the habitual finil.ncial stringency. As to administrative assistance 
which huiiDly consisted of a protective tariff. the question was finally taken 
tip iJi 19in, whereupon firitain's AcCeptance of the principle of India's fisci.
auioribiny, the FIscal Comhiission was appointed and made its Report. 

It ktivocated a policy of discriminating protection to be based upon the 
recommendations of a permanent Tariff Board, which was duly eonstituted. 
BuHnthe meaJitime, Indian Industries, which had received a temporary stimu
lus at the hands of the MunitionS Board appointed in 1917 .. to control and 
develop Indian resources with special reference to the needs of war", again 
languished, shortly after the close ot the War. And the subsequent depression 
aggravated. by the difficulties of importing machincry, of procuring chemical 
and technical experts, shortage of coal and railway wagons, and scarcity of 
skilled labour. left them in no better position thim" before the War. If Govern
ment now had any intention to foster the iJidustries, it had also the exCuse 
of financial stringency, and the pro\'ineiatdepartments of industries have 
since done little for lm'ttistrial development· except perhaps in Bengal. 

Education, now being a transferred subject, relieved Government of any 
feeling of responsibility for techllicaleducation. Regarding the remaining 
question of administrative assistance typified by a protective tariff, we are 
yet to see an instance of any important industry, progressing vigorously by 
such assistance, except perhaps the match and sugar industries since very 
recent times, 
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TCMlay, therefore, we find India still backward industrially. Progress, 
If Any, iI deplorably 111011' and uneven, and though world factors are partly 
responsible for thil condition, the state has by no means done even its minimum 
to remedy it. Private enterprise is yet struggling single.handed and the 
fonowing pages contain an account of such a struggle in one the of most important 
of key lndustrics-Glass. Before beginning it, however, it is necessary to see 
in detail, what part the state must play in industrial development, so that 
we can appreciate what its neglect means to an industry fighting for liCe. 

AI pointed out earlirer, the degree of economic development of a country 

Th •• tat. anel 
industlJ 

depends upon how far the State interests itself in it. 
We have seen how national Governments in various 
countries before and after the War, took it upon them
selvea to revolutionise national industries. Backwardness 

in this respect 11'8.1 treated as an emergency as great as war and dictatorial 
powers exercised as in Italy and Russia, in commandeering resources, 
capital and labour. The State took the lead in industrial development not 
stopping at mere administrative assistance. Even England which had long 
stuck to the dogmatic principles of Free Trade and of non-interference by the 
State, resorted to protection with the l\lackenna Duties in 1915, and with 
the Safeguarding of Industries Act in 1925. India alone has looked to the 
state in vain for leading the nation into new paths of industrialisation. 

The primary measure expected of the State in this connection, is a 
protective tariff. As the question of protection will be dealt with more fully 
when considering the glass industry'S demand for protection, we proceed to 
other ways by which Government can help industrial advancement. Financial 
aid can be given in the form of loans at low interest to start new industries 
or subsidies to promising ones. Inducement to start new enterprises can be 
offered by providing facilities in the matters of concessions in exploiting raw 
materials and of transport rates. Purchase of indigenous products by Govern
ment is another way of encouraging industry. Government is also expected 
to procure experts for new industries and itself pioneer some difficult key 
industries. Besides all kinds of information must be provided by Government 
through such agencies as industrial museums, bureaux and publications of 
up·to-date statistics. 

The most important function of Government, is however, technica 
~l1cation. llasters, foremen and skilled workers must be trained; a large 
number of technical schools and colleges must, therefore, be opened all 
over the country. For the higher scientific purposes of improvement in 
methods and testing processes, "Research institute should be established 
on the model of the one at Teddington in England or the Bureau of Standards 
at Washington. One such institute will be needed for each province ·to work 
in close association with the University and higher technical school's"; Also, 
"Industrial experimental stations like those in Japan, intended for carrying 
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out experiments in manufacture, should be established in every important 
city and smaller ones in every district, to work in conjunction with research 
institutes." 1 

How much is possible for a· Government to help national industries, 

The example 
of Japan 

can be seen from the single example of Japan, whose 
phenomenal progress in fifty years is worth studying. 
.. In Japanese industrial history, articles were not man
ufactured to meet the demand of the general public 

or with the primary object of supplying a market", but to industrialise 
the population. The type of industries were started in Japan and the 
old crafts were revived-from 1854, first under the patronage of the higher 
classes but later on from 1872, under the direction of the State. Foreign 
methods were introduced, and Government missions sent to the Continent 
and America !o visit international exhibitions at Vienna and Philadelphia 
in 1873, to study and bring back scientific methods of Industries. Thus 
up-to-date knowledge and the latest machinery, tools and equipment were 
made availaable to Japanese industries. In 1879, Japan itself had an Indus
trial Exhibition at Tokio, and while old crafts were set on their feet by fo
reign advertisement, the new industries received every kind of stimulus at 
the hands of Government. Model factories were started, samples exhibited, 
credit organisations established and local exhibitions held from time to time. 
By 1895, Joint Stock enterprise was started in entirely new industries and 
gradually the earlier manufacturers who were formerly aided by Government, 
came to be self-dependent. 

The work of the State, however, did not stop at starting industries and 
handing them over to the people. It still carried on the duty of guiding, 
informing and instructing them. Markets were studied and statistics published. 
As to technical instruction in 1909, there were two faculties in Science and 
Engineering, at the Universities, five higher ana thirtyfour secondary technical 
schools and seventy two artisan schools. The causes of fifty years' phenomenal 
development. of New Japan are summarised by Count Okuma as "The 
admirably opport.une measures adopted by the Imperial Government for the 
guidance and protection of our national industries, coupled . with the 
indomitable energy, with which people succeeded in assimilating .into one 
harmonious whole, the arts and manufactures of the East and West, the 
Nation's burning ambition to benefit ~by the application of advanced 
sciences, holding up before them the services which technical education would 
render to the cause."z S. Uehara. also attributes Japanese progress to -two 
main reasons among others: .. The Government's strenuous and successful 
eHorts to reorganise the economic' system by the purposeful introduction of 
Western methods" and" An excessive protection policy." 

1. Sir M. Visweshwarayya. .. Reconstructing India. ... 
l!. Count Okuma, "Fifty year~.of New Japan". 
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We have lIeen earlier what the Indian Government has done as regards 
protection and other kinds of assistance. As to purchase 

Th. pad of Indian of Government Stores, though the principle of stores 
Govemment purchase in India was enunciated long ago, it was not 

till after the Industrial Commission's recommendation, 
that the Indian Stores Department was constituted and India had the oppor
tunity to supply lOme goods to its own Government. In the matter of technical 
education, the demand of the people is of long standing. The system of 
education was found to be faulty long ago; it has continued, creating diffi· 
dence and Jack of enterprise and Costering the spirit of .. cultured ease" 

On the other hand, labour is illiterate. There have been a few listless 
and hap-hazard attempts Cor technical education on the part of the Govern
ment. A Government Resolution in 1888, asked the Provinces to look into 
technical and industrial training. The result, except Cor the already establi
shed Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute at Bombav, was nil. In 1901, through 
Lord Curzon's efforts Scienccs began to be taught at the Universities and State 
TechnicallCholarships were introduced. Neither achieved much. The Industrial 
Commission in 1918, recommended a scheme of primary and higher industrial 
schools, trr.ining for organised industries, workshop classes Cor Coremen and 
two Imperial collegesoC technological research. But soon after, the reforms 
made Education a transCerred subject and Provinces had no money to carry 
out any programme of technical education. In 1921, the recommendations 
of the Technical and Industrial Education Committee (in two Reports ) 
of the European majority and the other of the Indian minority including the 
Presdient could not, thereCore, be considered. This is about all that the 
State has done Cor the Indian Industry • 

.. The political domination oC one country by another attracts far more 
attention than the more formidable though 

Public Efforts: unfelt domination which the capital, enter-
The Iwadeshi movement prise and skill of one country exercise 

over the trade and manufacture of another. 
This latter domination has an insidious influence which paralyses the springs 
of all the varied activities which together make up the life of a nation.'" 
Thus wrote forty years ago Justice Ranade, the father of Indian economic 
thought, deploring India's industrial backwardness. Economic .. and politics are 
indistinguishably mixed up in Indian affairs. All political agitation is for a 
better economic position for India and economic weapons like the boycott 
ha,·e come to be used in the struggle Cor political power. 

The first Swadeshi l\Iovement of 1905-06, thercCore, was the outcome of tile 
political agitation against the separation of Bengal. It was energetically spons
ored in l\Iaharashtra by the late Lok. Tilak and Mr. Joshl (Sarvajanik Kaka). 

I. Paper ~d at the LtdustriaJ Ccmference, 189IJ, 
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Though, as fIlentioned earlier, private enterprises started on the wave of this 
enthusiasm failed, foreigI\ capital quickly saw its opportunity and factories 
I!tarted manufacturing leather, cotton and woolen goods, sold as 'Indian' by 
foreign firms till this day. Though the national enterprises failed, suHering for 
the inevitable association of Swadeshi with politics, the spirit survived and 
during the next fifteen y~ars" there was gradually greater realisation of indus
trial nationalism amoung the educated classes. 

The ground was thus well prepared for the avalanche of the Second Swadeshi 
movement of 1921, which in conjunction with the Non-Co-operation agitation 
swept the whole country. The immediate reasons again were political-the 
dissatisfaction at the Montague Chelmsford Reforms and the Punjab outrages. 
This time the national feeling was much more wide-spread and inten~e. Two 
featurcs charactcrised the movement on this occasion: firstly, foreign 
teJd;iles as the symbolic objective of attack and secondly, the revolutionary 
!!(!onomic ideal of ruralisatjon of industries as a counter-blast to the dominatioq 
of machinery. The weapon in both cases was Khaddar-the cult ofhaqdspun 
and hand-woven cloth. Mahatma Gandhi, the man at the head of this move
ment, counted oIl. the fact that the manual labour in their cottages by the 
pOOl." millions of India was collectively a producing power more eff~tive than 
any machinery in the wor~d. It was an idea that challenged the very conception 
of fIlodern industry and gave the economist something new to ponder upon. 

Unfortunately, howeverit did not succeed, again owing partly to its being 
linked with politics and partly to the waning enthusiasm of the ~~ral public 
which wanted quick results. But the mark the movement left was permanent 
and Khaddar came to stay in the economics of the country. Organised industry 
however, seems to have gained little on this occasion except perhaps that of 
Indian textiles which played second fiddle to Khaddar. We finally come to 
the third Swadeshi Movement, which is ahfl.ost current history and fresh 
in the memory of all. Divested of its political aspect, it was nevertheless a 
very powerful economic force and has ,acted upon industry in general, with 
as grcat an effect as War. For the first time in Indian Hitory, we have had an 
organisation in the Congress, which brought buyers and manufacturers in 
mutual contact, acted as an information bureau, held exhibitions, in fact 
attempted evcry kind of assistance except that which the State alone can 
give. Another feature of the present movement is the participation of 
almost all shades of opinion. Swadeshi is no longer the concern of the 
'Extremists' alone, as is demonstrl~.ted by the various Swadeshi Leagues. which 
are run by people as politically sober as any Government could wish for. 

Yet all that is done, amounts' to' very little. Except cotton manufacture 
and various small manufacturing indlistries, there is little progress. We have 
still no Industries that matter, that breed a strong, keen and intelligent 
people and build up a powerfulnation-:-the Key Industries; the solitary Iron 
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and Steel Works, • Chemical Works or two, a Refractory Kiln or so and a 
number of leveral Itruggling glass-works, is all India can show. 

n ill in rescept of the last Key Industry, that or Glass Manufacture', that 
we are to see how private effort unaided by the State, has to fight with odds; 
how disinterested work suffers by neglect; and fmally what dogged deter
mination ean achieve. It is • vivid story or the birth or an Idea, the buffets 
of fortune it received ill its evolution into a Force. We are about to learn 
how this force during the quarter of a century helped to build up some 
structure worth the name of industry. 

~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 
WhJle& Jour works suffer lor want of nice Glassware Moulds? ~ 

W, a" rpecialiBtB ~ 
IN ~ 

ALL KINDS OF GLASSWARE MOULDS ~ 
with Experience of over 20 ,ears. ~ 

Oan Supply MouldB .~ 
POB. 

Tumblers, Jars, Globes, Bottles, Ba.ngles 
and any other sort of Press or Blow Moulds. 

Leading Glass Factories in India 
avail of our services. 

ALSO 

Glassware Machinery and tools. Soap Presses, Flour, 
Rice and Oil Mills and Machinery Parts. 

A. Husain Esmailji, ~ 
ENGINEERS, FOUNDERS & MECHANISTS, ~ 

Ripon Road, Sankli Street, BycuUa, BOMBAY. t 
.. ~~,;,~~~~~i; 



Chapter III 
The History of the Paisa Fund 

Like many other great ideas, that of the Paisa Fund had a modest 
beginning. It occurred to a small man in an obscure 

Genesis village. Mr. Antaji Damoder Kale was a poor school 
master in Khattalwada, a hamlet in Thana District on 

the West Coast. He eked out a living on the pittance of his teaching 
wages, supplemented by the yield of a small piece of land which he himself 
tilled. This struggle for existence would have made a fatalist of the average 
man and tempted him to indulge in the philosophy of despair. But, Kale was ~ 
above the average. He was made of sterner stuff and refused to be cowed down 
by poverty. He had the restlessness of a born worker and an intelligent 
and enquiring mind. Though hardly literate in English, he was a voracious 
reader of newspapers and books that came his way, and was thus keenly 
alive to the happenings around him. It was his practice to talk to his fellow 
villagers with a view to awaken them to national consciousness. The villagers, 
however, construed his zeal asa mild form of lunacy and paid little head to 
his words; for the man was known to be very outspoken and independent 
of spirit, and suspected of holding views opposed to untouchability. • If 
the idiot Kale chooses to ruin himself by offending important people, the 
Sarkar and the Orthodoxy' thoug~t the simple folk, • it is a matter between 
him and his gods' and they ignored him. He was, however, gifted with the 
suitable missionary spirit impervious to indifference or jeers, and continued 
his work of enlightening the people around him. 

In the famine of 1896, when the suffering of the people was as acute and 
wide-spread as any earlier famine, Mr.Kale was deeply moved by it, and po,ndering 
over the causes of the catastrophe, he grasped the fact ( which greater minds 
bad done before), that a popUlation massed on agricultw'e, without alternative 
occupations, magnifies a mere failure of the crops into a country-wide famine. 
Considering the alternative occupations, he saw the abundance of India's 
raw materials, its idle capital and also the absence of equipment to turn them 
to account. He realised th.at. there ought to be a sufficiency of trained men 
to work new industries, and to facilitate the training of men at home and 
abroad, a national industrial fund of the people. was urgently needed since 
Government was doing nothing in th~ matter. 

Kale was not the first originator of the idea of a national fund. The 
first man to whom it occurred was one Tarapad Banerji 

Earlier ideas or of Raniganj in Bengal, who wrote in 1865, a number 
a national fund of articles in the Indian MirTor on this subject, and 

received the support of a few leaders of the time. 
:popular sympathy, however, was not forthcoming and it was left to 
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lIaharashtra to demonstrate the practicability of a national fund. About 
1878. the people of Western India became acquainted with the idea and 
there wu a aeries of attempta to interest the public in it. 

G. B.Joshi of Bassein wrote an essay on " A PUBLIC PICE FUND BOX ". 
but when ru. effort could hardly realise a hundred and fifty rupees, he gave 
up the attempt. MelSrs. Oke, Risbud and Patwardhan issued some pamphleta. 
on the lIUIle topic with little SU(.'cess. G. A. Bhat, a Sub Judge of l\lahad, wrote 
in 1891. a monograph. " Capital without interest" towards the same end 
and collected about fourteen hundred rupees but there it stopped. Gurjar 
and Thakur were two more enthusiasts, who distributed thousands of pamph
leta on the &ame subject at the Bombay Session of the Indian National Con
greg in 1895. but to little purpose. 

Next year. Pimputkar. Karulkar and Paranjpe, decided to experiment with 
the idea in the limited area of the Umbergaon Peta of Thana District. It was 
the brochure issued by these people that attracted Kale and set him thinking. 
lIe calculated that cven if hall the population of India ( leaving the other 
hall &8 hopelessly poor ) gave their mite of one pice each every year, the 

. total contribution would run into lacs and provide capital enough for· any 
project of industrial training. Armed with a copy of the brochure, he went 
to Bombay and consulted one l\1r. 1\[. R. Bodas, a lawyer, upon the feasibility 
of collectiong a national fund with the smallest minimum contributions. The 
learned lawyer certified the project as on the right side of the law, and 
returning to his village, Kale started propaganda. 

He was however disappointed with his fellow villagers as his articles in 

·Kale'. 
.fforts 

the local press went unheeded. He therefore, wrote a small 
book in 1\larathi entitled "A picture of present condi
tions. "in which he put forth the scheme of a Paisa 
Fund for money to the purpose of industrial revival in 

India. As he had no money to print it, he appealed to Justice Ranade for help. 
but failed to convince that great man. An appeal to the public in general, 
however. proved more fruitful; some advance orders for the book were secured 
and printing begun. In the meanwhile, Kale's superiors took exception to his 
activities and he resigned his teacher's job on 16 October 1899. Thereafter 
till his book was printed. he served his village people stricken by the famine 
of 1899, and witnessing their misery, took a vow to spread the Paisa Fund 
idea and serve no other master till the end of his life. 

When his book was ready, he went with its copies to Lucknow to 
meet the leaders at the sessions of the National Congress and was introduced 
to 1\1r. Tilak and other l\laharashtra leaders. They listened to his ideas and 
asked him to attend the Satara Session of the Bombay Provincial Conference 
in 1\larch 1900. On his way to Satara, he visited a good many places creating 
public opinion, with the result that when he again met the leaders they 
admitted the possobillity of the project and asked him to carry on. Frolq 
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this time, he travelled for nearly four years over most of the Mllrathi 
speaking districts, doing propaganda work. During this time he had also 
started a Paisa Fund Magazine and the Paisa Fund Encouraging Association, 
both of which proved shortlived. 

Upon his return to Bom~ay. he attempted to interest the Bombay 
Presidency Association in his idea, but their terms did not suit him. In July 
1904, however, he succeeded in getting together an influential provisional 
committee to test the veracity of the claim of the success in his propaganda. 
If enquiries of this Committee justified it, a central committee for Maha
rashtra ~ight be formed .In the meanwhile, plague broke out in Poona and 
negotiations shifted to Bombay then preparing for the sitting of the Congress. 
The indefatiguable Kale went to Bombay, again besieged Mr. Tilak and 

. persuaded him to call a meeting of Maharashtra leaders then present for 
Congress. This meeting was duly held at Dr. M. G. Deshmukh's house and 
it was resolved to call a public meeting to consider the establishment of a 
Central Committce of the Paisa Fund. 

The public meeting was duly held in Arya Samaj Mandir, Bombay, on 27 
December 1904; a committee was appointed with Dr. Deshmukh as president. 
members, Secretaries and treasurers; and volunteers were recruited. A draft 
constitution was circulated and adopted and finally, on 16th October 1905, 
.. The Industrial Fund or Paisa Fund" was duly registered at the office of 
the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies, under Act XXI of 1860. The tireless 
efforts of Antaji Damodar Kale were crowned with success at last and havinE 
delivered into responsible hands the idea he had nursed with such dogged 
determination he was content thereafter to be an ordinary Assistant Secretary, 
doing propaganda work. 

The Industrial or Paisa Fund can be defined as a Ccntral Reserve 
made up of contributions of one pice and above 

The Industrial Fund from all classes of society. People paying a reason
or the Paisa Fund able minimum could have a voice in its adminis

tration which was in the hands of an elected body. 
The constituion of the Paisa Fund provided for four classes of members. viz. 

( 1) Patrons, paying Rs. 500 or more at a time 
( 2) Associates, paying Rs.100 to 500 " 
( 8) Life members, paying.Rs. 50 to 100 " and 
( 4) Ordinary members paying Rs. 10 to 50 or rupee one per year. 

Village Committees were recognised when there were in the village at 
least ten people each paying anna&' eight per year. l\IembCl's of these were 
eligible for election into the central Committee as were menlbers of the first 
three classes shown above. The Central Committee was the executive body 
vested with full powers for the proper utilisation of the Fund. The purpose 
of the Paisa Fund was to collect money in any amounts down to one pice 
from all classes of Society and to use it strictly according to the rules .of the 
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institution, towarda the revival ot agriculture, trade and crafts of this country 
and the improvement ot the economic condition . of . the people. Though 
thi. purpoee W88 made perfectly clear at every opportunity. doubts in the 
mind. ot the general public had to be satisfied in the beginning, queries replied 
to and vague feara allayed. Once however, Lok. Tilak sponsored the cause, 
he took it upon himself to give wide publicity to the Fund through the columns 
of hi. powerful paper, the Kesari, and public opinion gradually brought round. 

The Life of the Paisa Fund can be divided into seven well marked 
periods, each marking a different phase of its career. 

P.riods of Excluding the years 1898 to 1905 which were spent in 
Fund'. History preparing the ground and popularising the idea with 

propaganda, we have the following time limits. 

( 1) 1905 to 1908 Period ot Infancy. 
( I) 1908 to 1909 Experimental period of glass Manufacture. 
( 8) 1909 to 1910 Training in Theory and Practice ot Glass-making. 
( ') 1910 to 1915 Period of lease. 
( 5) 1915 to 1918 Self-dependence stage. 
( e) 1918 to 1925 Pottery experiments. 
( .,) 1925 to 1983 Yeara of stability. 

We begin with the year 1905-06 when the Fund was formally registered, 

P.riodof 
Infanc), 

ita constitution decided upon, propaganda set afoot and 
a torce of volunteers mobilised for collection. The stable 
and well-defined position of the Fund and the backing it 
had of well-known leaders, in addition to active early 

propaganda by Kale and Lawate had an immediate effect of increasing public 
IUbscrlption which rose from Rs. 2000/- to Rs. 7000/- within that year. 
The Central Committee, however, decided to wait before starting on any 
acheme, till at least Rs. 10,000/- were collected. When this limit was passed 
the next year, the question of utilising the Fund was discussed in a meeting 
at the president's house. There were foUl' proposals before the Committee : 

( 1) In view of the impracticability of starting a Sugar Factory. 
lugarmaking demonstrations with Haddy's machine. 

( 2) Hand-loom classes with every kind of improved looms. 
( a) Instruction in the art ot dyeing. 
( ') Teaching of Match and (~lass making on a small scale. 

Some members were in 'avoUl' of small industries like buttons, oils or 
brushes and it was suggested that Prof. Gajjar's laboratory should be taken 
advantage of ror the necessary training. There was also a suggestion from 
the Dbulia Town Committee to start. an industrial training school in Poona; 
but ultimately the Committee decided upon glas!l and in January 1908~ 
building construction for the Factory was begun at Tnlegaoll. 

2 
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It is necessary at this' juncture to explain why the Committee 

Experimental 
period 

decided upon glass-making and why Talegaon was 
chosen as the site for the factory. As to the 
selection of glass for manufacturing experiments, there 
is a little story behind it. It happened that, while 

the Committee were considering the above proposals, Mr. V. G • 
. Joshi, Proprietor, Chitra-Sham Press, Poona, a member of the Central 
Committee and a staunch Swadeshist was travelling in Japan with a 
friend, keeping his eyes open for such things as might prove useful. 
Japan was then at the zenith of its industrial achievement and Mr. Joshi 
spent his time ill close observation of Japanese methods. While in Osaka he 
was struck with the number of small glass factories scattered over the place 
and upon enquiries it occurred to him that the Paisa Fund had just about 
the right amount of capital to start an experimental glass works, big enough 
for initiating Indian boys in the mysteries of glass craft. He, therefore, wrote 
tq the President, Dr. Deshmukh, in India, putting forward his suggestions. At 
that time, the Indian Glass Industry was in particularly bad straits. There were 
9 factories, mostly in Northern India (not counting many that had already 
failed), making pressed and hollow ware from Indian raw materials under 
the direction of foreign 'experts'. They were also receiving some hclp from 
the local Government. In all, a capital of about sixteen lacs was invested in 
the industry yet it was not successful at all. Interested persons Imggested 
that a tropical country like India was wholly unsuitable for glass making 
and the best way was to export raw materials. Even our oWn Indian 
'experts' thought that without large capital and favourable railway rates, 
there was little hope for the Industry. There was thus an atmosphere of 
despair and an utter lack of self-confidence. People began to be persuaded 
that Indians were no good for undertaking industries, and agriculture was 
all they were fit for. Taking into consideration this state of aHairs, the 
Committee decided to adopt Mr. Joshi's suggestion. They resolved to demon
strate that good glass and glass workers could be successfully made 
in India without an all foreign direction, -and thus to revive self-confidence 
of the country. Besides, Glass had an added importance, being one of the 
"Key" industries and its development' was a matter of national concern. 
Thirdly, glasS making offered adequate scope for the linking of industry and 
science, and side by side, with the Factory a technological laboratory could 
be conducted with advantage • . 

Secondly, we come to the question, why Talegaon was chosen to be 
the site for the proposed glass works. This has been the point of Dlany bitter 
disputes nnd has served various unsympatht:tic people as a handy cause 
to which thay wanted to ascribe all the difficulties suffered by the factory in 
its early stages. I.,ater on, we will dit,cuss how far location affects an industry 
and whether the situation of the factory at Talegaon can justifiably be made 
a scape-goat for all the reverses the institution has suffered. 'I.'he primary 
reason for erecting the glass factory at Talegaon Dabhade was the free land 
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otrerecl to the Committee by the Samarth Vidyalaya at Talt'gaon. The latter was 
aD inatitution on the linea 01 a public school started in 1906, when the Indian 
National Congr", enunciated the principle or national education. The authori· 
tiea or the school recognised the need of industrial training as a part of education 
and invited the Paisa J'und Committee to build their glass works on a piece 
oIlnam land belonging to the School and to facilitate in return-, the training 
ola lew ltudentl. The oller W8I accepted. This association with the Samarth 
Vidyalaya (which W8I lUIlpected of hatching revolutionaries and subsequently 
eIoIed by Gmernment) W81 the real bugbear of ne.rvous critics who clamoured 
againlt the glau works being situated at Talegaon. Apart from the point 
oIlree land, Tall"gaon had many other advantages: it was situated on the main 
nilw.y Jine between Bombay and Poona, and thus was in close touch with 
thCle eommercial and educational centres; the climate was exceedingly salu
brioua; labour was cheap and plentifully available; and finally it was bclieved 
that suitable deposits 01 silica, the main raw material for glass, which was 
available in the Yicinity would be useful. 

Buildings were ready at last at a cost of about Rs. 7000 and with an addition 
of Ra 6000 the actual work of glass making was begun on 5 August 1008 under 
the direction of Hr.l'lhwardaa Varslmei, who had learnt glass technology m 
Japan and America. Mr. V. G. Joshi had met him in Japan. He was assisted by 
• couple of Japaneseforemen. To begin with, there were two students under 
training, and thuI began to take shape peoples' dreams of an institution fo~ 
industrial training. Within a yl'M, about thirteen thousand rupees were 
written olf as expenses for instruction. It small laboratory was by this time 
attached to the works. In the meanwhile, the Committee turned their attention. 
towards experiment ill other industries and various loans were made to 
different people. viz. 

RB. 8,000 to the Western India Button Factory, 
RB. 1,000 for the manufacture of Soda, 
Rs. 200 to help a match factory; and 
RB. 60 for experiments in making artficial silk. 

~e ~ to the Match Factory was ret1Jl'lleCl within. & year. It wai 
during this period that H. lL the Gaikwad of Baroda and Seth Narottam 
Morarji visited the works. 

We now come to the next period 1909-10, one of development, in which 

Training in 
Glau making 

instruction in glass technology was carried 
as systematically as glass manufacture. The 
laboratory was under the supervision of Mr. 
B. S. Karandikar, B. Sc.. a clever Scientist, 

author of two books in Marathi on Geology and Botany, and formerly 
Head Master of thc High School at Pen. A course of thrr.e years was prescribed 
for students educated upto Matriculation i during the first year they were to 
study at their own expense, get a scholarship for the next year and due renlU. 
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neration during the third. Twelve such students were admitted, some of them 
being from the adjoining Samarth Vidyalaya as per condition referred to above. 
While Mr. Karandikar gave theoretical instruction in Physics, Chemistry 
and other necessary subjects, practical instruction was under the super
vision of Mr. Ishwardas. There were also 7 or 8 lower class apprentices to 
learn blowing. The factory. with not an inconsiderable impetus received from 
the Swadeshi and Boycott movements of the time, was running satisfactorily 
and showed promise of soon becoming self-sufficient in spite of the training 
expenses of 12 students every three years. In July 1910, three executive 
Councillors, Messrs. Chaubal, Lamb and Morrison of the Government of 
Bombay, visited the works and their approval of its working resulted in 
G. R. No. 4127 dated 26-8-10, which recommended the patronage as 
far as possible to Talegaon Glassware by Government Departments in their 
purchase of stores. This event had more than a mere selling value. It allayed 
the nervous apprehensions· of many people and donations came in more 
freely. The services of Mr. Y. V. Nene, a well-to-do gentleman of Bombay, which 
were secured at this time, also gave some weight to the Fund's standing. 
Kale, who was doing very active propaganda for the last five years refusing 
monthly payment for his work, wanted some rest and a loan of Rs. 600 for 
agricultural experiments, which were duly granted to him. The irrecoverable 
expenses for training students thisyear were over Rs. 5,000. The most impor
tant event during the period, however, was the agreement between the Paisa 
Fund Committee and Mr. Ishwardas Varshnei. The Committee decided that 
for eht undisturbed performance of its primary duty, viz. the training in 
glass craft, the onus of conducting the factory at least on a self-sufficient basis 
must be shifted on to oth~r shoulders. A separation of functions was there-

. fore contemplated. Mr. Ishwardas could solely undertake to run the factory 
on behalf of the Committee, giving them some return on their capital, and 
the students adequate facilities for practical work, while Mr. Karandikar 
could take charge of the entire responsibility as to their theoretical training. 
An agreement was therefore drawn up, signed by both the parties and duly 
registered. The conditions were as follow:-

(1) The Talegaon Glass Works were transferred to the exclusive 
possession and management of Mr. Ishwardas for five" years, 
beginning from the 1st ofMai-ch 1910. " 

(2) Mr. Ishwardas was to pay Rs, 90Q as intcrest for the first three 
years at the rate of 3 % Oil" Rs" 30,000 (the estima.tcd vaiue of the 
works) and Rs. 1200 at the rate of 4 % for the next two years. 

( 8 ) Mr. Ishwardas was to give practical instruction, as well as 
theoretical when necessary, to the students under training, for 
which he was to receive Rs. 300 per year. 

( 4) The expenses of the" students training were to be paid by the 
Fund, the proceeds of the sale of their production being deducted j i 
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the amount of IUCh proceeds exceeded the expenses, Mr. Ishwar 
daI w .. to pay to the students 80 % out of it. 

( IS) The students were to receive no wages, but scholarships from the 
Fund. 

( II ) Hr. Ishwardaa w .. to Jay aside depreciatoin at the rate of 2 % 
annually. 

( 7 ) During the five years of contract, any additional necessary 
machinery which the Committee might deem reasonable, was to 
be bought from the Fund. 

( 8 ) Two additional buildings for Mr. Ishwardas were to be erected 
from the Fund at a cost of Ra. 2000. 

( 8 ) There were to be' periodic inspections of the school and the 
accounts by the Committee's representatives. 

( 10 ) AD disputes were to be settled by arbitration. After this agree
ment Mr. Ishwardal lost no time in pursuing a course of vigorous 
production. In a big illustrated advertisement in the KeBari. 
dated 8 August 1910, we see hollow ware and fancy goods of a 
variety of designs announced to be available to the trade, made 
in Paisa Fund Glass Works, Talegaon • . 

We now take a brief review of the five years' lease ofthe factory by 

Tb. period 
01 Leas. 

Mr. Ishwardaa. In lIarch 1911, the KAtz", in a leading 
article had deplored the gradual fall in the Fund's 
collections, due in some measure to peoples fear that 
Government were hostile to the institution. However, 

in August of the same year, H. E. Sir George Clarke, Governor of Bombay 
visited the works and admitting that the work exceeded his expectation 
wished this useful enterprise increasing success. Peoples' apprehensions were 
thus relieved to some extent. In the official year 1910-11, more than 
IUr thousand rupees were spent on the students' training, while over a 
thousand were realised from the sale of their production. The next year 
opened with the Baroda and Hyderabad Durban following the Bombay 
Government's lead in the matter of purchasing stores from the Paisa Fund 
Glass WorKS. In the December ot 1911, when Their Imperial Majesties the 
King and Queen visited India for the Delhi Durbar, they witnessed the 
Glass Making demonstration by the Paisa Fund Glass Works in the Bom
bay Exhibition. Though the works were doing well, more money was 
always wanted by the Fund for training expenses. Subscriptions had again 
Ilackened owing to sundry criticism in the papers, and the redoubtable 
Kuari had to devote another leading artil'le to answer the fault-finding and 
gratuitous critics. Some of its remarks in a caustic strain are worth 
repeating: ...... To anyone who sets out with the sole ambition ~f 
picking flaws. any Dumber of them could be found in the Paisa 
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Fund of Maharashtra, e.g. why A has had and has been having a greater share 
than B. in the F'und's management ? -Could the Chairman of the Central 
Committee say upon oath that he had not suspected a certain individual of 
laying hands on a few rupt:es here and a few annas and pies there,' from the 
Fund's collections at various centres? Why was the Paisa Fund Factory 
staded at place X and why not at Y 't "'by Glass of all commodities, and 
not sugar, cloth or matches was selected for manufacture' Why was Ishwardas 
appointed' Could the furnance not be built facing West instead of East '1 
Why were details that occurred to us (but of which we did not tell you) left 
out in your statement of accounts and your own details given 'l.:ould not have 
there been a slightly more economical scheme than the one in which the Fund 
has in\'ested r .. etc.". Public opinion was happily SOOD re-assurcd and showed 
greater favour to the Fund. 

It would be proper here to summarise the Fund's work to that 
date. nefore the factory was leased to Mr. Ishwardas Rs. 14000/- were 

" spent ill experiments; strictly educational expenses totalled nearly Rs. 9000/
or Rs. 85/- per month; but at this cost thcre were now ten completely 
trained men, the real pioneer glass-makers in India. They were not only now 
able to earn at least Rs. 50 per month, but were also ready to run glsss factorises 
of their own. Besides these, were turned out many blowers and helpers able 
to earn at least Rs. 15 per month. When most of the Japanese workmen 
Jeft in February 1912, in their place, the students carried on the work success· 
fully. New projects SlIc!. as bangles, pottery and enamelling were contemplated 
as was also the training of more students; but unfortunately at the end of the 
year 1912, took place the premature death of Mr. Karandikar. He had. how· 
e\rer, left a legacy in the shape of several well-trained young men. viz. :-

R. D. Chandorkar, L. V. Bhave, S. P. Ogale. K. M. Apte, N. M. 
Sohoni. P. G. Kale, R. M.Borkar, H. V. Pandit, G. G.Chaphekar and S. Iyer. 

The next year, the Industrial Conference met at Bankipur and there 
MfSSrs. Kale and Lalit represented the Paisa Fund. 

What was OWlDg to the strong sponsorship of the Maharashtra 
achieved in 1S15 leaders, the Fund was well advertised, its utility 

recognised and similar" funds were advocated for every 
province. Bengali papers were especially. sympathetic. They wrote that 
Maharashtra had demonstl'ated the f~asibility of industrial training with the 
peoples' own initiative and funds. Apart from the success in production, 
there was an immeasureable benefit in industrial training and experience 
which could not be measured in rupees, annas and pies. The great Surendra
nath Banerji is reported to have said at that time, that Maharashtra scored 
oyer other provinces as regards lifelong devotion and selfless service, in spite 
of Jocal difference of opinion.-In July 1918, the Governor of Bombay, 
now·the Viceroy of India and Lady Willingdon, visited thc Glass Work$ and 
Lord Willingdon confessed to have spent a very happy afternoon and wished 
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tbe iDdustry aD pouible IUCCeA. This year, out of the batch of trained 
.tUClenU Doted above. four went to Baroda to help the new Glass Works 
I.here. two to the Western India Glass Works at Sunth Road, one stayed in 
Bombay. one .tudied glasa chemistry at Madras preparatory to sailing 
abroad. one (the prnent Superintendent) travelled visiting glass-works all 
OYCI' India, and one p~ed to Kundal Road to begin what subsequently 
'prallg up .. the Ogalewadi Glass Works. 

In the meanwhile, the Committee were interesting themSelves in other 
lmaD Industries. Their earlier grants had not yielded milch of success 
eltcept in the ease of the loan to Mr. Potdar who had successfully mastered 
the art of Soda manufacture and returned the loan. He received another lone 
of Ita. 1000/- for experiments in making copper sulphate. A loan of Rs. 
1000/- W81 also made to the Kamble Umbrella Factory at Poona. It 
happened during the last two years of lIr. Ishwardas' lease that owing to the 
outbreak of plague, tbe factory W8I run intermittently and altogether closed 
for lOme monthl. During Mr. Ishwardas' management the producing capacity 
of the Works increased in value from fourteen thousand to fifty-two 
thousand rupees per year. Thus the commercial possibility of the concern 
became patent. 

The Japanese workmen, useful as they had been in the early stages, 
had DOW foWled their utility. Many of the trained students were averse 
to mere paid jobs in other Glass Works. They thereCore made the 
bold proposal to conduct the factory &fter the expiry of the lease. 
Pending that, the Committee gave Cour of them scholarships for works 
practice at Taiegaon. The training of the subsidiary class of semi-skilled 
workers for minor helping processes, was also continued and it is significant 
to note that they were mainly from among the depressed classes who have 
never received any discriminating treatment at the Talegoan Works. This 
has demonstrated among other things that caste disappears on the common 
platform of industry. At the end of 1914-15, therefore, the institution had 
produced ten or twelve capable glass technologists and a Jarge number of 
blowefl. and subsidiary glass workers. It had spent nearly Rs. 28000/
for tbia purpoae as well as for giving Mr. Ishwardas facilities to experiment 
and gain experience by trial and error. And no one can say that the 
money W88 not well spent. 

Probably the real history of Glass Works begins with this fresh start in 

Self-dependence 
Stage 

May 1915 with the management of the select band of 
pioneer India-trained experts, after Mr. Ishwardas 
handed back the factory to the Fund at the end 
of the lease and went to Amballa. The handful of 

young men trained on the spot, had great enthusiasm coupled with a . grim 
determinatioa to succeed and they set out to justify the confidence the eom
mittee placed in them by entrusting the conduct of the works. There were 
silt old students and a seventh, Mr. Sane, joined them only that year. Their 
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first year of management '( 19140-15 ) was so successful that, of the Rs. 
5000/- granted to them by the Central Committee, they were able to return 
Rs. 8500/- at the end of the year. DUling this period, the Fund success
fully came out of the ordeal of a surprise audit by the C. I. D. people, who 
conceiving 'a sudden suspicion. of the Fund's activities, examined its books, 
but to their cbargin, found them in order and free from any connection 
with political or revolutionary activities. Another stringent though welcome 
test was undergone by the Glass Works, when Mr. Dawson, Principal of the 
Victoria Jubillee Technical Institute, Bombay, at Government's instance, 
thoroughly inspected the works on 8 August 1915. and made an important 
report, in which the followiug points were noteworthy: 

" As to equipment, the buildings were adequate, but the producing 
capacity of the works could be increased to a much greater extent; the 
laboratory was inadequately equipped, but there were eight efficient 
workers and a number oC boys under trait ing for blowing and allied 
processes. In regard to the raw materials, local silica was unsatisfactory; 
in the case of other raw materials, the factory was on the same foot
ing, as an) other in India. Melting crucibles were imported from 
Japan; an attempt could be made to manufacture them locally. The 
articles produced lacked finish owing to the use of wooden moulds. 
The sales amounted to Rs. -2500/-per month, leaving a profit of about 
Rs. 100/-. In the matter of training, Chemistry students oC the college 
standard could learn the work here with advantage; but, to be a 
technological institution, the present equipment was unsatisfactory. 
Tbere were several proposals for improvement. viz., 

( II ) More cl\Pital outlay; 
( II) Erection of a power-driven grinding plant; 
( c) Investment in cast iron moulds and presses at the cost of Rs. 

8,000/- each. 

( d) An experienced foreign foreman lor 2 or 8 years on a salary 
of Rs. 850/- to Rs. 400/-. 

Finally the report recommended encouragement to this factory by 
Government, by purchase oC store'! and an adequate grant or loan. The 
Committee thanked Government for the Report and assured the early 
adoption as far as possible of the proposals . for improvement. Soon after 
this, the Great War broke out and Government through the Indigenous 
Industries Committee, sbowed a greatt'r interest in the work. There was 
some correspondence between Government and the Committee as regards 
lease of forests for fuel, concession in railway rates and the services of an 
expert. There were, however, no results outcoming. This year, the Fund 
received a good deal of help, not only from the l\faharashtra newspapers like 
the Kesari, Sandesh, Dnyan Prakash,' Indu Prakash and Maharashba, but 
also from Gujarathipapers like the Sanj Vartaman and Jam-e-Jamshed. 
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Propaganda waa accelarated and it was decided to publish the annual 
report in four languages. The Committee granted a scholarship of Rs. 25/
per month to Mr. D. G. Bhagwat, B. Sc. for going to Japan to study 
eerami~ The le\"en ex-students who had undertaken to run the works, 
were made lite members of the Instiution. An expert committee was appoint
ed to examine the Works periodically and experiments were started for 
malting cruciblea. The next year was a record one from the point of view 
oflUbacription receipt.. Over Rs. 40,000/- were collected mainly due to 
the personal interat and propaganda by Lok. Tilak. Mr. N. C. Kelker, his 
able lieutenant in a lecture to the mercbants of Poona, criticised the apathy 
of the commercial classes towards national enterprise which forced the 
inexperienced middle class to undertake manufacture, and· emphasised that 
trade must not mean mere sale of foreign goods on a commission basis, but 
should be linked with new industries of the country, even at the risk of 
incurring laue.. The year 1917-18 started briskly with Rs. 10,000/
granted to pottery section of the works, which had succeeded in making 
glazed ware under Mr. Marathe, and Rs. 6000/- for crucible making under 
the direction of Mr. A. D. Joshi, who had demonstrated its success. Another 
RI. 10,000/- were granted by the Fund for pressed glass equipment. Apart 
from the grants to the works, R.. 500/- were advanced to Mr. Hardikar of 
Sion to start a Gum factory. The match factory at Karad was unsuccess
ful and a loss oflU. 1000/- was incurred upon it. Towards the end' of this 
period, the Glasa works were closed for some time owing to the Influenza 
epidemic and the shortage of coal due to the War. 

The period 1918-25 which can be termf'd that of pottery experiments, 

Pottery 
experiments 

opend auspiciously with the Industrial Commission's 
appreciation of the work of the Paisa Fund. On page 
69 of Appendix E of the Commission's Report, we find 
the following remarks:-

.1 Useful work has been done by the Paisa Fund at the Talegoan Glass 
Works in wining glass blowers and the expansion of the industry 
under war conditions is chieny due to the supply of men who have 
come from this place." 

These I'f'marka were repeated in the Industrial Hand-Book of the 
Indian Munitions Board in 1919. Shortly afterwords, Mr. Chaphebr. a life 
member on the staff of the Glass Works, went to Japan and America 
for studying industrial methods there and a sum of Rs. 1500/- was 
granted to him. Rs. 8000/- were loaned to Mr. H. N. Phadke of Xarad for 
erecting mechanical engineering workshop. Scholarships and wages in the 
factory'were increased in consideration of the high prices due to the WBr. 

At this time. the works, like many others in India, suffered from an acute 
shortage of coal and of railway wagons. But the difficulties in manuracture 
were counterbalanced by the importance of the institution achieved in a 
consuJtativ~ capacity. Old students had already started glass works at various 
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!places like Ogalewadi, Gondia, and Rao (Indore). Besides, many other con
cerns such as Glass Works at Karachi,Calcutta, Ahmedabad, Calicutand 
the Benares Hindu University sought and were given advice of all kinds. 
Sands and pottery clays received from several centres were tested and were 
reported upon. The next year Rs, 10,000/- were again granted to the 
pottery section' in view of its satisfactory progress. The men in charge of 
the section, Messrs. Joshi and Phadke, applied for State Technological 
Scholarships, but were unsuccessful in the attempt. The heavy expenses of 
direc~fired furnaces were unanimously regarded as the main handicap of the 
industry and for a trial of the more economical gas furnace,Talegoan 
was suggested to be the proper centre. 

Abou~ this time, the institution published, for the knowledge of the general 
public. the account of its work to that date, which can be summarised as 
follows:-

L Nearly three hundred people were trained in diHerent processes of 
the industry. 

2. Successful Glass-making in Maharashtra was shown to be possible. 
S. Advice on various points was given to and raw material tested 

for several States and capitalists; as a result of which 
4. Many new Factories were started and 

5. . Others were conducted by men accociated with Paisa Fund Glass 
Works. 

6. Trained labour was supplied to some works i (There was demand 
for trained men even f~m. Persia and Ceylon). 

'1. The experimental manufacture of crucibles, firebricks, pottery ware 
and bangles was successfully accomplished. 

Production on a commercial scale, however, was possible only to a 
capitalist. Mr. C. R. Das in 192Z-2S honoured it with a visit and wrote 
"I have inspected this factory and am pleased with it. India wants small 
factories of this type all over the country. t. Two pottery experts Messrs. 
Deb and Shah, also inspected the works at this time with much interest. 
During this year, advice was given in twenty five cases in various 
branches of ceramics, information was supplied, clays tested and 
furnaces inspected. 'The pottery section was enlarged and started with some 
machinery on a semi-commercial scale like the Glass Works. The next year 
Rs. 1500/- were sanctioned for the bangle making section and the products 
were displayed in Baroda and other industrial exhibitions. In the Poona 
Exhibition, the \ omplete Bangle making process was demonstrated. 

At this time Mr. Chandorkar, the Superintendent of the Works, who was 
touring the province giving lectures, presided over the Manufacturers, and 
Merchants' Conference in Poona. Technological advice was being continuously 
given to outsiders and the reputation of the institution thereby increasing. 
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Ooe Sikh Rudent eame aU the 'flay from the Punjab to take training in glass 
making. Aa the Pottery aection was becoming increasingly successful 
CID • small commercial seale, DeICeSS8I'7 refractory materials were now 
being made OD the spot. Ia. year, the Chinaware sales had doubled, the 
po~terr working at full Cllpacity. One expert Mr. V. S. Phadke, B.A., 
B. So. 'fI" sent to the Sorab Dalal Tile Works at Than Road, Kathiawar, 
in which the proprietor had invested a large sum but was not doing welL The 
lol't'ign expert, it w .. reported. had wasted about two lacs in experiments. 
Within • Ihort time, the production was improved by Mr. Phadke and 
Roneware jars to the value of 'I to 8 thousand rupees were put on' the 
market every month. At tbis rate, it was expected that the whole 
market for Roneware could be captured within a few years and foreign 
goods completely displaced if a sufficient number of capitalists were forth
coming. The Proprietor of the Sorab Dalal Tile Works at Than Road was 
rratified with the Talegaon Experts' work and requested for more men. 

It would be convenient at this stage to put to test the entire work of 
the Pottery section of the Paisa Fund Glass Works, comparing it with that 
o( the J. J. School of Arts, Pottery section. This Government institution, 
during twelve yean (1912-1924) spent Rs. 4.06,528-'1-4 and trained 
about three Itudents every year ( total 42 till 1924,) very few of 
them making a living by actual work in high class pottery. The expert 
in cbarge during the period did little else than testu.g clays. -The exhibits 
of the institutiOD Were by no means first class by scientific tests. It 
appean, glazing also did not receive lufficient attention. On the whole, 
therefore, it could be said without prejudice that little benefit had accrued 
to Indiana from the J. J. SchOOl pottery section; only the foreign expert had 
obtained experience with Indian money. On the other hand, at Talegaon, with 
• modest start made by two Science graduates, who had no knowledge of glazing, 
in conjunction with a diploma holder of the J. J. School of Arts, Pottery 
Section, IUccesS ia glazed earthem ware was quickly achieved and its com
mercial possibility demonstrated. At an cxpense of Rs. 18449-8-2 there 
were DOW • high grade pottery experts, '5 students, 5 or 6 efficient foremen 
and about SO trained workmen. A number of articles like jars, vases, 
curios, and other porcelainware could DOW be produced. and thus better 
results at a lower cost than J. J. School of Arts were ahoWD by the 
Paisa Fund. 

We now enter into the present phase of the institution's fortune with 

Yean of 
Siabilli, 

the year 1925-26. The pottery and crucible sections had 
achieved as much importance as the Glass Works 
proper. The Eastern L'bemical Works and the Dharamsi 
Morarji Chemical Works had certified the earthernware 

acid jars to be satisfactory. Screw-top jars were now begun to be made. 
Five students were learning pottery. The Committee sanctioned Rs. 10,000/
for a new pottery furnace. Rs. 8000/- for workshop machinery and tools 
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needed for the sundry mechanical· equipment the factory had set up. Rs. 
2,000/- were granted for the crucible shed andRs. 1000/- for the laboratory. 
At about this time a Glass Factory was started in Hydrabad (Deccan) 
with a little State aid and the Talegaon Works supplied it with 10 or 12 
trained workers. Two tt"chnical enquiries regarding 'glass manufacture were 
answered and so were several others about other industries. The need of 
a welI.equipped experimental laboratory was badly felt. 

The next year took place the Agricultural Exhibition at Poona. 
Though Chinaware and Glassware could not be exhibited in the show proper. 
Paisa Fund goods were displayed in the adjoining Modi Bag through the good 
offices of Dr. Chima of the Agricultural College. Shortly after this. the Glass 
Manufacturers met at Bajhoi to discuss prices and Mr. Chandorkar again 
emphasised that fuel cost was the main adverse factor in India and improved 
Gas or ElectriCal furnaces were the only resort. It was again urged that the 
experiment ~hould be made at Talegaon. but it requird a sum of Rs. 80,000/
and was therefore postponed. Messrs. Chandorkar and Joshi were invited by 
the Deccan Glass Works Ltd. at Hyderabad and in their visit they had a 
long discussion with the Director of Industries ~here about gas furnaces. The 
Travancore State sent some clay to be tested and it was reported suitable 
for Chinaware. The small producing capacity of the Talegaon pottery made 
i~ impossible for the factory to cope with the growing demand for Talegaon 
stone-ware. The Than Road Works under Mr. Phadke, the Fund's expert. 
was doing very well. and the prOduction had risen to about Rs. 15000/
per month. A new student was sent from the Victoria Jubilee Technical 
Institute, Bombay, to take training at Talegaon. 

The next year Mr. Chandorkar travelled in Gujrat for propaganda. 
Rs. 80,000/- were urgently needed for the trial of a gas furnace. the necessity 
of which was again emphasised at the session of the Glass Manufacturers' 
Association at Benares under the presidency of Mr. Ishwardas Varshneyi. 
Incidentally at this time, The Indian Ceramic ~ociety was also founded 
and the first session held at Benares when Pandit Malaviya in his opening 
address, referred to Paisa Fund's work in the Ceramic line. The Paisa 
Fund delegates also read papers before the Conference. From this year 
Mr. Godbole, a philanthrophist from C. P., offered a scholarship for one 
student to learn Ceramics at Talegaon and the Godbole Scholar, Kher, began 
his studies in pottery with special reference to drainage pipes. 

The year came to a sad close due to the death of Dr. Nanasaheb 
Deshmukh, the veteran President of the Central Committee from the very 
first day of the Fund. Mr. N. C. Kelkar ably filled his place from the next 
year. Three higher students of Ceramics, University Graduates, were 
admitted Cor practical training. Messrs. Joshi and Bhave toured the 
Factories up-country for observing new metbods. Shortly afterwards the 
Godbole Scholar finished his course and joined the Parashuram Pottery 
at MOIVi, Kathiawar. 
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The production of the glass.ares had by now reached over a lakh 
annually. The demand wu growing, a high quality was maintained and 
acknowledged on all sides. The new line of Opal Glass also became success
ful. The yeu 1980-81 saw the productiou raised to about l'S lacs with a 
eorresponding rise in the profits; but the prosperity was not to stay long. 
Considerable u the internal competition was, that of the foreigJ! countries, 
particularly Japan, was growing more alarming. Soon after th~ presenta
tion of the case of the Paisa Fund Glass Works by Mr. Cbandorkar before 
the belated Glass Tariff Board early in 1982. the Japanese Yen suddenly 
depreciated to an extent which brought about the dumping of Japanese 
goode-a verr menacing problem before the glass makers of India. 

And at the time of writing, the situation has in no wise improved and 
urgent though the need is for protection to the glass industry. Government 
is .howing 00 signs to deflect from its old policy of indifference and tardy 
help; the much awaited Tariff Board Report is not being even published, 
much les. acted upon. The Railway rates far from being favourable, are 
actually made more prohibitive in the case of coal owing to the surcharge, 
which calculated upon mileage. victimises the factories distant fr<un the coal 
field .. In the meanwhile, the Paisa Fund's collection, which has been falling 
owing to the slackened propaganda, needs all the impetus that can be given 
by the general public in recognition of its great work. The Glass Works 
t hould oot be ita only source or revenue. as it is run on semi-commercial 
lines and other industries have a claim upon the Fund.· More donors must 
come forward. donors of the type of Mr. L. G. Marathe. a retired school 
master of Achra, a village in Konkan, who has, in 1981. given . the muni
ficent sum or RI. 10,000/-. nearly the entire saving or his liCe to the 
Paisa Fund. 

Thus after a hurried surV'ey of over a quarter centurl' we arrive to 
the present time, and find that the GlaSs Works with its 

Conclusion pottery and bangle sections is keeping up a grim fight 
in the face or heavy odds and the concern is self-sup

porting to the extent of returning almost the entire capital it had received 
from t.he Fund. It is worthwhile to anyone to observe and interest 
himself in this plucky little enterprise-the first Glass Works, of Maharashtra 
built on the foundation of popular subscription. Skirted by the Bombay 
Poona Line of the G. I. P. Railway amidst rugged rocks and wind-swept 
plains of )IaVIli. a little group of sheds and simple bulidings constitute the 
Paisa Fund Glass Works. )laval is a land full or hl:."loricallegends oftbe 
Marathas. 

Two hundred years ago. it has witnessed b~ave deeds In battles for 
political power by the SODS of the soil; to-day it sees deeds as bra17e though 
Ius spE'Ctacullt", in the litruggle for industrial power. Instead of the romantic 
atmrsphere of the clash of IU'IDS lind the array of armies, the stately 
chimueYI. IOaring rurnaces. glowing aDealing cbawbers; , gleaming heaps 
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of glass wares side by side with dull black stacks of coal, give a vivid pic
ture of modcm industry. Grim purposeful men moving busily, blowers and 
helpers working with clockworlt speed and precision, the cheerful grinding 
and finishing gangs and the packing and transporting staff - all create an 
atmosphere, a veritable hive of industry. From the intolerable heat, noise 
and bustle of the furnace house, however, the pottery shed is a welcome 
change. The army of crucibles and the rows upon rows of jars drying in 
the shade, give the impression of a cool-almost sepulchral peace. Situated in 
a comer of'the Works is a small library and a modest laboratory with a 
few serious young people, the apprentices of Industry and these really repre
sent the ideal of the Institution. 

Commercial success is not the It Be all and end all" of the institution. 
There is a lot. of work ahead for it and though self-supporting, its mission 
of Technical' Instruction will always need more and more funds. Its chief 
aim is to develop itself into a well equipped Technological Research 
Institute and its immediate projects ( to enumerate only a few) are:-

( 1 ) ,;Experiments in laboratory porcelain and glass-ware. 

( 2) The building of a producer gas-furnace and the study of its 
working. 

( 8) The manufacture of Sanitary procelain-ware and: hospital 
requisites. 

( ') The prOduction of China Crockery. 

( 5) Study of causes of crazing and peeling glazes. 

( 6) Development of leadless glazes for temperatures to suit Indian 
clays. 

( 7) Experiments in producing homogeneity in Glass etc. 

Such undertakings are obviously ambitious and bound to need as strong 
a financial backing as is available. No single. factory can afford to tackle 
these problems and yet their solution is a matter of great importance. to 
the indutry as a whole.. The Paisa Fund Works. is probably the only 
institution ( in the absence of any other ) to undertake. the experinment. 
and its mainstay is the Paisa Fund-popular contribuion. During the last 
twenty-rive years the public have gn11antly risen to the occasien whenever 
necessary. The Fund has not only had strong sponsors in parers like 
tbe Ke8ari, Nava Kal, DnyanPrakas1& and otbers, but it alsollad the 
support of almost R11 nationa'ist minds as Appendix B II Public Opininon" 
will testify. The IRte Lok. Tilak made the Paisa Fund a matter or personal 
intere!>t and his colleagues like :Messrs N. C. Kelker. V. G. Joshi. K. P. 
Khadilkar and the late Dr. Nanasabeb Deshmukb were never lagging behind 
with their active work. Treasurers like the lute 1\Ir. Y. V. Nt'ne and 1\Ir. H. K. 
Gqkhale and late Dr. V. N. Bhajekar have guarded the Fund with 
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jealou. care. The .hare of Messrs. A. D. Kale the founder and R. D. 
Cbandorkar. the Glas. Works Superintendent and his eo-workers in the 
Fund'. prosperity i. invaluable, and so is the collective sympathy of the 
five hundered patrona and liCe members all over India. The small subscri
bers' might Corm really the back bone oC the Fund; their Dame is legion and 
though individual mention here is impossible, the credit of the Paisa Fund's 
.ucceu goet to them in no small measure. The present achievement is as 
much the result of the workers' efIorts as of the minions of Yaharashtra, 
who inspite of proverbial poverty. found sums small and large to help 
along the National Fund. 

The village committees which have grown in number from 44 to 282 
during the period. have been of utmost value as via media between the public 
and tbe Fund and among those, the Committees at Kalyan, Thana, Panvel, 
Devrukh, Umbergaon. Gholwad and Indore merit special mention owing to 
tbeir exemplary work. The last though by no means the least on the list 
of honour comes the army of propagandists and volunteers headed by the 
ubiquitous Antaji Damodar Kale. 1rlore than the leaders and news papers it 
it these .ell-less and untiring workers, again too numerous to enumerate, 
who have come into elose contact with the masses and mobilised so much 
publie opinion. The huge section of the indifferent and unlettered public in 
the yiUages could have learnt about the Paisa Fund only through the 
efforb of these people. The propaganda work of Mr. A. D. Kale alone has 
given him enough material for a decent-sized book; how much more exten
tive would be that of all the workers together I 

The force of volunteers has been another asset of the Fund and though; 
tince recently. it has been found more convenient to adopt paid workers 
for propaganda and collection. it does- Dot detract from the merit of the 
honorary worken' sacrifices. The close of the chapter of the Institution's 
history brings US on to the greater subject of Indian Glass Industry in 
general Xl is only fitting that once the Paisa Fund haa interested itself in 
tbit particular branch of ceramics, every available source of information 
upon it ahould be exhausted in order to present as comprehensive a survey 
of the Industry as possible. The following chapter. therefore. dwells at 
length upon the history of the Glass Industry in general and its vicissitudes 
In India in particular. 



'Chapter IV 
A brief history of Glass Making 

One of the commodities. that has figured in the relics of the oldest 
civilisations is glass. Though its history is wrapped up 

The Antiquity in obscurity, archaeologists have'traced it as far back 
of Glass as the fourth millennium before Christ; the discovery 

of crude glass beads in Egyptian tombs of this period is 
probably the first available evidence of glass-craft in the world. The work
manship of these beads and other trinkets and charms of glass found in the 
tombs is assigned to Syrian craftsmen. The Glass was very elementary in 
composition being opaque and used more as an enamal for coating round 
a core of some other substance. On the walls of the tomb of Beny Hassann 
of ancient Thebes (8500 to 2000 B. C.) are found pictures believed to be 
of glass blowers and illustrations on the walls of the tombs of Tih (3800 
B. C.) are also 'Said to represent glass blowing. Tradition places the invention 
of glass at 1700 B. C. in Syria and Pliny mentions tbe Phoenicians as the 
first glass makers (Natural History -XXXVI P. 65-66). It is generally 
believed that the, Assyrians of the 7th Century B. C. were fairly competent 
glass makers. There is another theory, not much credited, which ascribes the 
accidental discovery of glass to Phoenician traders who made a cooking fire 
between slabs of saltpetre on a sandy ground. and found there a shining 
hard surface-glass-the next morning. Glass is referred to in the writings of 
Pliny, Tacitus and Herodotus. And Thebes, Sidon and Tyre are the places 
mentioned in this. connection. It is not till the 16th or the 15th Century 
before Christ,however, that one clm come across the manufacture of pure 
glass. GIsss beads and ornaments of pure glass were discovered in the ruins of 
Memphis (1400 B. C.): Egypt was then the home of this art and small vases 
and jars of molten glass poured round a core of sand were the products of 
this period. In fact this was the only known process of glass making for 
manY,eenturies, blowing being a comparatively later art, started about the 
beginning of the Christian Era. In those days. Alexandria was famous for its 
glass-ware. its special feature being the d('colourising process. In course of 
time, the fame of Egyptian glass was carried abroad by the trading Phoe
nedsns who themselves carried OD the large trade in glass between Egypt and 
Imperial Rome. 

The Romans were not slow to appreriote the value of the art of gl"s~
making and one form 'Of tribute from Egypt demanded by Caesar 
Augustus in 20 fl. C. was a supply of glassmak rs. However. Egypt sti,l 
hlanaged to pres:'rve the eXI ort monopoly of glass for rorty ~ears more till 
the reign oC the Emperor Tibt:1'ius. The Romans learnt glass craft ..,·ery 
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quickly and developed the art throughout the period of their empire, till its 
eonquest by the Gauls. At the end of the third century, Rome had a noun
.hing gl... indUitry and made decorated glass and window glass. 

Thereafter. while Greece alone produced no glass. there were glass 
worka in Italy. Spain and Portugal. France. Belgium and the Rhineland in 
the 2nd to the 4th centuries A. D. when Britain also learnt the art from 
the Romans and Gauls. After the fall of Rome, it was to Byzantium,that 
the centre of the glass industry shifted. From the 8rd to the 5th century. 
with the impetu given to it by the Emperor Constantine and by Theodo
siu after him. glas. makers had a period of great prosperity. All facilities 
Uk. free aeaportl and remission of taxes were afforded to them. From the 5th 
century onwards. however. there was a decay in artistic glass craft till 
almolt the 15th century. This period was remarkable only for achievements 
in ltaineci church window glass. 

Most of the processes in the manufacture, decoration and artistic work in 
glass dates back almost to as old a period as pure glass 

Glasl making in itself. Thus the making of imitation precious stones, 
Central Europe Cree-hand blowing, blowing into the mould, implement 

treating, mosaic glass (as of Alexandria), glass painting, 
cold and hot enamelling, gilding, and welding-all have been practised and 
perfected since the earliest times. The art of the lapidary, for instance, seen 
at ita best in the famous Portland vase, dated back to the century before 
Christ. All of these various arts were freshly revived in what is known 
AI the Venetian Era (18th to 16th Century A. D.) Venice recalled its workers 
from Constantinople and gave them every encouragement. Beautiful Vene
tian or Murano glass was famous the world over and the corporation of 
glass makers in Venice was a body of privileged persons. The knowledge 
of the art was jealously guarded and restricted to the kingdom of Venice 
alone. There is an instance of two workmen being mur<lered for disclosing 
the secreta of their art to King Leopold of Belgium. In spite .of all prohibi
tive laws. made yet more stringent in 1763, many workers slipped off to 
other countries and gave them the benefit of their craft. 

Among the glass workers of this period ( 15th Century ) the Dames of 
Angelo Beroviero, Dominico lniotti and Christopher Briana pze famous for 
their work in coloured and other artistic glass. With the spread of kno~ledge 
of glass-making, other countries SOOD came in line with Venice.Windo;w 
elass used to be made in Germany since the lOth. Centllry and during the 
17th Century, Johann Schaper or Nurenburg, Benchert, Keill and the Saxon 
chemist Kunkell became well known for their very high quality of. work 
in glas.. . 

It was in Bohemia that glass engraving was made successful in 1609 
by Gasper Lehmann. Bohemi" was the home of European glass for many 
years, especially in the middle of the 18th century when it was at its 

3 
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: zenith and when mirrors and beads of a very high quality were manufactur
oed Bohemia was always famous for its optical glass. The early success of 
the ind\lstry in Bohemia was due to the special advantages of cheap and 
pl~ntiful forest-wood fuel and potash. Small factories sprang up quickly and 

'have continued their success even to the present times. Apart from the 
advantage of fuel, the Bohemian glass indu'ltry profitted by other advan
tages like low wages, an entirely exporting market, long experience, enterpri
sing and clever inventors, the system of working processes being practised 
'as cottage industries and help of expert salesmen and financiers. 

France started attempts to manufacture glass as early as the 14th 
.century, but, it was not till nearly three hundred years later, that success 
was achieved. The minister Colbert brought, in 1665, twenty:-five Venetian 
experts and started a factory for malting' mirrors at Cherbourg and another 
at St. Cloud for making flint glass. Thevart succeeded in 1788 to 
manufacture sheet glass and started factorics at Paris and St. Gobain for 

'manufacturing mirrors and lens glass. It was very gradually, however, that 
France succeeded in establisbing a glass industry . Plate glass is now its 
speciality shared by. Belgium where glass making was begun along with 
;France. In most of the other Europeon countries, the seventeenth century 
was generally the period of starting the industry in which they have met 
with varying success. 

As far back as the year 674., attempts were made in Northumbria by 

Glass industry 
in England· 

Benedict Bishop to manufacture window glass, but the 
industry did not prosper owing to the dearth of skilled 
workers. State encouragement, however, was not want
ing. Richard II imported glass andChinaware, duty free 

and later Elizabeth brought over two experts, Cornelius de Lannoy and Jean 
Quarre, :mth their men who built a factory similar to one at Antwerp. This 

· was the first glass factory in England (1557). Though progress was slow at 
first, by 1700, when flint glass was made at :Ravenscraft, the English Indus
'try'was in a flourishing condition. The invention of flint or lead crystal 
glass, a product of particular purityc'and brilliance, was solely an English 
achievement and it revolutionised the art of glass making. 
,. .. 'I.., 

, ,; The fame of fine quality English glass gradu~lIyovershadowed thatoC 
~the Venetian product. Th~ rapid development was further speeded up by the 
eHorts of the second Duke of Buckingham, who imported Venetian workers and 

· by the end of the 17th Cuntury, the English iudustry was very prosperous, 
there being nearly 90 factories making bottles; plate, and window I!lass; flint, 
green and ordinary glass; and fancy articles in great variety. The use of 
covered pots for melting glass and of coal for fuel were likewise English 
inventions. The first large factory. which cast plate glass, wu started in'1'l73 

· in London and gradually the industry spread out in the country. 'J he 
qltimate suC?Cess of th~ English ,Gla.ss Industry was due to a number of factors 
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among which the chief were the system of small well distributed units, co
operative buying. proximity of coal as fuel. a well organised division of 
laboUl' and rmally. long experience of methods by trial and error. Hodking 
and Couaen in their • Text Book of Glass Industry' divide English glass
making history in the following periods:-

•..• to 1"5 ••• • ••• Industry crippled by an unsympathetic Government. 
1"5 to 1875 .... • ... Progress. 
1875 to 1916 ........ Competition and decline. 
1916 to IIU9 •••• • ... RevivaL 
1919 After ........ Slow decline. 

Coming to the recent times the industry in England has suffered owing 
to trade depression as in all other countries, but, as Prof. W. E. S. Turner 
lays in his article in the Times, British Industries Number (1-11-82) • 
.. Without Tariff, the position of English Glass Industry would have been 
far wone ". He reviews the position of the industry and his 'conclusion can 
be lummed up as follows:- The Glassware for domestic use turned out 
by pot furnaces is in growing demand. but, sheet and plate glass is in need 
of protection. In 1980, Britain produced over five million sterling worth of 
jars and butUes, these being the speciality products. British production 
was highly efficient. and in advance of other countries, and provided 90 % 
of the total demand or consumers. Sheet and plate glass worth nearly five 
million, was produced in the same year. Plate Glass has received a great 
impetus from the motor car industry which uses small plates. The 
production of sheet glass was satisfactory. a single factory turning out 
over a millioll square feet per day. Special Motor glass like Triplex was 
produced to the value of £ 885,000 in 1980, domestic and fancy ware 
£ 827,000 and illuminating ware worth £ 862,000. The share of scientific 
ware waa the smallest while that of artistic ware was steady. The 
production of electric bulbs was adequate since the war. By an agreement 
with Continental Works, seventy million bulbs were produced per aunum 
by two big firm.. The Westlake automatic machine was in use produc
ing 70 to 90 thousand bulbs per day. Two factories were recently started and 
two others have taken up this line. Great progress is visible in producing 
capacity. In fifteen years since 1916, the out-tum per furnace has grown 
from 65 tons to nearly 800 tons. Increasing economy has been effected 
during the same period, the consumption of coal falling from nearly 2 tOni 
per ton of glass to 10 cwt. 

The American glass industry like the country itself is thoroughly 
modem. The first effort took place in New Hampshire in 1790 by Robert 
Hewes, and turned out unsuccessful. But gradually the industry was revi
ved and wbereas upto the middle of the 19th cantury, the United States 
.manufactured only window glass and bottles, every kind of glassware 
began to be turned out within fifty years. America has made the. mOllt 
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important contribution to the glass industry, viz. the inventions of automatic 
and semi-automatic machinery for producing enormous quantities of bottles 
and jars, 'electric bulbs, sheet and plate glass and tubing and rods. 

Coming nearer home. and before starting on the story of our own glass 
making, 'we can glance with profit at the account of the 

Japan's Work Japanese glass industry, without which no History of 
Glass can be complete. Beads and coloured glass were 

manufactured in Japan as .early as t.he 8th Century A. D. (the DaihoEra). 
but. a real beginning was made in the .l7th Century,when Hamada, a 
Nagasaki merchant, brought home from abroad the art of making optical glass. 
Later, a Chinese expert came over and taught the' art to the people of 
Nagasaki. Another Nagasaki merchant, Harimaya, studied the art with 
Dutch merchants and brought it home.' 

Hitherto, only the making of trinkets and ornaments was practised, 
,but Osaka made a start in glass blowing in the. middle of the 18th century. 
The craft was supported by feudal lords and many old-fashioned factories 
were making optical glass, beads and bottles; but, the modern industry 
was introduced in the Ansei Era (1854-60) whcn Japan was opened to foreign 
trade. The manufacture of lampware replaced that of beads during this 
period. The Meiji .Era (1868-1912) saw many internal disturbances and 
involved losses and gave a set back to the old-fashioned industry, still 
~da: the patronage af the feudal lords. 

Upon the restoration. however, Government itself took a hand in the 
management of the modern industry. Experiments in plate glass were started 
and "failed. Then British instructors and equipment were brought and 
set up in Tokyo and Osaka. They too did no better. Since 1876, Industries 
'were a branch bureau of Government's Engineering Office and by it Japanese 
workers were sent . abroad for training. There were good resu1ts in the 
manufacture of beer bottIes, other bottles. and lampware, medical 
~ppliimces,and tableware. 

The industry reverted to private.hands in 1885, when Government had 
incurred heavy losses. After that there Was a· series of more failures in 
undertakings, both Government and private. No less, than seven big failures 
occurred during the 'period of . 16Z6.".1895 ; but they werecompensat~ by 
a very valuable experience and a good .training for workers. '! The bitter 
experience of failures" was the basis of the modern Japanese glass industry" 
as is observed in the. history of Japanese glass industry in the Osaka Mainichi 
.and Tokyo Nichi-Nichi, Japanese Glass Industry Number (SI-8-1928). 

Many skilled operatives were scattered all over the cOlmtry and star
ted concerns of their own. Considerable improvement was effected in furnaces, 
melting pots and other equipment, as well as in the knowledge of mi.xing. 
The development of the industry, especially in Osaka was largely due to 
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Xciahin, the most influential pioneer of the Japanese glass industry. All 
operatives trained by him during 25 years, became in time, leaders in the 
indutrr. The Japanese Glasa Manufacturing Company founded by him, 
resulted alter ita closure, in the starting of about a hundred concerns that 
flourished in 1890. 

The wbsequent history of Japanese domination in the glass market 
need Dot be told in detail. Suffice it to say, during and even after the Great 
War, Japan was a supplier of glass to almost every country in the world. 
Among the products, lampware was supreme till the advent of electricity. 
Tableware and bottles were always flourishing. Tokunaga patented several 
kinds of bottI~making machines. Beads and imitation pearls of all kinds 
had a steady market, chiefly in China and the United States of America. 
Production of chemical and medical appliances and electric bulbs was 
comparatively insignificant, but, Thermos flasks, Optical glass and Watch 
glasaes were important lines of export. Plate Glass was attempted from very
early times and very persistently, but has not yet been so successful as the 
other producta. On the whole Osaka has been more successful in the glass 
indUBtry than Tokyo and Japan continues yet to be one of the chief 
glass exporters of the world. 

Though glass making is Dot one of the Fourteen Sciences and Sixty.

GlaSI Industry 
in ancien' India 

four Arts of Indian tradition, Kanch is men. 
tioned in Sanskrit writings more than 2000 years 
old. There is reason to believe that glass making 
was known even earlier (800 B. C.) In the Yajur

Veda glass is indicated as one of the articles of which female ornaments 
were made (Watta Disctionary of Economic Products of India, VoL 8, 
page 5().1, line '1,. It is also DOted in the Mahabharat and in another old 
work, the -Yukti-kalpataru which compares the eHects of drinking water 
out of a glass vessel and a crystal cup. (Monograph on the pottery and 
Glass Industries of the North Western Provinces and Oudh, by Dobbs, 1895, 
Chapter 9, page 29). There are references likewise in the Ramayan, Ayodhya 
Kanda, Sarga_ 88, and the Yoga Vashistha. The theory of the Assyrians of 
the 6th century B. C. being the same as the Asuras of the Hindu Mythology 
might also give some support to .the presumption of glass making 
knowledge among the ancient Hindus.· 

Pliny mentions Indian glass as one of a very high quality, 
attributing ita superiority to its manufacture from crystal. He says in 
his Natural History that the Troglodytes took specimens of Indian Glass to 
OsifIys ( which is believed to be present Ghela Dear Bab-e1-Mandeb). 
Rajendralalllfitra asserts in Indo Aryans, Vol. I, that glass made from quartz 
in ancient India was considered to be of a very superior quality. Miss Rivette 
Camac, writing in the Journal of Indian Arts, says that religious relics found 

·Modem Encyclopaedia, Vol. 1, page 281. 
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at Benares and Cawnpore and now in the British Museum contain glass 
beads of Indin ManuCacture in the years before Christ, .. The Singhalese, who 
borrowed all the arts oC civilised liCe Crom the Hindus, make mention, in the 
Dipvamsa, of glass mirrors ( ~arried in processions ) in the 3rd century before 
Christ, and of a glass pinnacle in the 2nd century before Christ. " (Tennents 
Ceylon, I. 454 ). Admiral Fitzroy also speaks of the practice in India and 
Ceylon to keep glass balls on spires ·of buildings. Cunningham discovered 
ancient glass pieces (Now in the British Museum) at Mankiala in the Pub
jab and Forest found some old glass vessels in the Kaira district of Gujarat. 

u'The discovery, recently made near Peshawar by Dr. Spooner, of some 
bones of Buddha in a transparent rock crystal receptacle, reveals the exis
tence of a relic of ancient Indian Glass. This receptacle from its make and 
composition was evidently of Indian Manufacture, just as the casket enclos
ing it, is sp.pposed to be of Greek construction. The transparent receptacle 
found near Peshawar, being hexagonal in shape, hollow inside and with a hole 
on the top was apparently cast in a mould," (H. Hementakumar Ghosh ). 
There is cause to suppOse that the glass makers' art penetrated into so 
ancient a country as China through the northern Himalayan passes • 
.. It is significant" says Stein in Ancient.. Khotan page 373, .. tbat 
according to the Peo Shih, the first makers of Glass in China were traders 
from the country of the great Yulk-chih, i. e. from the old Indo Scythian 
dominion, for which the land route through Khotan was a more likely 
line of communication than the sea-route.'· 

Finally, pieces of ancient Venetian glass in the Vatican Museum are 
said to be remarkably similar to those made by indigenous workers at 
Kapadvanj, in the Kaira District. It is inferred that the Assyrian contact 
brought the craft into India and was practised. in antient times with the 
raw material of pounded quartz melted in. primitive furnaces burning wood 
fuel. It is a big gap from the ancient times to the 16th century, but the 
intervening period (corresponding to the . Dark Ages of Indian Economic 
History) is wrapped up in obscurity •. Since the early years of the Christian 
Era, thc Indian glass-makers' art appears to have dwindled into insignificance, 
for it was not even heard of when glass making was flourishing in Alexandria. 
The next we hear of Indian Glass is. in the 16th century, when" according 
to tradition". says Dobbs in his Monograph on the Pottery and Glass Indus· 
tries of the North West Frontier Provinces and Oudh (1895). raw Indian 
glass was exported in . large quantities to Europe and the North of Italy ... 
The Venetians at one time obtained. ifnot their raw glass, at least its ingre
dients, floom the plains of Hindustan •• (which after all is not a very grati
fying thought). 

In the sixteenth century and even much later, the industry had not 
advanced beyond a crude stage-the making of bangles and small pbials. A 
likely clue for this condition could perhaps be found in the· instance of 
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poverty of heat in Indian furnaces quoted by Buchanan, who in his travels 
from )fadru to Hysore, found that even the cullet (broken bits) of English 
bottlea could DOt be melted in the furnaces he came across. In the seven
teenth emtwy we first bear of glass enamel probably under the patronage 
of the muslim rulen. There was, however. no remarkable progress and the 
Indiao glau industry right upto the advent of the modem era (and even 
after ) could not be IBid to be ever in a remarkably flourishing condition or 
eelebrated for any particular product. The only Glassware in India witb any 
preteDtiona to art, wu produced before modem times according to Watt 
( Dictionary of Indian products ). .. at Patna: coloured articles. elegant but 
extremely fragile." The indigenous production till the last quarter of the 
19th century. W88 restricted to the following localities:-

The Punjab-Lahore. Kamal; Jhelum and Hoshiarpur Disricts. 

U. P.-Bijnore. Lucknow and Saharanpur. 

Bombay-Ahmednagar. Kaira and Baroda State. 

C. P.-Seom. 

Bihar and Orissa-Patna. 

)Iadras-North Areat. 

Rajputana States-Jaipur. Udaipur. 

The chief articles of manufacture were bangles. beads, small bottles 
and coarse toys. Crude globes silvered inside with mercury and coloured glass 
pieces lor mosaic were the specialities 01 the Punjab, Rajputana and 
Burma. Rajputana wu particularly lamous lor artistic glass mosaics and 
the novel Shish Mahals (Halls 01 Mirrors ), in which small silvered glass 
pieces set closely in the plaster 01 the walls and ceilings, reflected millions 
of tiny images. 

The sixty years and odd 01 the life of Indian glass industry oD, 
modern lines. can be divided into two distinct 

Modern Era of glasl periods separated by the brief interlude of the 
manufacture War. Thus the first period dates from 1870 when 

an attempt was made to start a glass factory in 
India, till 1915 when the Industrial Commission was instrumental in throwing 
some light on the condition of the industry. Abnormal conditions prevailed 
during 1915 to 1918. after which year till 1932 (when the Glass Tariff Boald 
was appointed ) elapsed the second period. much the same. it is to be feared, 
as the first. The Industrial Commission characterised the history of the 
glass industry upto that date as .. a history of failures ". and an account to 
the present times will hardly deserve a better name, but, for the redeeming 
feature of a few successful concerns-not the least important of which is the 
Paisa Fund Glass Works. Talegaon. 
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Appendix D gives a: list * of, all the available names of glass' works 
in India, numbering about 70. Counting about twenty-five of these, and a 
few others of which the \ ir.f~rmation could not be traced, over thirty fac
tories with a total capital of more than fifty lakhs had failed before the War. 
" The Indians seemed to have a peculiar fascination for the glass 
industry", said the Industrial Commission (also saying somewhere 
else that Indian capital was shy). Indians seemed to persist in 
investing in the industry but without taking any lessons from the earlier 
failures ". Only three factories were working when the war broke out, 
nor. were they working at a profit. "Though the Talegaon Factory" admits 
Sir Alfred Chatterton in the .Industrial Hand-Book (Indian l\lunitions 
Board ) "with the aid of the Paisa Fund, was paying its way on the 
somewhat peculiar and non-commercial lines on which it was run. " 

It would be' worth while at this stage to go hurriedly over the first 
period. The first experiment was by one H. Whymper, Manager of the 
Murree Brewery, who sent samples of local products to European experts 
and upon receiving encouraging opinions from them, started the Punjab 
Glass Works at Jhelum in 1870. He brought a German expert and started 
the manufacture of bottles; the enterprise was soon abondoned as no 
gain seemed likely. The failure was due partly to the expert's ignorance of 
local conditions and partly to the impatience of the owner who wanted 
quick results for his money. 

The second venture was underta.ken in 1879 by one A. Smith, an indigo 
planter who withsome Government aid, started a factory at Aligarh. He had 
to close within two months. The third attempt was made at Bhagalpore in 
1882, by Wilson, who had visited Venice and had Government support. He 
failed before starting, not being able to generate sufficient heat. 

The fourth was the first Indian enterprise. The Pioneer Glass Works of 
Titaghur was started in 1890 with a capital~f 2! lakhs, using Indian raw 
materials, under foreign (AustrO-German) supervision and expert direction. 
For eight years the concern fought up'the struggle, in spite of the desertion 
of the foreign workers. Ultimately it failed as its newly trained workers were 
lured away by other concerns. " . 

This was the first Factory ttl train .Indians in Glass making. After this, 
from 1890 to 1916, no leSS than twenty-five works were started in different 
parts of. India, but. '. ~ot . more th~ five have survived viz. those at 

• The list is compiled from the following sources:-

( 1 ) :Mr. Ishwardas' case prepared for the Industrial Commission, 1916. 
(.2) Mr. Chandorkar's articles in Lok-Shikshana, about 19l4t-15. 
( 8.) Information supplied by the Directors of Industries of some 

provinces. 

( 4.) Bombay Swadeshi Lea~e's classified list of manufacturel'S. 
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Amballa, Naini, Babjoi. Kirloskarwadi (now shifted to Ogalewadi) and 
Talegaon. The first two, however, have changed hands more than once during 
the period. Incidentally these are the Big Five of the Industry even to-day 
under their latest names. 

Among the works that failed, German, Austrian or Japanese experts 
were engaged by almost aD; many had invested big capital and possessed 
excellent equipment, e. g. those at Hyderabad (Sind), Gwalior, Ahmedabad, 
Jubbulpore and lIadras. One or two tried gas furnaces and tank furnaces, 
but to no purpose. The causes of failure are reported to be had production 
in the most number of casu, heavy expenses in almost an equal number, 
experta' ignorance or desertion and furnace defects in quite a few. mis
management in a good many, and the last but not the least occurring cause 
given is internal quarrels. The sponsors of some enterprises, notably those 
(that were) at Madras and Baroda State have grown 10 pessimistic that 
they doubt the economic wisdom of ever opening another glass works in 
those localities. 

It is abundantly clear that incompetent organisation was partly respon
aible for the whole aeriel of failures. There was seldom accord between the 
management and the experts; the managers, many a time, were totally 
ignorant and the experte too, i. e., specialised in one process only, say fur. 
DaceI or blowing. The investen wanted quick results and stopped finimcing 
just when it would have made all the difference between spccess and failure. 
In ahort. the lack of economically sound organisation can to a great extent 
account for the almost total loss of the huge Bum of fifty lacs thrown away 
on the glass industry before the war. And yet, it could have been turned to 
good account if only the Government would have done something. 

We have Been how the Japanese Government itself suBered very heavy 
lossee side by side with the private concerns in the manufacture of glass. uss 
than that, we have seen how the State had intervened for industry in most 
of the other countries; even that much would have been enough for India. 
There would hardly have arisen need to look for causes of failures of glass 
works. Most of them would not have failed had Government,done the proper 
thing ; trained Indians abroad and at home, given financial aid, given 
patronage to Indian glass products. arranged for favourable railway rates, 
and finally given protection against totally foreign interests. As it was, the 
most that Government did, was to lend a little money. and that was about all. 

The dirge of thirty failures would have been perhaps never heard, but 
for the war. It was only then that the Industrial 

The War Commission and next the Munitions Board. realising 
that glass was a, key industry after all. enquired into its 

condition, expressed a mild surprise at it and oBered all kinds of causes of its 
failure without unduly stressing the chief cause, the complete absence of 
State aid. Evidence before the commission On behalf of the Paisa Fund 
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Glass Works was given by the Superintendent, Mr. Chandorkar, who was 
armed with a well-prepared case for the whole industry. 

Mr. Chandorkar, in his written evidence, stressed the need of 
Government help unhindered' by interference except in matters like 
audit. He agreed to the necessity of pioneer factories but thought 
public . institutions more suited to run them rather than Government 
itself. The duties of pioneer factories, he pointed out, were making 
the industry familiar, training labour, achieving quality in production 
and thus bringing it to a level of competition with foreign goods. 
He emphasised Government's duty towards the industry and enumerat
ed at great length, the ways of Government help, e.g. purchase of 
stores, supply of experts, technical instruction, favourable railway rates, 
a protective tariff etc. In his oral evidence, Mr. Chandorkar was 
severely cross-examined by a certain member of the Commission, who 
went to the length of suggesting that the Paisa Fund was doing no 
good. But Mr. Chandorkar stood his ground well and the Report of 
the Industrial Commission shows how little it was influenced by its 
metnber's gratuitous efforts to damn a useful institution. The Commis
sion (to admit it in all fairness) tried to draw the attention of 
Government to its duty to the industry; Appendill: E of the Industrial 
Commission's Report dealt at some length upon the problems of the 
Indian glass industry and made a number of suggestions to Govern
ment. Sir Alfred Chatterton also wrote very sympathetically. about the 
industry in his monograph on " The manufacture of Glass in· India .. 
in the Indian Munitions Board Industrial Handbook. He granted that 
"Useful work has been done by the Paisa Fund at .the :.Talegaon 
Glass Works in training glass blowers and the expansion of the industry 
under the war conditions is chiefly due to the supply of men who. 
have come from this place." He also stressed that "The glass industry 
has come to stay, but, without aid from the State, it is likely to 
make very slow progress in the future." 

,. 

The temporary success of the glass industry from 1915 to 1918 accord
ing to the Industrial Commission "was due only to the abnormal conditions 
created by the war "; return t6" peace conditions was predicted to seriously 
affect its continuance. The industry was on a precarious basis, only a few 
factories working with profit. There were, however, two factors in favour of 
likely prosperity, viz., improbability of early return to pre-war conditions 
and the value of practical experience and the profit gained during the 
War. The state of the industry at the time was reached by imported 
experts and students trained abroad: the former had failed owing to their 
ignorance of local conditions and the latter, because the industry abroad 
was a closed trade jealously guarded and had given little training worth the 
name. Teclulical knowledge in the industry was found to be extremely 
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limited and unless thia defect was remedied, Progress was not expectetl 
to be rapid. 

0.. the whole, whatever measure of success was achieved. was by the 
Japanese expert. who popularised the pot furnace and trained a few blowen. 
Among the products, bangles wea the only important item. Though 
indigenous bangle makers were scattered all over India, it was at Phirozabad 
in U. P. that the industry was found to be most concentrated. The place 
posseaed no natural advantage except that of trained labour. The output 
w .. 20 to 80 tons per day and a capital of about Rs. , lacs was invested. 
The Indian bangles lupplied nearly one third of the total demand. The total 
value of annual glass production of organised factories together with Rs. 20 
lacs as the value ot bangles came to about Rs. 40 lacs in the year 1917, 
br the estimate ot Sir Alfred Chatterton ( Industrial Hand-Book ). 

During war time, the Glass Industry suffered from the same handicaps 
as many others-viz. the shortage ot wagons and coal. Even those for
tunate factories who obtained contracts to supply Government's needs, had 
this complaint. In spite ot handicaps, however, most of the factories got 
lOme advantage of the fall in imports to nearly half during the War, and did 
good business for the briet period. It was the war profits and the subse
quent boom that gave a temporary impetus to the industry and about thirty 
new factories were started. 

The war boom lasted at the most till 1920; already by 1919, the 

Second period: 
Presen' stag. 

imports from foreign countries temporarily checked 
by the war, had returned with double the vigour. 
The Indian industry was in no way equipped to 
meet them and soon foreign glass-ware established 

ita old Iway over the Indian market. The erstwhile protection which the war 
had afforded had disappeared and Indian glass makers were left to fight, 
on their own ground but unprotected, practically over the whole world. They 
could never hope to survive against a concerted attack of powers like Japan, 
Germany and Austria; all their war-profits were gone and they had the 
bitter experience of watching iheir own market captured by foreign goods. 
About ten works were soon closed down and the others survived only by 
their sheer tenacity. The second Swadesbi 1tlovement of 1920, no doubt, 
gave a helping hand to the industry for a while; but just as people's fervour 
waned. and the trade depression advanced, the glass industry was in the usual 
lOre straits, till the third"Swadeshi Movement of 1980 gave it another draught 
of life-saver. 

During the decade 1920-80. a few more factories closed down and the 
second period thus became a painfully exact copy of the first. But the glass 
manutacturen who have been clamouring for well-nigh fifteen years for state 
intervention, at last succeeded in persuading Government to hold a 'l'ariff 
Board enlluUy over the glass industry, and it was duly held in March 1932. 
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The report, however,' is not yet out and the situation. continues to cause 
anxiety especially owing to the depression of Japanese currency which had 
enabled that country to dump glass-ware in India at cut-throat prices. 

At present there are yet about thirty factories (vide appendirc D ) in 
India, of which twenty-five are on the list of the Glass Manufacturers' 
Association. Among the others, the most important is the Indian Glass Work, 
at Firozabad, 'which includes six factories which have recently organised 
themselves in the Bangle Makers' Association. Among the newest factories 
are the Kandivali Bangle Factory near Bombay, which has employed 
banglemak('rs from Firozabad, a,nd the Central Glass Works, Nagpur, 
started in 1932. 

Among the names of men connected with the industry, those of A. 
Kallus and l\lozina, appear foremost among the foreign experts during the 
first period. Alnong our own countrymen early names are Rajwade, Wagle 
Shafl, Sinha and Kanga. But the veterans of the Glass Industry who have 
made a mark, are Rai Bahadur Panna La], Lala Ishwardas, Pandit VishnU: 
Dutt, Ogale and last but no way less important, the Paisa Fund contingent 
headed by Mr. Chandorkar. 

The chapter on the history of Glass-making cannot be complete without 

Development in 
Glass Technique 

noticing the progress in the technique achieved in 
- the course of centuries. It has been already noted 
that most of the methods and arts of glass-making 
are almost as old as the industry itself, i. e. every 

thing that the craftsman· does with molten glass to-day, was done since the 
beginning of the Christian era. Improvement has been effected only in 
the processes and not in the fundame~tal principles. Thus the' batch ' 
of raw materials had elways the same primary ingredients of silicic acid and 
alkali. Silica came in the form of quartz, flint· or sand free from iron, and 
alkali was either in the shape of potash from ·wood ash, or soda ash (rochetta 
salicor) or sea-weed ash. 

The latter was exported in large quantities by Spain and Egypt in the 
middle ages. Potash glass was made from very early times in Central 
Germany where forests provided wood for potash and fuel. Since the 17th 
century, calcium in the form of chalk was used with great advantage as to 
clearness and purity' in the glass. Bohemian cryliltal glass was an early 
example of this experiment. The addition of lead oxide was an English 
discovery, also of the 17th century. But while it accentuated the purity and 
clearness. of glass and added to its high refractive power, lustre and a ringing 
tone, the process also made the glass more brittle and heavy. Manganese 
and arsenic ( some times called ' the glass-maker 's soap ) gradually came to 
be used as decolourising agents; while for colouring, different metallic oxides 
were used and a wide range of variation in colours could be obtained accord,-
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ing to variations in temperature and proportion of ingredients. The colour
ing effortl upto the 18tb century were directed towards the production of 
imitation precious stones and towards this end, a large percentage of cullet 
wsa required. sa it helped quick fusion. On the whole. therefore, improve
ment in materials to this day coosists in using purified chemicals or 
ehemically treated substances, additiona of minor chemicals and changes 
in eomposition--othenrise the basic formula of silica-alkali-lime bas 
been the urne. 

TiD the 19th century, pot furnaces with a central fire of wood or coal 
waa t.he practice, but, in 1860, F. & W. Siemens improved heating by pre
heated gsa and air and by producer gas, thus having the regenerating 
furnaces. They are recently replaced by the recuperating furnaces. The first tank 
furnace wsa built in 1872 by F. Siemen. Kiln for annealing and lehrs or 
heated tunnels for the same purpose have been about a hundred years in use. 

In the matter of products, bottle-making went through many processes 
luch sa the pipe and tools, the open mould, the closed mould, the marvering 
block and the revolving mould processes. The first bottle blowing machine was 
invented in 1888 by Ashley in England. Inventions in Europe and the United 
States of America lOOn followed and the later machines had a more semi-auto. 
matic construction. The first eompletely automatic machine was invented by 
Owen in the U. S. A. and a machine with automatic feeding by Brooke of 
New York in 1901. In the manufacture of Sheet Glass though small plates 
were cast in the 18th century, blowing had been the process in vogue for a 
very long time after. It was mucb improved during the last century. In 1851, 
Clarke of Pittsburg attempted to make sheet glass without blowing, but 
ultimately success was won by the Libby Owens Company. Plate glass was 
made in the 18th century at St. Gobain in France and also in England. The 
U. S. A. succeeded in 1879 to work the rolling process by machine as also 
annealing, grinding and polishing processes. The latest developments since 1892 
are wired glass, heat resisting structural glass and triplex pat~ unbreakable 
glass (from behind the fancied shelter of which, probably Katherine Mayo 
threw stones at India). For pressed ware, soda lime and potasb glasses are 
preferred to lead glass and lately alkali barium was found to possess special 
strengthening qualities. In optical glasS, Germany had the lead all along since 
the 18th century. German work had achieved particular technical perfection 
since the Jena Revival of 1884. An exceedingly pure glass and the cunning 
art of stirring the molten glass are said to be the important factors in the 
manufacture of optical glass. Japan has heen trying long to master the art 
and 80 has been Britain since the War. 



Chapter V 

Organisation of Indian Glass Industry 

It is to be regretted that the Report of the Tariff Board, the only body 
competent to present a comprehensive view of the glass 

Scope of industry as it is in India today. is not available at the 
the Chapter time of writing on the subject. In the absence of autho-

. ritative and complete information such as the Tariff 
B08J:d could publish, the only material to go on with is that bequeathed by 
the Industrial Commission in 1916, information from various reports, and that 
supplied by a few manufacturers and some Provincial Directors of Industries. 
It is another mattcr of regret that out of about forty manufacturers approa
ched with a questionaire for information, only five or six were good enough 
to respond. As a result, no material worth tabulating was collected and no 
grounds for definite statements made possible. Instead, therefore, of the up-to
date account of the Indian Glass Indus,try which the present publication 
aimed to submit, it has perforce to confine itself to a general discussion, con
signing to the Appendices the scanty information received. 

The scope of this chapter is to consider the glass industry in India from 
the point of view of its relation with the various factors of production and to 
see if any constructive scheme can be evolved after taking all the favourable 
and unfavourable factors into consideration. AppendillJ E of the Indian lndus
trial Commission's Report examined six aspects of the industry, viz. raw 
materials, direction, labour, climate, location and market. It is convenient to 
copy the method, taking up the problem of market, first. 

Appe1ldillJ D at the end gives figures o~ sea-borne imports of glass

The Indian 
Glassware market 

ware into India since 1905-06. The figures illustra
ted by the accompanying diagram give a clear 
picture of the State of affairs. It will be seen that 
from the beginning of the period under review. 

there was a gradualrise in imports till the· year of the War (1914-15) 
suddenly checked them. Thus from rupees one crore. and twelve lacs 
in 1905-06, the imports rose to nearly two crores in 1918-14 and· dropped 
to only ninety~ix lacs in the year of the war. Among the countries that 
~ported glassware to India in this period, Austria had 85 % of the share, 
Getmany and Belgium each 15 % and Britain 5 %. By ports, half the 
imports were landed in Bombay, 80 % in Bengal, 10 % in Madras and the 
rest in Karachi and Burma. The Chief articles of imports were bangles 
from Austria, beads from Austria, Germany, Italy and France, bottles from 
pritain and Germany, lampware from Austria, Germany and Britain, sheet 
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and plate glass from Belgium and Britain. During and after the War, Japan, 
which bad been nowhere before, seized 20 % of the share and raised it to 
60 % in 1920. Till that year, it exported every kind of glassware to India, 
and though its .hare fell to 40 % and finally to 25 % from 1921 to 1931, it 
yet kept up • respectable contribution to every kind of glassware except 
abeet and plate glass and Sodawater bottles. Britain got the next best 
advantage during the years of war and till 1922, 20 to 2-1 % of the trade in 
BotUea. Lampware, Sheet and plate glass, and scientific ware, coming 
• bad .econd to Japan in tableware. 1918-19 was a bad year to exporters, 
moat of whom were now engaged in the war; but they returned with 
• vengence the next year, and 1920-21 will probably ever remain a record 
year for glass imports into India. when goods worth rupees three crores and 
thirty-eeven lacs was unshipped in Indian Ports. Though the lion's share 
of the spoils went to the allies-Japan and Britain, Germany and 
Czekoslovakia (a part of old Austria ) soon rallied round and displacing 
Itrangers like the U. S. A., Italy (and even. China I ) from the Indian 
market lecured respectively 16% and 8% of the trade in 1921-22. 

In the next ten years, we see Czekoslovakia running neck to neck 
with Japan each having about 25 % of the share. But there will be. a diHerent 
story this year, Japan probably soaring high again, thanks to its depreciated 
currency. Germany is steady with 15% and Britain with Belgium comes 
last among the important suppliers, each getting about 10 per cent of the 
foreign glass trade of India. Since the last seven or eight years, Bombay 
Port', share of the imports had gradually grown less in favour of Karachi 
and Madras. Among the articles imported, bangles continue their high 
proportion and beads and false pearls their next position; figures for both, 
though increased since the war, are steady for the last decade, which can 
be laid of almost all the varieties except .. other glass-ware". A growing 
demand is distinctly visible in bottles and phials, while that for Sheet and 
Plate glass seeems to be falling. In Sodawater bottles, lampware, tableware, 
and scientific glass there has been little fluctuation. The steadinesss in 
most figures during the last decade could be accounted for by the economic 
depression which has reduced the consumer's purchasing power. The 
distinct fall in each category in 1930-31 however, is definitely due to 
the national awakening in India. the Third Swadeshi movement. As regards 
the total trade, though it fell from the elevation of 1920-21 to· a crore 
less the very next year, two and a half crores has been the average figure 
for the last decade. The Swadeshi movement, however, has told heavily 
upon the glass imports, reducing them to a crore and sixty lacs in 1930-
81. How far it is possible to keep the figure down to this level, depends 
not so much upon the manufacturers or consumers, but upon the State, 
as an examiIJation of other factors will reveal. 

Apart from the imports, the thirty and odd modem factories together 
with the indi,enous bangle makers contribute to supply India's demand for 
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glass. For want of figures it is impossible to estimate the value of annual 
,sales of Indian glass works. A very rough computation can be made on the 
,basis of the scanty data available. The Munitions Board calulated in 1919 (as 
referred to above) rupees twenty lacs as the value of annual out-turn of 
indigenous bangles and another twenty lacs as the production of organised 
glass works. Assuming the production of bangles to be about twenty lacs 
,today and calculating 80 lacs as the total annual value of. Indian factory 
production (at the average rate of one lac per factory) for 80 factories. the 
,total yearly lIupply of glassware made in India today could be valued at 
about fifty lacs. This figure should not be far from correct as it represents 
the approximate difference between the last decade's average of imports and 
the ,imports in 1930-31, which were the minimum owing to the Swadeshi 
movement, the entire balance ot demand being supplied by India. 

Considering foreign competition in the various articles, Indian bangles 
supply about the sameone-tbird demand as they did in 1919 and foreign 
'beads have no competition in India. According to the Industrial Commission, 
bangles and beads are the articles of normal demand in India, and it will be 
paying to further exploit' this market. Only two or three factories manufacture 
bottles with the help of machinery and it appears that this line of business 
is not profitable to them. In lampware, however, there is a tough fight 
between Indian 'and foreign goods, since this is the main item of production 
,of all the factories in India, which supply roughly half the total demand of 
of the country. A few factories are claiming a small portion of the scientific 

:glassware trade but it will take some time apparently before tableware can 
be produced in India in adequate quantity and quality. There is one factory, 
producing sheet and plate glass and the fact that it demands cent per cent 
protection from the Tariff Board, can show how hard is its struggle with the 
foreign article. The market for other glassware is fickle and its capture is 
as much a matter of displacing foreign goods as creating demand among 
consumers. 

The problem of internal competition takes a peculiar aspcct in India. 
Assuming that the products of all ther,works are of a uniform quality, and 
leaving aside the question of foreign' goods, the factors of labour, climate, 
-direction and even markets become unimportant before the prohlem of raw 
materials. Raw materials, :the costliest item in glass manufacture, is ihe 
determining factor for location, upon which, time and again, critics of the 
'Indian glass industry have harped. Therefore, with the whole of India as a 
market ( in which the viciiuty bf ports is an adverse factor)~ with approximately 
-similar coriditions as regards labour, climate, capital and direction. we find 
that factories in a particular sector are placed in so exceedinly advantageous 
a posjtion over the others owing to their proximity of raw materials. that 
they can command the most Qistant markets and cefeat the idea of a well
distributed industry. Thus the works located within easy reach of the Sand 

,supplies at ;l3aragarh near Naini and the coal fields ot Bengal. can afford to 
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10 price their goods, that they can undersell the local products even in the 
Northern Punjab market or the market of Southern lIaharashtra. There are, 
however, certaiD limitatiou to the above advantage:-

( I) The present Railway rates which do not permit of transit with 
profit beyond a certain distance. 

( I) A monger combinatian of other factors, such as direction and 
equipmmt, may permit production at a lower cost in distant 
worb. 

(8) The better quality in production of distant works may yet com
mand the market. 

Internal competition among the glass manufacturers is at present both 
unfair and unhealthy. It is unfair in the sense that a lew big lactories, 
fa\'ourably situated, instead of meeting foreign competition in new lines,seek 
to eapture the market in the same old articles that can suatain smaller and 
leu lortunately placed concerns. Secondly, the competition is unhealthy in 
th. sense that in the scramble for rate-eutting, the big concerns do not 
realise that though they might destroy the smaller ones, they will not survive 
long when Ultimately left alone against foreign competition. At present, the 
repercussiona of internal competition take place in widening circles in rather 
an interesting way i the concern which gets the worse in the competition in 
the U. P. - Bengal circle (the stronghold of the fortunate glass works) seeks 
fresh marketa in the enclosing bigger circle 01 the Punjab, Rajputana, Bihar 
and Orrissa and the C. P. and drives out the concerns in these areas to seek 
outer marketl. This process continues either till the port-zone is reached or 
the factories in the outermost circles are touched. These last are the most 
unfortunate; they haYe to fight the foreign goods from the portEl on the one 
hand and the internal competiton on the other. It is a matter or pride 
for the Paisa Fund Works and one of its offshoots the Ogale Glass Works, 
that with these difficulties to contend with, they are keeping up a gallant 
8ght, solely with the equipment of efficiency and quality. 

The only way to remedy this evil of competition which baa overtaken 
the industry at 10 early an age, is for all manufacturers to unite. They 
must either aportion the markets as the British shipping lines have done, or 
pool their products and compete with the foreign goods in a body, or find 
lOme other way of determining rates. Unless they adopt the policy of 'live 
and let live' among themselves. tlley have little chance to survive against 
heavy odds such as the Japanese competition, hostile railway rates and 
absence of a protective tariff. Over and above the huge Indian market, they 
have pou.ntial markets in the adjoining Asiatic countries and Africa. But 
even their own present market is likely to be lost unless some under
Btanding among themselves is arrived at without delay. 

4 
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As already pointed out, it is the nearness of raw materials that 
determines the locality suitable for glass works in India. 

Location Because the main commodities, coal as fuel, sand as 
. the main ingredient and refractory materials, together 

make up nearly half the cost of production. The country between coal 
producing Bengal and sand-supplying U. P. and refractory supplying C. P. is 
at least hitherto considered the ideal situation for the glass industry. It is, 
however, likely that other consideration like the vogue of gas or oil-fired 
furnaces, discoveries of suitable sands in different parts of India, or special 
adaptability to the industry of a particular people might, in future, cause the 
seat of glass industry to shift to new localities. It has also been seen earlier, 
that an efficient organisation of the other factors of production even now 
vitiates the handicaps of factories, away from the fortunate area. 

We can now examine, in the light of further arguments, whether locality 
has not been made rather a bugbear by earlier students of the . Indian glass 
industry. 

In principles of Industrial Management, John Duncan enumerates the 
factors of determining the industrial location as markets, raw- materials, 
labour and motive power, respectively in their order of importance, with 
climate, capital for investment and momentum of an early start, as secondary 
considerations. In placing markets, first he says that "When no other factors 
are to be considered, proximity to markets is the deciding one; if a market 
is -accessible and all other things are equal, a plant to secure its greatest 
advantage, will always find it desirable to locate near raw materials (when 
they form an important element in cost )." The Glass Works in India must, 
therefore, be near raw malerials only when the markets are also near. Con
sidering that the Indian markets are extremely widespread and that cost of 
transporting finished goods is more than tbJice that of raw materials, (with 
the present railway rates) it can be deduced that a situation commanding 
the widest market is at least as important as the one near to raw materials. 

Thus distributing centres like Ahmedabad, Bombay and Madras may 
be away from sand and coal and be· yet suitable for a glass works, if only for 
the wide market they can reach. The above author cites a few examples 
where proximity to raw materials counts for nothing. "The southern States 
contain the only cotton producing districts in the country (the U. S. A.), 
but Massachusetts is the greatest cotton manufacturing State; Illinois kills· 
more cattle than any other State, yet Pennsylvania takes first place in 
tanning; Montana is the greatest producer of raw wool in the country, yet 
Massachusetts makes more woolen and worsted goods than any other State in 
the :Union." In Japan. for the glass factories in Tokyo and Osaka, coal 
comes from Hokkaido and Kiyushu. which are respectively 600 and 400 
miles off; nor is sand much nearer. Soda comes from England, and yet there 
are over 450 factories in the two cities. As a handicap against foreign 
~mpetition, the argument of locality has not a leg to stand, as in England 
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itaelf the gw. factoriel of Londoo use IaDd brought aD the way from 
Fontainbleau. The argument matters only as a factor in internal competi
tion aDd how far it will be a handicap to a protected industry, ramains to 
be aeen. 

We eome logicaDy to the next question, that of raw materials. The 
Industrial Commission was insistent upon the 

Raw MateriaJa importance of a preliminary economic survey before 
any industry was started. There are, however, too many 

examplea of successful industries which were started without any, economic 
Itln'ey except that of the markets, and such disadvantages as might have 
arisen from ignoring lOme points, might very weD have been compensated 
by special attention to others. Had the glass industry succeeded, the idea 
of a preliminary survey would perhaps never have occurred to anyone; 
it is only when the industry failed mainly owing to want of protection and 
partly to want of direction, that aD sorts of obscure theories appear to have 
been put' forward to account for it. 

Fuel, though not a raw material of glass, is yet the raw material of 
motive power-heat, and coal is found to be the best form of fuel for 
furnaces of glass works. Though coal is found in the C. . P. and in the 
Hyderadad State, it does not attain the high fuel value of Bengal coal. 
Considering that a heat of 1800. Co. is necessary to melt glass, Bengal coal 
teemS to be most adequate for the purpose. Wood is used in a few factories 

. in India, but only asa supplementary fuel. Recently, however, the surcharge 
imposed 00 coal transit by the Railways, makes it prohibitive as they have 
for lOme factories like the Ogale Glasa Worka and the Amballa Glass Works, 
to bring it all the way from Bengal and they are constrained to look about 
for cheaper, though less efficient fuel. The fact that this surcharge is 
imposed upon distance and not quantity, is so strange that it one were to 
attribute motives (as Government attributed to the Indian economists upon 
their analysis of the Ottawa Pact), Government would appear to be 
deliberately favouring the railways at the expense of the collieries. Gas 
furnaces are expensive to construct and their superiority in India is not yet 
definitely established. They occur in two or three places and the Paisa Fund 
Glass Works is shortly going to erect one at Talegaon for experimental 
purposes. The application of electrically generated heat to melt glass 
ia yet in the experimental stage and if it succeeds TaJegaon can well 
avail itself of it as Tata'. current passes within a furlong of the Paisa 
Fund Woru. Crude oil is under examination as another possible fuel 
and wiD have a distinct advantage over coal if brought within the 
scope 01 utility. 

Sand, Sand~toDe or Quartz, the chief raw materials for glass, is found 
according to the Geological Survey of India in the following localities:

Loghra and Baragarh near Naini; U. P.; Pedhamli. near 
Vijapur; in Baroda State ( Sabarmati Band ). 
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Allahabad;· Madra!!; AmbaIIa, . Jubbulpore, and Hoshiarpur in the 
Punjab; Bikaner State; Sawai Madhopur in Jaipur State; 
Mangal Hat and Partapgarh in Rajmahal Hills (white sand 
stone) andVindhyan quartzite. 

A bibliography of Indian Geology (La ~ouche) gives the following 
localities: River Sand and bedded sandstone in unlimited quantities in 
the Santhal Paraganas, white quartz in the Southern area of Gwalior 
State, crystalline quartz near Buldhana in tbe C. P., deposits of 
powdered sandstone near Labore and Jhelum in -tbe Punjab, Chitaldroog 
quartz in the Mysore State. Jeto in Jullunder District and Ennore 
in Madras Presidency also have sand deposits. Besides the above excellent 
sand exists in the Hyderabad State and the Ogale Glass Works is
also giving trial to sands near Gokak and Goa. 

The Geological Survey of India - is not complete and many un
tapped sources must exist in tbe unexploited regions of India. The 
various Works at present use the nearest supplies as far as possible, 
but the Naini Sand continues to be still the greatest single lource 
of supply, owing to its superior quality and its vogue in tbe market.. 
This sand and the one near Pedhamli in Baroda State are considered to 
be of the same high standard as the sand at Fontainbleau in France, 
the best of Europe; but the Pedhamli sand, as many others in India, 
is not yet exploited. Sandstone and quartz though available in un
limited quantities involve the process of pulverising and hitherto no 
Works in India appear to have found it worthwhile to replace sand 
with pulverised stone. 

Of the alkalies,. Soda or Soda ash is supplied mainly from East 
Africa. Magadi near Nairobi in Kenya was already cited as a near 
source of Soda supply by Sir Alfred Chatterton in tbe Industrial 
Hand Book (1919). Attempts in India to manufacture Soda, like the 
one in Dhrangadbra State, have not' yet succeeded. There are great 
possibilities for Soda manufacture, however, with the impure deposits 
found in many parts of the country e. g., the deposits from Lonar 
Lake or on the Usar Soils in Northern India, or the alkaline effior
escence called reh found on many soils (as in tbe Kaira .District) 
and formerly used by indigeneous bangle-makers. Tbe manufacture of soda 
by Electrolytic metbod also appears to have immense possibilities in India, 
·looking to the vast supplies of common salt available. Calcium (lime stone) 
is found in abundance all over the country. All the otber chemicals 
like borax, potash and metallic oxides are hitherto imported. Refrac
tory material is another important item. While fire-blocks, firebricks 
and fireclay of a sufficiently high quality are now available in India 
from Jubbulpore and Kumardubi. the problem of crucibles or melting 
pots is· not so easily solved by all works. Those that make their own pots 
like ~he Paisa Fund ( the pioneer crucible making glass works), the Ganga 
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GJau Worb at Balawali and the Ogale Gla .. Works. as also some Works in 
U. p .. hue to brine the clay from a long distance-from the C. P •• though 
Kaolin in a erude .tate is found aU over India. Others. especially those 
Dear the porta mOitly import pot. from Japan. There is a promising future 
iD India for thiJ allied industry of crucible making. 

Recently a Dew problem baa ariseD before the glass industry-the 
probable effect of the Ottawa Pact. Ilr. B. B. Gupta, Lecturer in a Delhi 
Conege. AI reported in the Bombay Chronicle of 28-11-1982, observed that 
mOlt chemicala ( except Soda ) for the glass industry do not come from the 
Empire; they are imported from Germany or America and ( I ) a ten 
per cent ad valorem duty on them according to the Pact will therefore mean a 
rile in their prices by fifty per cent. since England's departure from the gold 
.tandard haa already caused an artificial rise of '0 % in the prices of com
modities imported from the above countries. This rise in prices of chemicals 
addt to the dilliculties of an already struggling industry. (2) Glass and finislied 
,181, productl are excluded from the agreement. Countries like Japan and 
CzekOlikovakia wiII reap the advantage of this and Dot the Empire nor England. 
linee a very Imall quantity of glasl imports come from England. The only 
advantage the Empire is likely to get from the Pact will probably be the 
virtual monopoly of Soda to the Imperial Chemical Industries. Their probable 
manipulation of prices in the future (in absence of any foreign competition) 
will be yet another difficulty to the Indian Glass Industry. 

Perhaps aa much as raw materials. the factor of direction, in the 
spherea both of expert guidance and management. 

Direction playa an important part in the organisation of the 
Indian Glass Industry. Late Justice Ranade, in the 

eourse 01 the inaugural address at the first Industrial Conference in 1890. 
said. .. The IUperior skill of the foreigner must be freely availed. of by 
importing it from other countries, till we can train up our own people 
for the work, first in Technical Institutes here and in foreign countries. 
and further in the far more practical discipline of factories and 
mins at work." These remarks uttered in the very infancy of the 
Glus Industry in the country can be kept as its guiding principle. 
Experience shows. however, that though the industry tried to follow 
these principles, it was hampered from the very beginning by the 
absence of equipment to rise above the foreign expert stage. The foreign 
experts were imported aU right, but they showed little of superior 
skill and less of training inclinations. Barring a few exceptions, they 
were at the most second rate adventurers; the first class men. if any, 
did not get familiar with local conditions and had not their usual 
equipment; besides they fought shy of educated learners and above all, 
did Dot want to disclose wl;1at they considered as their secret knowledge. 
Finally, the glass industry needs not one but an army of experts-from 
the furnace builder to the packer and sales organiser; and an expert 
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in one line was totally a failure in others. The most that early foreign 
experts did in India, was to initiate the people in the elements of glass
making; whatever progress is made is made solely by the Indians them
selves. Turning from the foreign experts for whom we have little 
use, we. find the students trained abroad equally disappointing. 
Going over the names of a few of the many, we find that out 
of Rajwade (sent by Mr. M. C. Apte of Poona), Wagle, Potdar, 
G. D. Kelkar, G. P. Ogale and the Varshnei family, only the last 
two named people have shown some results; that too, because of the 
opportunity they had of working in the established works of their own. 
On other hand, men like Pandit Vishnu Dutt and the Paisa Fund 
Workers trained in India, in the hardy school of experience, have 
succeeded without ever leaving the shores of their country. It 
has been found that though theoretical training of a high order is 
av:ailable in foreign countries, little opportunity is given for practical 
work, without which mere theory is of little value, and it takes a long 
time after his return to India that a student ( if at all he is ready to 
take off his coat and work) can make any use of his theoretical knowledge. 

Thus we find that neither a foreign expert nor training does much 
good to the industry. The third alternative is of local training. The 
absence of any provision by the State for the training in Glass 
Technology is notorious. The Paisa Fund Glass Works was the only school, 
college, laboratory. or a technological institute for this purpose, till quite 
recent times and did its best with such equipment as its modest means 
permitted. Lately the Benares Hindu University (Department of Industrial 
Chemistry), the Forman Christian College at Lahore and one or two small 
institutions have started a course of Ceramic Technology; but considering 
the needs of India the provision, to put it mildly, is inadequate. 

When we see the legion of primary· technical schools, technological institu
tions and research laboratories in Japan and the elaborate curricula in ceramics 
of the Sheffield and Illinois Universities, we can see how poorly equipped 
is India in the matter of instruction in glass-craft. "It is the laboratories 
of Essen, Berlin and Groz Lichterfield, that Germany wins her industrial 
victories. It is the brains of the Universities and of the technical schools 
which make Germany powerful in the markets of the world" ( Sir Robert 
Hatfield-Germany's Commercial Grip on the World). The Industrial 
Commission suggested a co-ordinated organisation of experts (which of 
course, never materialised). ~ Merely a batch of experts is of little use 
without the necessary hierarchy of technologists of all magnitudes to carry 
out the experts' ideas. 

There is small likelihood of the State undertaking so ambitious 
a programme of technical instruction as is necessary. Even if it 
offers financial aid and protection. the glass industry in collusion 
with the Universities can yet arrive at an arrangement which will 
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be more practieaDy useful than foreign training. llr. Chandorkar, the 
Superintendent of the PaiBa Fund Works, has submitted a scheme of 
terhnical instruction in Ceramics to the Tariff Board. Opportunity for 
experience. even by a trial and error method and facilities for laboratory 
ft8earch, ahould be more fruitful to the glass industry than a sketchy and 
vague knowledge of foreign methods. 

The IIeCOnd aspect of direction includes management and organisation. 
A lrequmt rea.son of failure of glass factories in India has been given as want 
of accord between tbe expert and the management. The scarcity of experts 
formerly kept the factories at their mercy. A greater and varied supply 
of experts, loeaDy trained, will no doubt allay such troubles. To place the 
expert in management is risky, unless he is also an able business man, 
which is not always the case. The best way, therefore, appears to be a 
complete separation of functions with the expert over the w'orks and an 
organiser at the head of the office, both independent of each other, but 
responsible to the financier. At present, however, it is still true that when 
he himself is not at the head, the expert's domination over the concern, 
coupled with his ignorance of business methods, causes the owner great 
embarrassment. 

Taking together the comparatively less important factors of the glass 
Industry, we find them almost satisfactory. Capital, 

Capital, Labour, as had been said earlier, is far from shy as far as this 
Climat. industry is concerned. The tempting Indian market 

has persistently attracted capitalists in spite of the 
many and quick failures of factories. Given a reasonable guarantee of 
efficient organisation, there is no reason why fresh capital should not be 
forthcoD'ling in t.he future. One thing, for which we should be thankful, is 
that hitherto at least no foreign capital has entered the field. H, however, 
tbe industry is protected by tariffs, there is a very real apprehension of 
foreign capital rushing in to take advantage of the better conditions. 
Though, from the instances in other industries, one cannot say that the 
evil may not have its good point, an allloreign glass factory in India 
may teach a thing or two to the local industry. Such a point is one which 
we can do without; and such a consideration need not weigh with us 
wben we definitely want to guard against the entry of another thin end of 
the wedge 01 foreign capital in the Indian industrial system. 

As to labour, though it is expensive to train, Indians are found to 
have as great an aptitude to it as any other people. The training of 
blowers and other minor craftsmen spreads quickly from the few to the 
many and though factorieS have failed, they have each left legacies of at 
least a few newly trained hands. The situation in this respect is much 
better than in the days of War and there appears to be no reason for anxiety 
in the future on this score. It is worth mentioning here that just as the 
induslrT in the U. P. has createc! a nucleus of tllass worKers in the North, 
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Talegaon has created another nucleus in the South, and while the latter did 
not have inen with glass-making traditions like' the Nagina and Najibabad 
workers ,to begin with, the Talegaon influence is as much in 
evidence as the other, .if not more, all over India. The point of 
climate is of a very minor imponance. The Indian worker is hardy and 
patient 'and high temperature and high hUIlrldity do not trouble him unless 
.they go to extremes. In this connection, the, humane point raised by Rai 
Bahadur Panna Lal of the Upper India Glass Works is worth .noting: he 
rightly suggests that/ in the hot season, the nights and cool small hours of 
~he. morning, should be allowed to be utilised in glass works (by the 
Factories' Act). 

The makers of crude bangles and knicknacks scattered over the whole 

Indigenous 
Workers 

of the country and now surviving in a few regions, 
deserve some attention. The main localities ,in 
which they plied their trade before the ,coming of the 
modem industry were cited 'earlier. At present, thougb 

a very few still exist in the Ahmednal{,.8r District, Chinchni-Tarapur in the 
Thana District, and Kapadvanj in the Kaira District, ,their strong 
hold is the U. P., especially Firozabad. Bangle-making is a cottage 
industry in Saharanpur, Muradabad, Agra, Aligarh, Etah, Etawah and 
Pratapgarh; but Firozabad alone has twelve thousand banglemakers 
producing bangles worth seven- lakhs of rupees every year. 4500 tons 
of Block Glass worth rupees two lakhs is made in Firozabad and the 
local banglemakers consume 60 % of this. There are six main works 
in the place; they have united themselves as the Indian Glass Works 
'and organised as a Banglemakers' Association. The country bangle makers 
mostly buy coloured block glass from the factories. Formerly, they melted 
their own glass with cutlet, pounded sand or ruIit, reb/alkali and lime, fused 
in a primitive furnace. . 

The bangle-making craft in the U!.? is mostly in the hands of the 
Muslims, who are poor, illiterat~.anq in· debt. They work from 50 to 80 
bours a week and a well practised m,an ,makea two to three thousand bangles 
,per day in nearly sixty varieties and in four or five elementary colours. 
Concentration in Firozabad has greatly improved the quality of Indian 
bangles, which cannow.:standcpmpetition in this respect with the. foreign 
article. Recently a, few Firozabad workers are brought at the Kandivali 
Bangle Works~ <nea~ Bombay, under the management of Mr. Framroze. 
Finally, a brief reference might be made to a novel scheme suggested 
before the Industrial Commission (by the late Mr. Wagle), that of 
having, a high central block glass making Works in the sand and coal area 
and'distributing the blocks to subsidiary bangle making factories all over 
India; , The idea did not catch; for the waste of heat involved in cooling 
the block~ ,for transit and remelting them again, was not the least of the 
'many objections against it. ' 



Persons-Closely Related with':GJass Industry 

G. P. Ogal. 
or the Prabbakar Lantern Fame 

Ogal ••• cIi. 

Lat. V. G. Vijapurkar 
Talegaon. 

G. N. Potdar B. A. 

Chemical Engineer, Tokyo • 

. Late P. G. Godbol. 
Founder of Godbole Scholarship for 

Glass and Pottery 
Paisa Fund Agents, Raipur. 
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Seth V; M. Dhanji 
Indian Glass Ware Co., Bombay. 

Seth I .. H. Sakur 
Indian Glass Ware Co., Bombay. 

G. M. Dhanji 
Indian Glass Ware Co., Bombay. 

K. B. Limayc 
Paisa. Fund Agent-San~li. 



R B. L. Pannalal 
Governing Director, 

Upper India Glass Works. 
AmbaIa. 

Brijalal Sharma 
Proprietor, Paliwal 

Glass Works. Shikohabacl. 

PERSONS CLOSELY Ibu.ATED WITH GUSSINDU8T1IY 

B. D. Varshneya 
Bahjoi, U. p. 
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Pandit Iswardas Varshneya 
( With whose assistance the Paisa 
Fund Glass Works were started) 

Ambala. A. V. Pandit B. Be., 
Sbri Onama Glass Works, 

Gondia, C. P~ 

V. G. More 
Shivaji Glass Works 
Howrah( Bengal). 



A few of the Distinguished Visitors 

Mahatma Gandhi 

The Hon'ble B. S. Kamai 
Poona. 

Subhash Chandra Bose 
Bengal. 

.. 

A. A. Chitre 
Chief Judges Small Cause Court Bombay 
~-
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Dr. R . .,. Paranjape 
Vice Ch,ancellor~Lucknow . U niversit y 

Pandit Malaviya 
• Banares. 

~~i~~_Hon'ble Shrinivasa Sastri 

Javaharlal Nehru 
:::; .; Allahabad. _ .oJ 



Seeemant Balasaheb 
Pant Pratinidhi B. A. 

Chier or AUDdh •. 

D. K. Kane 
Founder. Womens' University, 

Poona. 

Dr. Balkrishna ph.D. 

Principal Rajaram College, 
Rolhapur 

Hon tileladhav B. V. 
Satara. 
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Office and Factory_~taff, Paisa Fund Glass Works, Talegaon. 



Oue bod)' of Glau maken, the Bangle Makers' Association at Firozabad· 

Glaas Worken' 
Organisations 

has already been referred to above. There are 
two others-the Indian Ceramic Society and the 
Glass Manufacturers' Association. The first is a 
comprehensive organisation, including in its fold 

workers in pottery, refractories, and glass and mainly academic in 
nature. It wu founded in April 1928, .. to promote friendship and co
operation between aU those who are engaged in the manufacture of Ceramic 
good.I, or in teaching Ceramics or in any way connected with Ceramics and 
interested in the advance 01 the knowledge. art and technology connected 
therewith. II The aims of the Indian Ceramic Society are to improve the 
condition of Ceramic industries in India and add to the fund of 
knowledge; to regain the lost ancient glories of India's Ceramic Products; 
to promote the general interests of this basic industry and to be of service 
to manufacturers. The programme of the Society includes holding periodic 
meetings of members, making information available through journals, papers, 
and directories, keeping a museum of raw materials and finished products 
both Indian· and foreign, having a Central Ceramic Library, issuing technical 
literature in vernaculars. organising primitive Ceramists like the indigenous 
kumbhars ( potten) and organising the industry to make united demands 
to Government. Sub-Committees are formed to establish co-operation between 
the industry and educational institutions and laboratories. The Society 
conducts a quarterly journal under the editorship of its able and energetic 
Secretary, Mr. T. W. Talwalkar, who himself is a Ceramic Engineer, holding 
a higb degree in that science of a well-known American University. 

The Glass Manufacturers' Association was started in 1926, when 
its first annual session was held at Bahjoi. Its aims and objects are 
II to watch, protect and furthu the interest of the Indian Glass Industry 
by all possible and available means." The members meet during every 
Easter and discuss the problems of the Industry. The present Secretary 
is Mr. S. P. Ogale of the Ogate Glass Works. There are twenty-six 
Worke listed as members, but the interest of many in the Association is 
not keen, partly owing to long distances, which prevent their frequent 
intercourse and partly because of its want of power, which few manu
facturers are willing to surrender to the Association. There is no doubt, 
however. that in course of time, the manufacturers will see light and 
vest the Association with strength and rights for the general good of 
the industry. The organisation ought soon to take the form of a power
ful federation of glass manufacturers who can make co-operative pur
chases of raw materials, have mutual arrangements for training labour, 
fix rates among themselves and present a united front to CQreign manu
Cacturers and to Government, if necessary. At present, knowing the 
weakness oC the Association, Government pays little . heed to its repre
sentation e. g., the one Cor an earlier publication of the Tariff 
Board Report. 
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The second chapter has indicated what the State should do for 

Glass Industry 
and the State 

industries and also how the State in India has 
done very little in the direction. It is our duty, 
at ,the risk of repetition, to reiterate the State's 
responSibility as regards each factor of pro

duction in the glass industry. As regards protection, (the case for which 
is discussed in the next chapter) it is a question sub-judice and it is 
enough to state here that, the other problems of the industry such as 
indiscriminate location and technical ignorance, could have been put up 
against the industry only after the State had done its utmost. As it is, 
it has done almost nothing and the manufacturers' share of blame 
for the failures is reduced to a large extent by omissions on part 
of the Government. Taking location and raw materials together, it is 
the duty of C'..overnment to help the unfavourably located glass maker 
by giving him every facility in transport, e. g., by lower railway 
rates. Government could also encourage allied industries as of chemicals 
for glass making, or facilitate the cheap availability of those chemicals 
by rebates to glass-works. In the matter of direction and organisation, 
Government could give loans on easy terms to glass factories and 
maintain a body of experts for advice in various processes. 

As to technical inst.ruction, the State could foster it by opening 
technical schools, higher research laboratories and experimental factories, 
giving technological scholarships here and abroad, keeping information 
bureaux and commercial museums. For training labour, it could make 
arrangements as recommended by the Fiscal Commission by subsidies 
to factories who undertook this work; it could likewise make a special 
case of Glass Works and exempt them from the Factories' Act to the 
extent of facilitating them having their own hours, in view of the 
local climatic conditions. An important ~uty of Government would 
be to keep the glass manufacturers informed of the market conditions 
and itself to purchase its own requirements from them for Railways, 
Army stores etc. Finally, Government could improve the lot of old 
type glass-makers by giving them incentive by scholarships, loans, 
organisations etc., to improve their own lot. 

Examining Government efforts for help upto the present time, we find that 
till 1918-19, it had giv..en no aid to the glass industry except for a small 
loan qr two. After that,' period the Provincial Departments of industries 
did only slightly better; for the resources with them were meagre though 
their intentions might h~ve been pious. The Bombay Industrial Department 
e. g.,. is nowadays prompt in doing whatever little it can, for manufactures 
in this province; it duly submitted its recommendation for protection to 
the glass i~dustry before the Tariff Board. But on the whole, a bulletin 
~r two by. some academic expert, halt-hearted efforts for arranging waggon 
and coal supply in the years of shortage, a few technological scholarship~ 
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abroad, a few loans (in the U. P.), one hopeless attempt to run a glass 
factorJ (Madras), one technological research laboratory ( Bengal ), 
thele about make the IWD total of the Stat~help to the glass industry. 
Let ua hope that with the appointment of the Glass Tariff Board the 
State has . inaugurated a period of greater active sympathy for the glass 
mann of India. 

The possibilities ot expansion ot the Indian Glass market are 

Conclusion : 
the Future 

already discussed above. Summarising the immediate 
needs of the glass industry to-day, we find, that a 
protective Tariff, a strong central organisation of 
manufacturers to apportion markets and determine 

rates, and a rapid improvement in the other factors of internal organisation, 
will result not only in the recovery of the great Indian Market, but, 
open up the whole EastP.m market as well. In this connection 
it is worthwhile to consider the following remarks by F. Oertel (Notes 
on the Glass Industry in Europe) and the Industrial Commission (in 
ApPn&d~ E) respectively. "At present", said Herr Oertel in 19140, 
II all that can be attempted is to start the simplest kind ot glass works 
where glass blowers and other workers can be practically trained. When 
the industry has once gained a tooting, in its simplest form, the more 
advanced, branches of the manufacture of superior glass will follow 
of their own accord. 00 The Industrial Commission, in saying, .. There is no 
reallon why India should not be self-sufficient in the matter of 
lampware of all kinds except in the very highest qualityo" prophesied a 
similar future for bottles and phials but expressed doubt about the 
productions ot sheet and plate glass, .. which required machinery and 
skill ot the highest order." Today, blowers and minor workers are 
sufficiently trained in the small unit glass works all over the country ; 
the industry is sufficiently advanced in its simplest form and is shortlY 
expected to get a firm tooting with 8 protective Tariff, when it should 
soon be self ..... ufficient in lampware, bangles and· such simple products. 
Now is the time, therefore, for the manufacturers to look towards making 
the superior products. While the factories in the elementary stage could 
undertake the production ot goods ot every day demand, the more 
experienced and better equipped works would be free to make the 
better kind of glassware. They might not succeed so well as foreign 
makers in the beginning, but protection and an indulgent market would 
make it well worth their while to continue their attempts and ultimately 
achieve perfection. Even in the case ot Sheet and Plate, protection will 
encourage the establishment of more factories with machinery and the 
necessary skill will not be wanting for long. Development into high 
class and artistic production, therefore, will be the logical stage in which 
an undisturbed industry would rise. Opportunity is shortly presenting 
itself for attempts in this direction, and shrewd manufacturers anti. 
cipating it are making themselves ready with plants for superior products, 
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one of the most important of which is the electric light bulb. The 
possibilities of this particular line are discussed in the special chapter 
at the end. 

Before closing, it may not be out of place to cite Japan once 
more where the organisatiori of the glass. industry is a model for any 
country. There is an elaborate division of labour for processes, such as 
preparing, re-melting, polishing and finishing. Export lines are worked 
on a large scale while the 'smaller factories attend to domestic needs. 
Specialisation is increasing and minor industries like bead-making are 
consigned to the cottage. Long term credits characterise the financing 
organisation. There is one main and three subsidiary organisations of 
manufacturers, with powers in matters like purchases. training and inspec
tion of products. If the Indian Glass Industry wants guidance. it cannot 
do better than to study Japan, which is the nearest glass making • power' 
and where· conditions are similar to those in India in many respects 
except one - India has no national Government. 

Tele ... PALIWAL " Estd. 1919. 

THE PALIWAL GLASS WORKS 
Manufacturers of Glassware,: ; 

chimneys, etc. . 

SHIKQHABAD, E. I. BY •. 
••• 

'We manufacture Glass Articles such 
~as,Dieti globes,German type, Pine moon, 
.Peckoes,Tumblers, Jars, Jugs, Paper 
weights and other fancy articles. We 
supplyF.O.R. if the merchants purchase 
8 crates and allow a Good Com
mission end discount. 

Pleall~ enquire from 

The Proprietor, Glass Works, 
P. O. SHIKOHABAD, U. p. 

Ry. Stn. Mainpuri, 
E.!r. RY. 



Chapter VI 

Protection to Indian Glass Industry 

To anyone writing on protection to Indian Industries in general, the 
task baa been made considerably easier, not only by 

Fte. Trade VI. the writings of Indian economists from Dadabhai and 
Protection Ranade to K. T. Shah and C. N. Vakil, but also by the 

Report of the Indian Fiscal Commission, which has given 
a carefully considered verdict lor the adoption of a protectionist policy in 
ladia. Gone are the golden days of Free Trade which compelled 
Justice Ranade to take the trouble of proving that " many of the assump
tions at the back of the dogmatical treatment (with a free trade bias) of 
the subject of political economy were inapplicable to India; and that 
public policy, it it were really to further the economic development of the 
country could not afford to ignore the many peculiarities exhibited by Indian 
conditions " (Jathar and Beri-Indian Economics). Free Trade now has 
a following only among a lew theorists in Britain, the land of its birth, while 
the State itself in that land has long since dropped it overboard in favour 
of protection. The advantages of Free Trade, however, might be just men
tioned berore proceeding to enumerate those of protection. 

Free Trade, according to the classical economists, would (a) cause all 
the resources of production in each country to be applied to the most 
economically advantageous industry, (b) result in a multiplication of the 
world's fund of goods and weatlh, and (c ) by its consequent international 
division of labour, benefit the consumer in general There are, of course, 
limitations to these advantages, but they can be summed up in one sentence; 
.. Free Trade must wait till the world becomes a single nation. " In the 
meantime, as Taussig says, .. the process of transition and growth (ofa 
nation's industries) could be made easier and beneficial result could be 
reached, at an earlier date, by a temporary handicap on the developed 
competition of older countries " and a protective tariff is such a handicap. 
Prof. Pigou, summing up Frederich List's protectionist argum.ents, writes, 
.. The main element of productive power, whose development involves a long 
process, is a population trained in the general atmosph~re of industrial 
pursuits. If a country is entirely agricultural and has no imp()rtailt class 
of artisans of lactory workers, the skill required for starting any particular 
kind of mill, will be very difficult to get. • Masters, foremen and workmen, 
(saYI List in National System of Political Economy) must .first be either 
trained up at home or procured from abroad, and the profitableness 
of the business bas not been aufficiently tested to give capitalists confidence 
in its success.' For a long time, therefore, it is· 'improbable that any 
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works which may be started, will be able to compete on equal 
terms with established foreign rivals; and that in spite of the fact 
that the industry in question may be one for wJ:lich the country 
has great natural advantages." Eve~ John Sturat Mill admits that 
" The only case in which on mere principles of political economy, protective 
duties can be defensible is whe~ they are imposed temporarily ( especially 
in a young and rising nation) in hopes of naturalising a foreign 
industry, in itself perfectly suitable t~ the circumstances of the country." 

Protective duties were described by Colbert as the Ie crutches to 
teach the new industries to walk." They result in the diversification of 
industries in the country and can be utilised towards national self
sufficiency within the limit of comparative cost, and from the view of 
national defence. They foster· basic or key industries, which provide 
materials for other important industries whose prosperity depends upon 
the former. Increased revenue is another of the advantages of a protective 
tariff. Against these are offered the evils of protection such as (i) increased 
prices to the consumer -< which however soon go down as the national 
industry progresses, as Taussig points out) ;( ii) encouragement of 
inefficient methods of production; ( iii) possible dangers of political 
corruption and combinations. But in .India, the middle classes fully aware of 
having to suffer most by high prices and of other possible evils of protection 
themselves insist upon it. Taking all those points in favour of and 
against protection into considertion, the Fiscal Commission found the 
balance in favour of advantage. The Report says in para 75, .. We have 
now shown that India will derive very. great advantage from industrial 
development, that the conditions for a rapid advance are suita.ble, and 
that without the stimulus of protective duties the advance will not be 
sufficiently rapid. All these considerations lead us to the conclusion that 
protection will bring a very material gain to the· country. 

In advocating protection, the Fiscal Commission (as its dissenting 
members rightly complained) • confused policy 

Machinery fo1' with procedure' and was even apologetic, when 
Protection in Inclia it recommended a policy of protection hampered 

with the proviso, Ie to be applied with discrimina
tion along the lines indicated in the Report." Its scheme for protection 
is, however, very elaborate and well conceived except on the point of the 

. Tariff Board, which is its integral part. According to the scheme, an 
industry claiming protection has to satisfy the Tariff Board on three. 
points, viz., 

( 1) The Industry must possess some natural advantages. 
( 2) It should not be likely to develop without protection. i. e.. 

protection must be indispensible to its g~oWth. 
( 8) It must eventually be able to face world competition without 

Frotection. 
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Additional favourable aspect of an industry, e. g., its ability to 
effect greater economy in production by increasing the output, or capa
city for eventually lupplying the needs of the whole country, would 
lend strength to its claim for protection. If protection to one industry 
it likely to affect others, the Board, after full publicity to its case 
and consequent enquiries, should favour such industry as would 
give the utmost economic advantage to the country. Protection 
would not- be afforded as a rule to new industries, as such a step 
might cause great difficulty to the Tariff Board and loss to the 
community. A bounty would suit luch a case much better. In the 
words of the Hon. Lala Harikisan Lal .. Nurse the baby, protect the 
child and free the adult," would be the policy according to the age 
of the industry. 10 determining the c!egree of protection, the Tariff Board 
it to carefully weigh the comparative costs of production at home 
and abroad, and if the difference between them is large, see if the 
local industry really possesses any natural advantages at all. Protection 
to an unsuitably . located industry might mean perpetuation of its 
mistake at the cost of the community; with the help of 
protection, new enterprises may start in favourable localities forcing 
the original ones out of the field, thus defeating the very purpose 
of protection. It should, therefore, not be allowed to such industries. 
If, however; the industry is hampered by the long distances in India 
and proximity to seaports, it deserves protection, but not to the 
extent of enabling it to compete in every possible market in India. 

Referring to the iudustries of military value, the Commission has 
laid down that "Any industry which is essential for purposes of national 
defence, and for which, conditions of India are not unfavourable, shoul<£' 
if necessary, . be adequately protected irrespective of the general condition 
which we have laid down for the protection of industries" (page 106). 
Basic or key industries upon which a number of other industries might 
depend, should be considered eligible for protection from the point of 
view of national economics, rather than the economics of the particular 
industry. If it is likely to stimulate the establishment of others 
of luch importance that any interference with' the supply, such as 
from a cessation of imports, would bring others to a standstill, it 
deserves development behind protection. Bounties might better meet 
the case of basic industries as also the cases of machinery and raw 
materials which should preferably be imported duty free. 

It is the duty of the Tariff Board, in addition to imposing Tariff duties, 
to regulate them and abolish them when they have outlived their utility. 
This they have to do in the teeth of a vested interest, which would very 
likely spring up with the establishment of a powerful industry, which would 
be able to supply the country's demand and to produce goods of as 
high a standard as imported goods, hut might no longer require frotectioD. 
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Similarly, the' Board may have to increase protection where it is found 
insufficient and abolish it when found to be doing no good to an 
industry. The Tariff Board will, therefore, have to be continuously 
watchful and will have t~ review periodically the effects of protection 
on industries. 

Finally, the Fiscal, Commission has recommended supplementary 
measures for the protection of industries e. g., an industrial bias 
for primary education, the training of apprentices ,and increased 
railway facilities. The most important supplementary measure recom
mended is, however, a provision against dumping of foreign goods to 
depend upon enquiry and report by a Tariff Board. The Government 
of India accepted most ot the Commission's recommendations and the 
need for the last' mentioned measure against dumping is keenly being 
felt just at present as will be seen later. 

Early in 1931, six leading manufacturers from different parts of 

Protection to 
Glass Industry 

India ( the Paisa Fund Glass Works, Talegaon; and 
Ogale Glass Works Ltd., Ogalewadi, of Bombay 
Presidency; U. P. Glass Works Ltd., Bahjoi and 
Ganga Works Ltd., Balawali, of U. P., the Bengal 

Glass Works Ltd., Calcutta and the Shree Onama Works Ltd., Gondia of 
C. P.) made a representation to Government for protection to the 
Glass Industry. The following are the main points of their case:-

( 1) The industry was . struggling for twenty-five years, producing 
a fair and varied amount of goods and supplying the 
needs of the public, the Railways and the State to some 
extent. 

( 2) It suffered very kf'enly from foreign competition since the 
War. when it met nearly 60.% of t.he Indian demand. Its 
foreign rivals are equipped with long experience, expert 
labour and larest machinery and are therefore very powerful. 

( 8) The Glass industry satisfies the general conditions laid down 
by the Fiscal Commission:-
( 1.&) It has natural advantages like raw materials, intelligent 

labour and a growing market. 
( b) It is not likely to develop without protection 8S 

twenty-five years' expClience has shown. 
(c) Under protection. its labour will be trained up, improved 

methods Rnd mechinery freely used and out-pnt 
incressed so as to supply nearly .the 'whole demand of 
the country. Thus the industry would eventually be 
able to face world competition. Its potentialities were 
seen during the War. when 70 % ~f th~ lat:Dpware was 
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lupplied by Indian factories,; and even at present the 
IUpply ia more than 80 % of the total. 

( ') The Industry lUBe,.. by additional handicaps, as import duties 
on certain raw materials like chemicals and crucibles, and 
unfavourable railway rates. against which relief is also urgently 
required. 

(I) Japanese t'Ompclition i. very keen, particularly at present, 
(on account of favourable Yen value); some of the chief 
lelling linn being IiQld at prices ruinous to Indian manuracturers. 
who are barely managing to exist. 

(I) The Indian Government was very anxious, during War 
time, for the glass industry, as was tvidenced by letter No. 
1-208/1 Simla, dated 29th July 1918 from the Intelligence Branch 
Indian Munitions Board, to the various factories asking for certain 
information; this fact coupled with the Indian Government's 
policy of discriminating protection, has raised great hope among 
the manuracturer8. 

( 7) While the choice of the form of protection might rest with the 
Government, the industry is anxious that it should be adequate, 
and suggesta that. in addition to an exemption of duty on 
certain raw materials like chemitals and crucibles, there should 
be a uniform increase or duties by 10 % on all glassware, as also 
a bounty of 15 % for a period of 10 years. 

( 8) The consumer is not likely to suffer much by such a tariff, as 
there will be soon more glass works. and keener internal competi
tion, which will quickly bring down prices to the normal level. 

( 9) Taking all the above favourable factors for protection into 
consideration and looking to the urgency of the case, Govern
ment may be pleased to direct an early enquiry by the Tariff 
Board into Glass Industry's claim for protection. 

The representation of the glass manufacturers gave the Dl1Dlmum. 

More argumenta 
for protection 

though strong reasons for their case by 
showing that they satisfied the Fiscal 
Commission's formula and that their need 

was urgent. There are, however, additional
argumenta in their favour. IIast of the other strengthening factors for 
an industry's case. mentioned by the Fiscal Commission, are present 
in that of the glass industry. It is one in which the law of increasing 
returns operates. It is possible to eventually supply the needs of the 
whole country when the better equipped factories will produce the 
higher type of glassware, leaving the common articles such as lampware 
to the other factories. Protection to glass industry is not likely to 
affect adversely any other industry. It is DOt such a new industry 
5 
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as requires nursing, and affords sufficient data from its working in 
India, for determining the rate of protection. 

The difference between the cost of production in foreign 
countries and in this .cciuntry is not so great, since the Indian industry 
has decided natUral advantages. Though same works in the country 
are unsuitably located, their natural advantage is not lost. Moreover 
their unsuitability also includes the factors of -proximity to seaports 
and the long distances inevitable in this country. Finally, the Indian 
market is divided ·so as to be fairly equally available to all the factories. 
Location, therefore, is not an adverse factor to protection as far as 
the glass industry is concerned and there is no apprehension of the 
community being taxed for any mistakes on the part of the industry. Further, 
though the industry is not one of a strictly military value, it is yet 
a basic industry upon which many others (e. g., bottle-using industries) 
could thrive, and a cessation in its supply will be a serious· matter 
( as was seen in the last War). It has, therefore, to be examined in 
the light of national economics as much as its own, and there can 
be no doubt that after such examination its case for protection will 
emerge triumphant. Lastly, there is little fear of a vested interest 
springing up to resist the abolition of the protective tariff when it is 
no longer necessary and even if such a contingency arises, Govern
ment will be equal to deal with the vested interest, unless perhaps 
it is one of British capitalists. 

In the beginning of the year 1932, Government was pleased to appoint 

Tariff Board on 
Glass Industry 

a Tariff Board which began recording evidence in 
Bombay on 10 January 1932. The first important 
witness was the grand old man of the Industry, 
Lala Ishwardas Varshnei of the U. P. Glass Works, 

Ltd., Bahjoi. He gave a very detailed evid,ence, demanding 100 % protection 
for Sheet Glass which he manufactured. A remarkable feature of this 
occasion was the presence of a representative of the Pilkington Glass Works, 
London, one of the chief exporters of Sheet Glass to India I This was 
probably the first instance in the history of Tariff Boards, when a rival 
foreign manufacturer was invited ( presumably for obtaining information of 
local conditions and his personal delectation) to watch proceedings of a case 
hostile to his own interest. Incidentally, this step indicated how far the 
Tariff Board was prepared to ronsider Indian interest against British. Rai 
Saheb Tandon's evidence on behalf of the Allahabad Glass Works, Naini, 
asking for protection to bottles, phials, soda water bottles and Venetian 
glass, was likewise allowed to be heard by representatives of foreign 
manufacturers. One of the two Mr. Meyer Nissim opposed any duty 
on Sodawater bottles on behalf of the importers. His ideas of 
glass-making assisted by those of his adviser caused some amuseml'nt 
to those present, especially when he gravely told the Board that the 

w~ter· used in India for X 9i(M,j: ~~ ~~Ta,s h~l~ : i:eN rality 
I 

Gs 
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The evidence of Rai Bahadur Panna Lal (a veteran manulacturer) 
of the Upper India Glass Works, Ltd., Ambala, was spirited. He 
refused to give certain information in the written evidence, voicing his 
juat apprehension that foreign capitalists might make use of it and 
Itarting factories in India, deprive Indians of even the little earnings 
the) W'!1'e making out of the industry. He demanded supplementary 
facilities Jikol Government store indents to Indian Works, training 
schoola for glass cralt, pcrmission Cor night work in the hot season 
and for the early starting of training boys belore the age of fifteen. 
In the matter of training, he related an instance where a technical 
school Itarted by the Punjab Government, was closed by the orders 
of the Central Government. 

The Ogale Glass Works, Ltd., Ogalewadi, was well represented by 
Mesll'l. S. P. Ogale and S. G. Padhye, B. A. who urged for a general 
protective Tariff, repeated the lack of railway facilities with particular 
refe1'ence to the new surcharge upon coal freight. 

Mr. Framroz of the Kandivali Bangle Works, coming next, 
declared the quality of Indian bangles to be competitive and also 
complained of railway rates. The Bangle-Makers' Association of Firoza
bad demanded protection for fancy bangles and pointed out that 
Government did not keep the promise of help given in the Times of 
need of the ltlunitions Board. They testified American Chemicals to be 
cheaper than any other. 

Finally, Mr. Chandorkar with his usual ability, represented the Paisa 
Fund Glass Works, Talegaon. He said that no help had been received 
by the Works from Government, which ought to have come from the very 
beginning. In reply to the President, he expressed ,."onfidence in the 
Talegaon Factorys' ability of developing into a Technological Institute, 
where research work could be done and standards fixed. 

The Tariff Board soon closed its enquiry. Three years have 
since passed and its report is not yet out. Repeated representations for its 
early publication were made to Government by the Glass Manufacturers, 
but to no purpose: It cannot but be repeated,that the present publication 
could have been greatly helped, with the authoritative inlormation the Tariff 
Board Report is bound to contain and it is a matter of regret, th8t 
Government have not seen their way towards its timely issue. . 

While the Industry was anxiously waiting Cor the verdict of the Tariff 

Fresh Development: 
Dumping 

Board, an unexpected development took place in 
the middle of the year 1932, when Japan aban~ 
doned the gold standard. With the help of its 
depreciated currency, the country was able to 

push into India, goods of all varieties, glassware being one of the most 
important. The market received a rude shock which had its repercussioQ$ 
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on the glass manufacturers, There is no doubt that Japanese dumping was 
responsible to a certain extent for the closure of four works, during the 
year 1982. The misery of the Industry became aggravated and manufac
turers had again to bustle about in feverish haste to acquaint the Tariff 
Board of the situation and request it to take notice of Japanese dumping 
in their recommendationS. 

The question of Dumping is treated by the Fiscal Commission, 
who define it as the sale of imported merchandise at a price, lower than 
what is obtained in the country of its production. The word is also used 
to denote severe and unfair competition. Its cause might be accidental 
or deliberate over-production, or an intentional temporary lowering 
of rates by a foreign country in order to extinguish the local industry. 
The last measure is, however, dangerous to the Vendor country when 
practi,sed for too long a period and when the Government of theniarket 
country is vigilant. The effect of accidental dumping will be temporary, 
and when the commodity dumped is not manufactured locally, the effect will 
be harmless; but when such goods as are already being manufactured in a 
country are deliberately sold there at a lower price by another, a sense of 
insecurity and panic is the result, and the State must intervene. actively. 
It is found difficult to prove the existence of dumping and careful legis
lation in most countries ( especially the U. S. A., l.:lmada, Australia 
and even Britain with its Safe-guarding of Industries Act) has provision 
to deal with it. In addition to the above kinds of dumping, that 
arising out of the depreciated currency of one country into another, is 
also noted by the Fiscal Commission which recommended that a Tariff 
Board after enquiry, should prescribe the way of dealing with it. It is to be 
hoped that the Glass Manufacturers' representation upon this new 
phase of the market will be given due consideration· in the Tariff 
Board's report, whenever Government chQOse to publish· it •. 

The sum and substance of this cursory examination of the Indian 
Glass Industry would come to this : that the industry 

Conclusion may have its own short comings like want of techni-
cal skill or uneconomic organisation; but the almost 

total absence of State aid has loomed· large in its history, which is 
till now a tale of woe. The industry· never had a real chance; it 
has always had an up-hill 'fight except in the brief years ot War which 
only made its subsequent progress all the more difficult. A protective 
Tariff will give it the. necessary chance to justify itself and if it fails 
inspite of protection, ~hen alone will be deserved all the blame put 
upon it. Even the· British Industry could Dot progress with all its 
experience and equipment till it had a Tariff, as pointed out earlier in 
the words of Prof. Turner. Another instance of the British cry for 
Tariff is found in the words of Sir Eric Geddes (noted by the 
Journal of the Indian Ceramic Society, October 1981) ~ II British Manu-
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faeturen in reproductive industry urgently need fiscal protection against 
IDIUI-produeed imports dumped in this country at far below full cost. ,I 
Upoa the recent levy of protective duties English Glass Industry 
rallied round .0 much .. to produce even Tableware which was its 
leut important line. There is no reason, why in similar circumstance, 
ladia could not. in time. manufacture the higher qualities of glassware, 
e. go, electric bulbs which we now import. If Great Britain need a 
Tariff .0 badly. how much more must Poor India need it. It is 
to be hoped that the present Government sees this need and have 
remedial measures in view, unless tht'y want to justify the remarks 
of a leading Conservative paper, a few years ago, "You can have 
ftourishing industries or a flourishing burocracy, but never both." 
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Chapter VII 
Man' s Str~ggle for Light-A Survey. 

In discussing India's possibilities of meeting the entire Glassware 
requirements of its own people, reference has been 

Introductory made to the fact that the Lampware . is the stable 
product of its organised mordern industry. It has 

been observed that sixty per cent of the total demand in the line 
was met by local manufacturers during the War and that even now 
they claim about fifty per cent. The subject of this special chapter 
(though sounding like a theological tract) is an examination of the 
further scope for the Indian industry for supplying the glassware 
connected with lighting. India is undergoing an evolution into modern 
ways of living, and its lighting. needs must correspondingly change, to 
keep pace with the evolution, It would. be interesting, therefore, to 
speculate upon the needs in the light of a brief. historical survey of 
man's struggle for light. Moreover India is a world in itself, with 
every degree of civilisation found within its vast area, and an 
evolution in lighting may very well find a parallel here, with the 
time element replaced by that of distance; i. e., the same stages 
found in going earlier and earlier into history will be found in going 
deeper and deeper into the heart of the country. We will first of 
all see what history has to tell us upon the subject. 

Among man's primary needs of food, clothing and shelter, light 
no doubt constituted part of his shelter 'from the 

Historical earliest times. In his. primitive stage he- must have 
soon learnt the ways of the Sun and the 

Moon, and ananged his life so as to utilise their light to the 
utmost. In the short days of winter and the dark nights of 
the waning moon, pre-historic man surely had some 'Daylight (and 
moonlight) saving Bill' of his own I ,During that age, light was one 
of man's many masters. But the discovery of fire soon emancipated 
him. Free of the bondage. of. darkness (as well as of cold) he must -
have lit huge bonfires for nights together and danced round them in 
sheer transport of his wild· joy. So base a use of fire, as cooking, 
must have occurred to· ,him much later. It was as light that fire' 
was supreme, and ther~. is no doubt that the fact of its being a 
powerful weapon against nature, has a great deal to do with the 
worship of fire. 

Till the 19th century, all lighting or artificial illumination was by fire
flame of one substance or another. The earliest light was a brand from 
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the fire : gradually the iuperiority of one wood over another in burning 
led to its adoption AI lights e. g., the palmwood lights of the tropics. This 
diaoovery of the presence of oil in lome woods was probably simultaneous 
with that 01 fat in the bodies 01 dead animals The light giving faculty 
or oil was thus established. Before oil itesJr was used for lighting, however, 
l'l'Iinous gums (wrapped up in leaves and then lighted as in the Malay islands), 
oily vegetables and fatty animal carcasses appear to have been emp!oyed 
lor the purpose. 

Oil lamps date since thousands of years from the very beginning of 
known history. Though Athenaeous of ancient Greece thinks them 
not to be of an origin older than the fourth century B. C., we can definitely 
.. y that in India at least, they are as old as the earliest civilisation. The 
earliest lamps were containers lIith some oil as the illuminant and some kind 
(mostly fibrous) as the burning medium ; the containers have been of stone, 
terra cola, clay, or even skulls (to judge from relics all over the world) and 
the oils-animal fats or vegetable oils ( as in India). In candles, the origin of 
which like 10 many other things, is attributed to the Phoenicians, wax appears 
to have been the only ingredient till the loth century, when tallow came 
to be used. Tallow candles were used in England in mediaeval t.imes. The 
use of whale oil ror this purpose was discovered in the middle of the 18th 
century a'ld the whale spermaceti candles were in vogue till ]840, after 
which .tearin and subsequently paraffin have been the main substan
ces. The use of a glass enclosure to the flame for steady and increased 
illumination, it a comparatively much later development of the lamp, in the 
construction of which, there was steady improvement till the 18th century. 
In 1876, Argand of Geneva introduced a burner with the central air draft. 
The use of mineral oil necessitated many adjustments till we see the per
fection achieved in the oil-burning lamp by Allstria, Britain and America. 

The first gas light is at.tributed to the Chinese who piped natural gas 

Modem Developments: 
The Gas Lamp 

from salt mines, in Bamboo tubes. The origin of 
the modern discovery is, however, in England; a 
natural gas-well near Wigan in Lancashire is 
closely related with the evolution of gas 

illumination. In 1666 the Rev. John Clayton investigated the origin of gas 
from t!.is well and finding it linked with coal, made a combustible gas by 
distilling coal in a retort. From that time till 1802, the experiments of 
!linchelers, Lebon and Murdach (who also discovered the open flaming 
Bengal light) established the possibility of gas as an illuminant. After that, for 
nearly twenty years, burners were improved. In 1806 -Wintzler, the pioneer 
of practical gas ligliting, first succeeded in lighting the Lyseum Theatre in 
London and in 1810, assisted by Clegg embarked on the first central 
station lighting system in that town. The developments till 1885 consisted 
ill finding a suitable mantle: ultimately in that year Welstach invented a 
mantle of cotton fabric saturated in certain salts. Such was tbe gas mantle 
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till 1929, when the possibilites of asbestos attracted attention. Other popu
lar types of gas lights ( particularly the portable varieties ) are the carbide 
light discovered by Wilson in 1892, and the distilled oil lights ( of the 
Petromax type) invented by Pintch, a German, and brought to America 
~188~ . 

The most revolutionary invention in the history of artificial illu

The Electric 
light 

mination and one characteristic of the modern age 
is, however, the electric light. Yet its origin is by 
no means recent. Since 1752, when Benjamin Franklin 
experimenting with Layden jars, firllt stumbled upon 

nature's secret-lightning, till 1879, when Edison produced the 
first practical electric bulb lamps, scores of scientists have 
been working hard persuading electricity to give useful light. Early 
in the nineteenth century, Davy demonstrated the possibility of Volta's 
idea of an electric light, and the first attempt at an incandescent 
lamp was by De La Rue in 1820. In 1840, Grove obtained light 
from batteries and Foncault steadied it. The Wright arc lamp (1845) 
was the first to be patented. A successful incandescent light was made 
by Frederick De Moleyns in 1841, and four years later was produced the 
Starr-King lamp with a Carbon combustion rod. Stait Shepard, Roberts 
De Changy and Farmer in addition to the above students. carried 
on the experiments, but their current came from a battery as the 
dynamo was not perfected at the time. Sir Joseph W. Swan had 
made his attempts from 1848 to 1860 and had stopped. But the 
invention- of the Sprengel Mercury Vacuum Pump (1865) and its 
consequent use in the radio-meter by Sir William Crookes in 1875, tempted 
Swan to resume his experiments, who assisted by Stern, produced in 
1877. an electric bulb with Carbon wire. After that parchmentised 
thread, graphite and carbon in nitrogen and vacuum, were the stages 
of development within the bulb. In th$! meanwhile the Gramme Dynamo 
perfected in 1875, together with the Sprengel Vacuum Pump, made 
possible rapid progress and Jeblochkoff's series of arc 'candles' ( which 
lasted one to three hours) were the first electric lights of any utility. 

In America, however, the scientists were not idle. Brush invented 
his arc light in 1877 and ~ 1879, the Brush Boudon Arc-Dynamo system 
was demonstrated ~ Philadelphia. Thomas Alva Edison, working on the 
illuminating possibilities of carbon burnt in vacuum (mentioned by Prof. 
Jobaid of Brussels in 1838); Ultimately succeeded in making an electric 
lamp, and in 1879 displayed a complete lighting system at MenIe 
Park. Edison did not discover the electric light (as is popularly 
supposed) but he showed its possibility of distribution over a large 
area in mUltiple units by achieving three things; independent units, a 
practical filament and a perfect vacuum in the bulb. The first electric 
installation in the world (which worked for 14 rears) was on the 
~I S. Columbia, 
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Thereafter, the progreas has been very rapid. Marks invented in 
189', the enclosed arc lamp .uitable for flood lighting. In 1907, pressed 
Tungsten Filament was introduced by Just and Benaman and drawn 
wire Tungstell Filament by Dr. Coolidge in 1910. Finally. gas-filled 
bulbs were invented by Dr. Coolidge and Langmuir in 1918 in the labora
toriea of the General Electric Company. 

We revert to the more relevant problem and perceive that in India, 

India'. 
Lighting Iystem 

we can find methods of lighting ranging from the 
most modern electric lights in Seaport cities like 
Bombay and Calcutta down to the primiti ve 
torches of the forest tribes. In dealing with these 

method.. we have to remember that the evolution in the world's 
lighting .ystem has been comparatively within a brief period. a little 
more lhan a hundred years. Mineral oil, gas and electricity respectively, 
for the purpose of general lighting, came in close succession with 
intervals of about fitty years since the close of the eighteenth century. 
In India, the evolution has been in an even shorter period of about 
forty years. Kerosene came first, gal a little later and electricity 
followed in quick succession. 

Coal gaa as a lighting agent had little opportunity in India 
except in a city or two. There has been a corresponding spread in 
India of these lighting methods. Kerosene, though it has just reached 
the villages has not penetrated into the jungles where over ten million 
of our bretheren of the primitive and forest tribes dwell The remaining 
rural dwellers, numbering three hunrued millions, are but indifferent 
consumers of kerosene, which can have a steady market only in 
villages and towns with population of over a thousand. The principal 
users of kcrosene are therefore among the forty millions of urban 
population. Adding an equal number from the rural areas, we can 
presume that eighty million people or less than one fourth of the 
total population of India use kerosene. Now many rurals yet do not 
believe in chimneys for their lamps. Leaving these out, we 
arrive at seventy millions or one-fifth of the Indian population as 
the probable consumers of glass lampware. The above computation 
can indicate how after capturing the present share of the lampware 
market supplied by foreign goods, there is still a huge potential 
market for more and more lampware. Urbanisation though slow is 
bound to be progressive with the general development of industries; 
similarly a progress in literacy. however slow, coupled with indus-· 
trialisation, is bound to improve the general standard of people's 
life. These factors (leaving out the possibility of general growth of 
the population) point towards an increasing vogue of better lighting, 
which should keep the ordinary glass works of India busy for any 
length of time. 
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This chapter, however, is concerned more with the' purely urban 

The future of 
Electricity 

population of forty million, who are not only the 
present users of lampware, but also the potential 
COl)sumers of electricity and buyers of electric 
globes. The Oil-gas light except for its virtue of 

portability is obsolete in the Indian cities. 1t may have a field in 
the rural Breas for public purposes only, but, in the cities it does 
not stand much competition with the electric light. In considering 
the future of electric lighting, therefore, we have the follo"ing 
factors in view:-

( 1) Hitherto not even half the urban popUlation enj.oyed the 
benefits of electric lighting, though--

( 2) there is an increasing electrification of towns; within ten 
years, all the district towns of India are expected to have 
electric lighting. 

( 8) India has a huge potential power for generating electricity. 
which when harnessed will bring an even greater area 
under its influence. IDtimately huge organisations could find 
it paying to distribute electric current even to small towns. 
(The supply of Tata's electricity reaching down to Poona 
is only a beginning of the process.) 

When we consider the above points, there cannot remain the 
least doubt that in course of time electricity will play a very 
prominent' part in India's lighting system. We will now proceed to 
see how far the glass industry is concerned in this respect. 

Curiously enough, the electric bulb does not come under the 
category of glassware in the Reports 

Indian Electric Bulb: of the ,Sea-borne-trade of India.- The 
A new line figures of the electric lamp imports are 

given under 'apparatus, machinery and 
appliances '. We see that in 1()22-28, ten years ago, India imported 
electric lamps (glow and other) worth Rs. 23, 51, 836/-. In 1926-27 
the figures rose to Rs. 81,63,778 as the 'value of nearly four million 
lamps. Taking the glow lamps or bulbs alone, the imports of which 
( 8,500,000 in number and worth over twenty lakhs in 1926-27) 
must have risen by now to nearly five million and worth about 25 
lakhs, we can judge how rapidly India is taking to electric light 
and how vast is even the present field for manufacture in this line. 

Indian Glass Manufacturers, consulted on the possibility of manufactur
ing electric bulbs in India, were unanimous in the affirmative, and one or 
two were even contemplating to embark upon it. Bottles and plate glass 
is now machine made by Indian manufacturers in India. With such 
enterpriSing manufacturers, equipped with suitable ,machinery~ and 
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erticient acientista to advise, there appears to be no reason why India 
.hould not begin to claim tbe big present market and the bigger 
luture market 01 the electric bulb. It is not 80 urgent to look to 
the twenty-live lakhs 01 imports 01 to-day, as tot he huge prospects 01 
t~morrow. A beginning must be made and as an immediate incen
tive to begin the manufacture ot electric bulbs in India, even twenty-five 
lakhl .hould be suff'icient. 

~:D9J SUPPORT SWADESHI INDUSTRY 
~ -USE-
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Chapter VIII 
Technological Instruction 

In the early pages of this work the importance of an industrially 
trained population is already emphasised; particularly 

Introductory in the chapter on " The State and Industry," stress is 
laid on the duty of Government to provide for techno

logical instruction. The work of the State in India, upto this time in this 
connection, is briefly surveyed and its deficiency in comparison with the work 
of national Goverments in other countries, such as Japan, pointed out. 
This chapter proposes, in view of a more encouraging attitude of the public, 
to deal with, in greater detail, a scheme for a comprehensive and efficient 
machinery for technological instruction in India, particularly in the sub
jects connected with glass and pottery (Ceramics.) As seen earlier, provision 
by Government in this respect is practically nil. The private effort for 
such a provision, as already noticed, is infinitesimal when compared with the 
great need of the country. It is now proposed here to lay before the public 
a rough plan that will serve the purpose, whether undertaken by the 
Government or the public, though it is primarily incumbent upon the 
former to do so. 

Like any other curriculum of technical education, that of Ceramics 
could be conveniently divided under three main 

Outline of heads: higher, intermediate and elementary 
the Scheme instruction some what on the following 1ine~:-

I Courses in Ceramic Technologr. (Direct Instruction): 
A Higher -1 University and Post Graduate standard in necesllary 

applied sciences. 

2 Research and J.aboratory work. 
S Experimental Units. 

B Intermediate -1 Diploma 'Standard in Scientific instruction. 
2 Demonstration. 
S Practical experience for a certain period. 

C Elementary- 1 Elementary Instruction to suit the minimum 
literacy standard. 

2 Apprenticeship • 
. 8· Practical work in processes for a fixed period. 

A valuable aid to ceramic knowledge of a general nature can 
be best afforded by museums and libraries; a scheme for these could 
be something like the following: 
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U Supplementary knowledge (General instruction). 
A (I) MUleUDl8 of finished articles in Glass and China of every 

kind of aD periods and of all varieties of craftsmansbip. 

(Ii) Museums of raw materials-Sands, clays, refractories, 
chemicals and fuels of different varieties and grades; also 
containing model fum8(.'8S and machinery. 

B (i) Libraries: containing literature on all applied sciences 
pertaining to ceramics and branches thereof; periodicals, 
bulletins, pamphlets and brochures on the subjects. 

Under miscellaneous provision can be included scholarships for 
technological studies in India and abroad, the supply of experts if 
necessary, pioneer factories etc. These belong, however, to a subsequent 
ltage; the most urgent necessity or the day is direct instruction as 
indicated above. It may now be explained at some length. 

There ii a noticeable tendency in practical workers to belittle the 

Direc& 
Instruction 

value of theoretical knowledge. From the example 
of Western countries and Japan, however, we see 
that the importance of a sound theoretical knowledge 
cannot be over estimated. It is not necessary to 

repeat the words of Sir Robert Hatfield quoted earlier, in order to 
mpport the agrurnent for theoretical training. SuHice it to say, that 
while practical work is indispensible, progress can never be possible 
without the guidance of theory. Direct instruction in Ceramic Theory 
could very well begin from the very elementary stage. The rudiments 
of science could. be easily imparted to the ordinary literate apprentice, 
side by side with the practical work he begins to learn in a factory. 
Such a teaching would produce efficient workmen for • the commonest 
and the most numerous glass-blowers, and helpers. 

The intermediate stage in technical knowledge is a course for 
young men with a minimum matriculation standard. A fair knowledge of 
Physics and Chemistry, supplemented by demonstrations and a period of 
practical work, should enable them to achieve a diploma standard. 
This class would provide the foremen and the higher types of workers. 

It rests with the Universities, however, to provide technological 
education of the highelt standard. A curriculum on the lines of 
Sheffield, Illionois or a German University, prescribing a close study 
of the necessary applied sciences could be laid down to suit the 
B. Se. standard and specialization e. g., in pottery or glass-making 
could also be provided for. Such a specialised study could of course be 
possible in a Science College such as the Royal Institute in Bombay 
or the Engineering College in Poona. In any case the study of 
Ceramics could be brought in line with other technological subjects 
such as mechanical engineering. A university chair in the subject eouId 
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be established at least' in a central place like Bombay or Calcutta where 
provision for post graduate study and research could also be conve. 
niently made. 

This brings us tC> the highest stage. of instruction - experiment 
and 'research. Though research institutes and laboratories solely devoted 
to Ceramics might not be possible from the very beginning, institutes 
with Chemical Engineering facilities could make room for this important 
department. Attached to such laboratories could be started experimental 
manufacturing units for the purpose of study as well as demonstration. 

The machinery for general instruction to every grade of glass workers 

General 
Instruction 

from the merely literate apprentice upto the research 
scientist (as well as the interested layman), would 
take the shape of museums and libraries. Ceramic 
museums would be of two kinds; the first would 

contain all inland and foreign samples of the primary raw materials sucb 
as sand, clay, lime and soda; fuel substances like coal and necessary chemi· 
cals of every description; models of furnaces, of modem factories and 
machinery equipments could also be housed in' such museums as also 
demonstration outfits. The second kind would display glass and China 
products of every variety, of all possible. periods and from all available 
countries. Starting with the most elementary and crude glass beads and 
some primitive earLhen. ware plates as made' in India at one end, will 
be begun a series of exhibits ultimately culminating in a prismatic optical 
lens and some delicate piece of china, perfect products of the continent. 
The mute service of the museums would be supplemented by the eloquent 
aid of libraries. Books and periodicals of all countries on ceramics 
could be collected ullder one roof and such libraries would be maintained 
side by side with the museums. It is important t.nat the museums 
and libraries should be in the same. place as the directly instructing 
institutions (facilitating primary, secondary, collegiate and research work). 
Thus a comprehensive and upto-dat~ :'unit' of Ceramic Technology would 
be conveniently situated in three or four main centres like Bombay, 
Benares, Calcutta and Madras. (: ,. . 

Aftet arrangements for direct 'and indirect instruction are complete, 
arises the question of various supplementary 

Place of measUres, such as scholarships for study abroad 
Paisa Fund Works' and pioneer factories for the general benefit of 

the industry, but these are essentially later steps. 
The most urgent n~' is for the teaching of necessary sciences in 
schools and colleges; .. ~e equipment of museums and libraries comes 
next. 

The Paisa Fund Institution can come in this scheme as a centre 
~or higher Ceramic study. Whereas schools like the V. ~. T. Institute 
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eao train matriculates upto Diploma Standard. and a chair at the Royal 
Institute 01 Science could give the higher instruction for a Degree Standard. 
the Paisa Fund nucleus at Talegaon with necessary help, could be 
developed into a Technological Research Laboratory and an experimental 
ltation lor Ceramics. In the Bombay Presidency at least, it is the best 
centre for the purpose-it has a long and honourable tradition in glass 
and pottery work and has men graduated in the school of toil and 
independent Itudy. The germ of a museum and a library likewise 
exists at Talegaon and an adequate development in this direction is also 
possible at that place. 

The Standard Chemical Company 
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C. P., C.I. & Bihar Lime & L/sto~e. Katn~, .Ju~ehi, S80tn80. 
AkaJtar80. Maihar, Dehn and Banlan Fields. 

Please enquire Jrom:- DEVCHAND AMULAKH METRA 
COAL & LIME MERCHANTS & AGENTS, 
P. O. KATRASGARH (MANBHUM dist.) 



Chapter IX 

An Appeal 

On the vast placid surface of the listless inactivity of India's industrial 

Speciality of 
Paisa Fund 

life, a wind now and then sets a ripple in motion
a ripple of languid interest that gradually dies 
down as it reaches the shores of futility. There 
.are disturbances below the surface and under

currents; but they seldom cause any effect. A minor splash or two on the 
surface attracts some attention; but on its subsidence the dull monotony goes 
on. Two or three storms, however, each with a greater force than the one 
preceeding, have disturbed this dreamy routine. The successive Swadeshi 
movements have repeatedly awakened' the country from its comatose state, 
and one of the relics that still survive from the first storm is the Paisa Fund 
and its Glass Works. To an indifferent world it first appeared as a mere bubble 
on the ocean; but when instead of bursting after flashing for a moment, it 
kept up its steady shining existence, people peered more closely and found it 
to be a crystal rock monument of patience, erected on the coral atoll of 
unceasing toil. 

Duriug the quarter century of its career the Paisa Fund collected about 
five lakhs of rupees. Most of these came in small fractions from the slender 
purse of the enlightened middle classes i they represent not so much a 
capital made up of tiny but cheerful contributions, but the collective patriotic 
anxiety of millions for the industrial progress of their country-a sentiment 
that cannot be measured in terms of money. Maharashtra, which has no 
plutocrats to boast of, could not develop intensive finance on a dividend 
basis. It did better, it developed ,an extensive finance on a basis of pure 
sacrifice. But just as, in some water famine, huge reservoirs dry up and 
cause untold misery where extentive plenty reigned, some modest 
spring unnoticed before, continues' to trickle with its spontaneous 
flow, the Paisa Fund has carried· on its steady work where high finance' 
has failed. 

Twenty-five years . is time enough to enable anyone to appraise 

The Fund's 
Work 

the value of an institution; an institution, which with 
a modest start in face of heavy odds fought steadily 
uphill to a definite position, will evoke 
the admiration of the most exacting critic. The 

Paisa Fund is such an institution. People jeered at it in early days; 
at the best they were indifferent; but a team of determined men 
eradually brought them round and soon those very men who 
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had jeered. helped towarda erecting a structure, the magnitude of 
which fa IUrely .. gratifying to them as to the builders themselves. 
Educating public opinion to the urgency of industrial development has, 
therefore. been the fint achievement of the Fund. Its very growth represents 
the number of people converted to its ways of thinking. "But where 
fa aU thia money" f lOme one may well enquire. The triumphant 
reply to thia enquiry is, I. Half the sum collected is represented by 
a prosperous Glasa Works situated at Talegaon. It is now practically 
a sell~cient unit and has nearly commuted for its financial in· 
dependence. During the period of a quarter of a century this Works has 
trained hundreds of workers in glass, scores of men of the foreman 
class and a few aelected experts of repute. It has improved nearly 
to perfection the quality of Indian glassware and thus restored to 
a large extent the, confidence ~ the ability of Indians. It has dene 
pioneer work in Pottery and demonstrated the lUecess of many branches of 
this craft. It has spent thousands of rupees in experiments-irrecoverable 
expenses-but spent towarda a definite purpose in the cause of 
Science. It haa helped, with expert advice and men, many 
concerns in all parts of India and tested raw materials on behalf 
of various industrialists. It has, by its own production and by the 
production of other works, helped cbeck, to a marked extent. the 
drain of Indian money to foreign lands on account of glass and 
pottery ware. 

These pointa may have been repeated many times in the body 
of the volume, but no amount of repetition is enough to draw 
attention to this almost solitary example of a basic industry built 
up by a poor province. Next to the glass works, a large section 
of the Fund is invested in propaganda work for the purpose of 
mUltiplying the assets of a national concern. Here again, no amount 
of propaganda is enough to demonstrate the utility of the Paisa Fund. 
The Fund cannot have any maximum limit in view of the work it 
baa undertaken-the work of building an Industrial India, of creating 
an industrialised population and thus trying to achieve prosperity and 
Itrength for the country. 

With all this enumeratioD of achievements, one cannot but reOect 

Futun 
Programme 

that it is a mere drop in the ocean. Only a atart 
( though it is a sound start) is made in the 
manufacture of glass. a mere fraction of the huge 
trade is captured. only the commonest qualities of 

glassware are made. In short, 'just a fringe of the market is touched 
and there is yet an immense task ahead. Looking to the greater issues, 
a relatively Bmall section of the teeming millions is made aware of 
their responsibility and in comparison with the potential wealth of 
India, a very insignificant sum ia collected and dealt wit~ 

6 
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Nevertheless it is a sound beginning. The Paisa Fund has been through 
the ordeal by fire; it· has been tested and found to be all it claims 
to be, and can now make a confident appeal to the general public.· 
Now that th:! period, of the Fund's probation is over, it reminds the 
public and compels their· attention to lay its case before them. 

In the absence of the state's interest, there must be a huge 
national fund to wrest industrial supremacy from alien hands. In the 
absence of one big Fund there could at least be hundreds of smaller 
funds all over india. The utility of such units of disinterested capital 
is now established. The Paisa Fund is the first successful demonstra
tion of the idea, and in the absence of· its extensive vogue, it is 
the 'duty of the public, to make up the want of extcnt by 
intensive contribution. The Fund has proved its success. Give it 
a chance, let it do more, there are no limits to its possibilities. 
Glass manufacture is only one of its services. The major portion of 
the glassware market needs replacement by Indian goods. Let the 
Fund undertake this task. Let it rise higher in its attempts. Lamp
ware and bangles is not the be all and end all of the Indian glass 
makers' . ambition. There is tableware, plate and sheet glass, artistic 
glass, optical glass, electric bulbs-in fact a thousand and one varieties 
which could be tackled. Let Paisa Fund tackle them for the industry. 
Let it experiment, make mistakes, learn and succeed, and let it give 
the fruits of its hard labour to the industry. 

Not· only those interested in the manufacture of glass, but 
those interested in Indian Industry in general, 

A p pea 1 those wishing to see India prosperous and her sons 
busily working and provided for, those wishing for 

advancement of Science in India, and. even those longing for political 
power-let all these examine the Fund's ideal, its past work and its 
potentialities. It is not a question of one industry or one province. 
It is a National undertaking the Fund represents. It wants 
gains, not for itself or any particular group, nor for any particular industry 
but gain for the Fatherland in the long run. There are other 
important industries awaiting its help but let glass be mastered first 
because the way in this direction is clear. No definite sum is enough 
for the purpose. Lakbs don't count in a Nation's finance., But the :Fund's 
demand is relatively moderate. Five lakhs is all it wants to begin 
with; five lakhs in five years. No one can call it an exhorbitant 
demand. Our population is stupendous; advantage can be taken of 
the sheer strength of number. The minutest contribution of crores can 
make up the amount and five years is a sufficient time for that. 
Whoever, therefore. has the country's good at heart; whoever yearns for 
India to be a strong, vigorous and healthy organism-a living nation; 
whoever wishes for general prosperity ; why even he who wants to sow the 
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Ieed 01 ultimate material gain. let him contribute his mite to the 
Paisa Fund. In the very near future IUch a contributor will see 
that his humble contribution baa borne fruit j he will have the 
gratift('atioD 01 having shared to serve a great end. In years to come 
he might ten his IOD or. mar be, his grandson, how he gave a diffident 
copper and how the alchemy 01 a national enterprise turned that 
copper into gold and gave it to the count.ry. 
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A List of Glass 

~ Name of Glass Works. Place-Province. ="8 Capital in 111:! Products. 
~ <1\ Rupees: . 

iil 

(A)-Factories known 
to be closed. 

1 The Punjab Glass works Jhelum, Punjab 1870 .. Bottles 
, 

2 The Aligarh Glass Works Aligarh, U. P. 1879 .. Bottles 

S The Bhagalpore Bhagalpore, 1882 .. Beads 
Glass Works Bengal 

4. The Pioneer Glass Works Titaghur, 1890 2,50,000 Hollow and 
Bengal Pressed ware 

, 

5 Sodepur Glass Works Sodepur, Bengal 1895 8,00,000 :e:ollow and . Pressed ware 

6 The Punjab Glasa Works Amballa, 1895 .. Hollow and 
Punjab . Pressed ware 

-

7 The Sind Glass Works Hyderabad, 1895 .. Bottles 
Sind -
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Works in India. 

Manage-
mmt. 

Engliah 

English 

Engliah 

Expert. 

Gennan 

Venice
trained 
English 

Lite. 

Les. than 
one year 

2 months 

Still-born 

Austrian Bohemian 8 years 
& Indian & English 

Europeall European 8 years 

APPENDIXA. 

Remarks. 

Failed for want of 8ufficient capital 
and expert'. ignorance of local con
ditions. 

Received help from Govt., but 
failed owing to impatience and bad 
work. 

Received help from Govt., but 
failed to generate sufficient heat and 
was abandoned. 

First Indian Enterprise, Indian 
raw materials except Soda, local 
people trained. Block gl888 for 
bangles successful; failed because 
workers bribed away to other work •• 

Failed because annealing ( and 
therefore production) was defective 
and experts left without training local 
men. 

European European Not known Closed owing to defective furnaCe 

German German 

and bad products; the owner 
intended to train students, but his 
employees quarreled among them
selves and left. 

Not known Speciality-Gas furnace; heavy 
expenditure and incompetent expert 
caused the failure of this Works; 
machinery was bought in 1907 by 
Mr. Panna Lal. 
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~ Name of Glass Works. Place-Province. 

, 

8/ The Ahmedabad \Ahmedabad, 
Glass Works Bombay 

Presidency 

9 The Himalaya ~ajpur, U. P, 
Glass Work 

10 The Oriental Glass Works Sikandra Rao, 
U. P. 

11 The Ennore Glass Works iEdlDore, Madras 

12 The Scindia Glass Works Morar, Gwalior 
State 

18 The Kasbi Glass Works Sitarampur, U.P. 

140 The Panipat Glass Works Panipat. U. P. 

15 The Jubbulepore Jubbulepore, 
Glass Works C. P • . -, 

-" 

II The BombarGlass Works Matunga, 
Bombay 

iT The Baroda Glass Works Baroda State 

1!f"CI 
Capital in Q,) Q,) 

~l Rupeetl. 

1897 1,00,000 

1898 8,00,000 

1905 68,000 

1907 3,00,000 

1908 75,000 

1908 .... 
1908 .. 

1909 3,00,000 

1909 1,00,000 

1911 1,00,000 

Products. 

Not known 

Hollow and 
Pressed ware 

Hollowware 

Soda Bottles 

Hollow-war e 
s & block glaS 

~-

Bottles 

Bottles 

Hollow ware 

Hollow ware 

Hollow ware 
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Hanag~ 
ment- Expert. LiCe. Remarks. 

Not known Not known Not known The factory failed in spite of 

European German &; 12 years 
Austrian 

Indian lJapan-traino Less than 
ed Indian one year 

Europeal European &; 2 years 
Japanese 

Indian Indian 1 year 

Indian Indian Less than 
one year 

Indian Indian 2 years 

Indian German 2 Years 

Indian Japanese 6 Months 

Indian Japanese 2 Years 

modem equipment including a Siemens 
furnace and every other facility. No 
particulars respecting it are available. 

Failure owing to defective furnace 
and expensive production; started by 
Europeans and bought over by Mr. 
Harman La!; finally failed. 

Defective furnace; balf gas furnace 
was attempted, but failed; internal 
dissention was also a cause of 
failure. 

In spite of funds, machinery, and 
equipment, gla~s-manufacture in 
Madras was decided as never likely 
to be economic, as no efforts could 
save the factory. 

Three tank furnaces and good 
equipment could not prevent the 
factory's failure by mismanagement. 

Failure due to insufficient funds. 

Closed due to beavy expenses and 
bad production. 

Failure due to bad selling organisa
tion, in spite of good equipment. 

Closed in confusion and internal 
disputes. 

Insufficient capital SUbscription and 
mismanagement caused failure. 
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Name of Glass Works. 
5 ] Capital in 

Place-Province. ~ '" :::: ~ Rupees. 
{/) 

18 The Bengal Gl~ss Works Sodepur, Bengal 1912 

Products. 

Hollow-ware 

19 The Crescent Glass Works Sewari, Bombay 1918 80,000 Hollow-ware 

20 The Western India Sunth Road, 1918 1,50,000 Hollow-ware 
Glass Works Bombay 

21 The Alwar Glass Works Alwar State 1911 Details 
not known 

22 The Lahore Glass Works Lahore, Punjab 1918 do 

28 The Nagina Glass Works IBijnore, U. P. 1915 do 

24 The Diamond Glass Works Rao, Indore 1915 do 
State -

25 The •• •• Glass Works Piplod, Bombay 1916 do 

26 The Jewel Glass Factory Jubbulepore, 1920 do 
C.P. 

27 The Deccan Glass Works Begumpeth, 1-
Hyderabad I ( Deccan). 

28 The Sahibjada Glass W. Kasur 1 I = t 
29 The National Glass Works FeroZepur I:: 

.:01 

~ 
80 The Northern India Amritsar ~ 

I:: 

r 
fIl 

GlassWorks ,'S =; 
~ ~ 

j:I 
81 The Durbar .,. do 

I Glass Works 

I 82 The Amritsar do 
Glass Works ) I 88 The Empire Glass Works , 

84 The Jain Glass works Harangaon U.P. J 
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~~I I I -
Expert. Life. Remarks. 

ment. 

Indian German 2 Years Insufficient capital and trouble by 
experts caused failure. 

~8panese ~8panese .. Years Changed hands many times and 
closed. 

-
Japanele iJapanese 8 Years Running proved uneconomic, there-

fore closed. 
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N~lr _______ N_a_m_e __ O_f_G_Ia_S_s_vv __ o_rk_s_. ______ -+ _____ p_la_c_e-__ p_ro_~_·_nc_e ____ _ 

I 
( B ) Factoriel 

with particulars unknowB 

1 The Nainee Glass VVorks Allahabad, U. P. 
2 The Pioneer Glass VV orks Tangra Road, Bangal 
8 The Sbri Gobindo Glass VVorks Salkea, Howrah. 

" 4 The P. G. S. Glass VVorks Belgachia, Bengal 
5 The Daga Glass VV orks Bikaner, Bikaner State 
6 The Hanuman Glass Factory Firozabad, U. P. 
7 The Nandlal Glass VVorks Mulakha, U. P. 
8 The Modi's Factory' Nayagaon, Bombay 
9 The Binapani Glass VVorks Calcutta, Bengal 

10 The Indian Glass Mfg. Co. Matunga, Bombay 
11 The Peer Mohamad Glass VVorks Matunga, Bombay 
12 The Imperial Glass VVorks Shahpur, U. P. 
18 The Raja Glass VVorks Intally, Calcutta 
14. The Reliance Glass VV orks Ltd. Santra Gachi, Howrah 
15 The Tara Glass VVorks Ramrajtala 

" 16 The Sunderban Glass VVorks Toliganj, Calcutta 
17 The Satya Narayan Glass VVorks Ltd. Belgachia, Calcutta 
18 The Ashirin Glass VVorks do 
19 The Howrah Glass VVorks Circular Road, Howrah 
20 The Nalini Glass VVorks Khurut Road, 

" 21 The Rahim Bux Glass VVorks Gelliapara, Bengal 
22 The East India Glass VV orks Gobra .. 
28 The Belliaghl!otta Glass VV orks Belliaghatta, Calcutta 
24 The Pioneer Glass VVorks Maniktola. Calcutta 
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Name of Glass Works Place-Province 

(C) Existing Factories 

On the list of the Glass 
Manufacturers' Association. 

1 Bibner State Class Works Bikaner 
2 Wadhwan Glass Works Wadhwan, Kathiawar 
8 Gomtipur Glass Works Ahmedabad, Bombay 

• National Glass Works Mazgaon, Bombay 
5 Ogale Glass Works Ogalewadi, Aundh: State 
e Paisa Fund Class Works Talegaon, Bombay 
7 Nngpur Glass Works Itwair, Nagpur, C. P. 
It Shri Onama Glass Warks Gondia, C. P. 
I) U. P. Glass Works Bahjoi, U. P. 

1O Ganga Glass Works Balawali, U. P. 
11 Krishna Glass Works Hathras, U. P. 
'12 Paliwal Glass Works Shikohabad, U. P. 
18 Indian Glass Factory Farukhabad, U. P 
U Allahabad Glass Works Nainee, U. P. 
15 Upper Indian Glass Works Amballa, Punjab 
16 Bbarat Glass works Dum Dum, Bengal 
17 Shivaji Glass Works Howrah, Bengal 
18 Bengal Glass Works Dum Dum, nengal 
19 Calcutta Silicate Works Belgachia, Bengal 
20 Govind Glass Works Ram Raj Tola, Hawrah 
21 Union Glass Works Calcutta, Bengal 
22 Great Eastern Glass Works Gobra, Bengal 
28 Victoria Glass Works Ghoosery, Calcutta, Bengal 

Not on the list of the Glass Manufacturers' 
Association 

24 Central Glass Works Nagpur, C. P. 
25 Artistic Glass Works Calcutta, Bengal 
26 lodian GlaRs Works Ferozabad, U. P. 

(Comprising of six bangle factories of th 
Banglemakers' Association.) 

Kandivali, Bombay 27 The Framroz· Bangle Factory 
28 Laxmi Glass Works Jalesar, U. P. 
29 New Glass Works Madras 
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No I Name of Cia .. Wor'" 

30 The Jamal Glass Works 
31 The Government Porcelain Factory 
82 The Gwalior Porcelain Factory 
88 Messrs. Kunte Enamel Works, 
84 The Kabul Glass Factory 
85 Phalke Enamel Works 
86 The Calcutta Pottery Works, 
87 Pararshuram Pottery Works, 
88 Sorab Dalal Tile Works, 

Place- Province 

Madras 
Mysore 
Gwalior 
Thana, Bombay 
Kabul, Afganistan 
Nasik 
Tangra Road, Calcutta 
Morvi, Kathiawar 
Than Road, Kathiwar 

r· .. •••• .. ••••••• .. ••••·• .. ··; * The Cent .... al Potteries Ltd., * 
* NAGPUR. * + ~~ + 
+ + + The only China-clay Factory started and managed,by, + 

i 
students trained at Paisa Fund. Kach Shala, Talegabn. . *: 

Some of our Principal lines. 
+ Jars of all sizes and varieties, China-olay dolls and + 
+ images, Inkwells,- Acid jars, Cups, Saucers + ! in b •• ~tiful s~s IUld designs. I 
* BUY CENTRAL POTTERY PRODUCTS * + AND HELP SWADESHI + * INDIAN CAPITAL AND INDIAN MANAGEMENT. : 

+ Please pay a visit to our factory and get convinoed. + 
+ + ................................. 



!UI« •• 1.(H~~H~~~~H 
; The Phoenix Chemical Works. 

Matunga, Bombay. 

Proprietors:-Messrs. M. G. Kotibhaskar, M. Sc. T~ch., A. M. I. 
Chem. E .• A. L C., R. N. Nerurker and K. G. Kotibhaskar are the 
proprietors of the Phoenix Chemical Works. 

The Concern is owned and managed by Maharashtrians. 'rhis is 
the first Maharashtrian firm to manufacture Silicate of Soda on a large 
lcale. Doth Alkaline and Neutralvarieties of Silicate of Soda are made. 
Thil iI the first and the only firm to prepare both the Neutral and 
Alkaline clear Silicate equal to European and Japanese qualities. 
Silicate of Soda is made in a Reverberatory Furnace and the 
monthly output iI 50 tons of finished Silicate. 

The demand for Silicate of Soda for soap manufacture is 
growing and in spite of • factories in India, the quantity of imported 
Silicate iI more or less unaffected. Out of the Silicate manufactured 
in India, that of the Phoenix Chemical Works is liked the best. 
To cheapen the cost of production of soap, several cheap soap 
makers use a turbid quality which contains in suspension some 
fine Silica along with precipitated Calcium Silicate. It is a specia
lity of the turbid quality of The Phoenix Chemical Works that 
it contains no Calcium Silicate and the suspended impurity is present 
in a much smaller percentage. The clearer the Silicate used, the 
better is the appearance of the finished soap, and hence all renown
ed and good soap makers use the clear variety of Silicate. 

The Neutral Silicates are mostly used in Europe and America 
as most suitable for soap making. Somehow or other, Indian soap
makers are using only the Alkaline Silicate. Since the soap trade is 
in the hands. in many cases, of people who know soap making ooly 
as an art and not as a science, it has been difficult to persuade the 

soap makers to use the Neutral Silicates. 

The Phoenix Chemical Works are using sand produced in 
Savantvadi State as they are anxious to help Maharastrins. They 
made use of red sand mixed with mud which no glass or Silicate 
manufacturer would use and removed the impurity chemically. Now 

the Savantwadi sand is available in a purer form. 
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Year 

1905-06 
1906-07 
1907-08 
1908-09 
1909-10 
1910-11 
1911-12 
1912-18 
1918-140 
19140-15 
1915-16 
1916-17 
1917-18 
19I!:'-19 
1919-20 
1920-21 
1921-22 
1922-23 
1928-240 
19240-25 
1925-26 
1926-27 
1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-88 
1988-840 

THE PAISA FOND SILVER JUBILEE NUMBER 

Imports of Glassware into India 
(IN RUPEES) 

Beads and Bottles and phials 
Bangles false pearls 

Lampware. 
Soda- I Common 
water 

88,76,726 17,77,0540 6,28,055 5,51,687 
42,78,558 240,02,4042 6,50,645 6,94,188 
55,67,401 25,89,787 Not given 6,84,2840 9,07,781 
88,26,644 28,23,967 separately 7,66,982 6,61,561 
407,63,447 16,88,178 .7,65,8140 8,71,511 
55,75,125 28,07,055 8,45,430 12,24,060 
61,97,685 23,69,175 8,00,870 9,51,810 
61,92,615 80,25,005 5,56,260 10,91,205 16,81,850 
80,44,815 24,43,875 6,57,940 15,81,215 17,93,1405 
27,540,785 15.80,800 5,55,510 11,06,625 10,00,020 
28,15,885 10,89,435 4,75,320 11,97,855 19,401,810 
48,22,555 20,65,695 8,79,890 15,82,995 11,51,415 
84,96,260 23,58,000 10,82,460 26,28,830 18,86,985 
29,12,850 18,86,485 11,47,920 19,11,090 11,25,615 

51,18,860 19,94,280 7,00,260 28,06,880 18,89,650 
96,25,190 45,09,230 21,09,410 88,47,860 18,41,510 
60,78,426 83,85,962 13,27,775 20,40,155 16,53,482 
79,86,988 47:80,053 140,02,929 21,87,169 22,58,945 

86,88,080 89,42,438 18,87,518 20,91,698 17,82,441 

100,22,086 87,75,741 12,40,159 22,19,487 16,59,281 

101,040;026 86,48,992 13,49,869 24,19,268 15,85,198 

840,85,810 80,94,972 140,22,111 24,82,028 19,37,189 

89,51,885 26.62,250 12,09,2140 20,91,954 22,19,977 

76,76,438 80.41,520 18,58,288 22,60,666 19,58,814 

85,28,069 80,61,106 15,44,987 24,04,453 21.08,873 

49,90,896 15,71,774 ,9.98,447 20,01,055 19,25,756 

84,51,100 9,43,897 ... 24,09,121 7,49,770 

89,88,583 12,40.540 ... 24,40,893 6,67,441 

27,18,487 18,407,8040 ... 21,09,705 5,040,794 
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(Since 1905-06). Appendix B. 

(IN RUPEES) 

Scientifl.c 
Sheet and Other Glasa- Table-ware Total 
plate "lass glass-ware Imports Year 

ware 

16,51,159 I 27,67,4.60 1,12,4.7,108 1905-()6 d >. 
12,4.4.,884. G.>- 28,4.3,4.n 1,21,14.,108 1906-()7 I> U 

b 14.,10,983 'b'o'lil 88,n,588 1,4.4,51,774. 1907-()8 

i ... :a 
18,42,056 ~~ 82,72,131 1,16,93,291 1908-()9 

Q. 18,27,826 84.,87,185 1,28,52,909 1909.;..10 .. 16,18,4.30 86,17,185 1,56,82,885 1910-11 • 
5 15,4.5,285 85,4.2,685 1,54.,87,010 1911-12' 
I> 20,56,620 6,87,74.0 28,4.2,670 1,75,88,965 1912-18 'b'o 

I -c; 22,85,830 7,95,980 19,4.7,04.5 1,94.,52,795 1918-14. 
Z 12,74.,565 8,71,94.0 9,57,54.0 96,51,685 1914.-15 

18,88,810 6,4.7,685 11,88,24.5 1,06,4.4.,4.95 1915-16 
28,29,690 7,15,125 14.,52,800 1,50,09,165 1916-17 
22,88,270 9,91,095 15,84.,4.85 1,62,4.5,885 1917-18 
18,22,650 8,4.6,150 18,07,955 1,24.,60,665 1918-1!J' 

55,380 86,00,54.0 16,4.5,660 26,74.,980 1,99,80,940 1919.;..20 
2,13,980 71,11,080 15,4.5,820 84.,58,74.0 8,87,61,820 1920-21 
1,64,087 87,94,707 17,84.,993 21,19,895 2,22,4.9,482 1921-22 
2,81,4.18 86,91,800 10,52,095 28,69,180 2,59,60,4.67 1922-28 
1,88,810 82,90,056 10,22,849 22,80,847 2,4.5,74.,237 1928-24. 
2,17,707 83,85,879 8,98,866 25,82,782 2,60,01,888 1924.-25 
2,68,917 28,17,623 9,58,4.58 28,43,298 2,59,4.5,64.4. 1925-26 
2,82,14.7 81,65,539 9,14,74.4. 85,58,749 2,52,88,28.!J 1926-27 
1,72,575 29,86,187 9,4.0,4.57 86,06,401 2,48,40,850 1927-28 
1,65,746 29,68,855 10,98,853 32,26,850 2,87,49,480 1928-29 
1,88,599 80,97,895 18,28,566 29,91,680 2,51,93,168 1929.;..80 
1,4.3,478 28,87,549 9,45,839 22,18,646 1,64.,77,940 1930-81 
1,18,591 19,72,800 5,90,562 19,62,368 1,21,97,209 1981-32 
1,88,218 28,11,241 5,89,694 29,20,896 1,4.2,46,926 1932-33 
1,15,655 21,24,286 5,25,542 27,72,221 1,22,13,444 1988-340 



Glass ( A classification. ) APPENDIX C· 

Group Varieties . Utility 

1. Lamp-ware-( for electric, Shades, globes, chimneys, Public lighting - roads, canals, docks, 
gas, oil and candle lighting). covers, bulbs (filament, gas- railways, ships, buildings: house-hold 

filled & torches). lighting in towns and villages. 

2. Bottle-ware-(mouth-blown, Bottles, jars, phials, flasks, 
machine-blown). decanters, sodabottles and other 

containers, fancy and plain. 

8. Sheet &. plate, including Plated-big and small, sheet
Venetian Glass & Rolled.- glass, window-glass, fancy & 
(cast, pressed, .drawn and plain, Venetian glass. 

blown) 

Chemicals, medicines, wines and spirits, 
mineral waters, inks, scents, house
hold purposes. 

Windows for public and private build
ings, shops, show-cases, motor windows, 
partitions, screens, ordinary & surgical 
furniture, picture & photo framing, 
painting. 

4. Tabl.-ware-(pressed, blown Fancy & plain, table-plate, Eating & drinking purposes in house-
cut, moulded). tumblers, drinking glasses, hold and hotels, cafes, restaurants etc. 

bowls etc. ' 

5. Scientific-ware ( a) Lenses & Reflectors for For research laboratories, observatories, 
microscopes, telescopes, photographers, military and general 
cameras, helio-graphs, eye- public purpose~. 
glasses, projectors, etc, 



6. Bangles 

( b) Laboratory glass beakers, For experiment and research in labo- \ 
jars, tubes, retorts, .top- ratories of aU .ciences, for ScientiJlc l 
pered bottles, plates etc. museums & Electric fittings. ': 

Faceted, plain, round, cut, zi For X-Ray apparatus. radio- valves ete. 
zag i fancy, silken, coloured, Partly religious necessity and partly 
multicoloured, painted. luxury. 

1. Beads; False pearls, Balls, Plain, coloured and fancy. Ornaments, decorations, noveltie. and 
toys. Bods, etc. 

8. Decorative & artistic glass 
( Mostly hand-made ). 

9. Spun glass 

Mirrors, plate, Cut glass-ware, 
Chandeliers, Vases, bowls etc. 
Figures,Lead glass, Stained 
glass. 

Glass yam. 

Decoration. 

Laboratories 
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REPORTS: 
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MISCELLANEOUS: 
The Kesari. (11105-81). 
Cuttings from principal Periodicals ( 1915-1981 ). 
Articles and Monographs by Mr. R. D. Chandorkar, 

Superintendent, Paisa Fund Glass Works, Talegaon. 
Swadesbi Symposium (collected by G. A. Natesan, Madras). 
The Osaka Mainicbi and the Tokyo Nicbinicbi, 

Japan Glass Industry -Number, (August 1928 ). 
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The Times, British Industries Number, November 1982. 
Encyclopaedia Britanica - Chapters on Glass, Glass Manufacture 

and Light. 

APPENDIX E. 

Public Opinion 
(Selected remarks ot visitors to the Paisa Fund Glass Works, -Talegaon.) 

Note-Bemarh included in ~ body of the volume are not repeated. 

" I W8I very pleased to ~see these Works and I wish prosperity to 
the enterprille. " 

(Sd.) M. K. Gandhi 
12-6-1916 

"I have been extremely pleased to see these Works. A tribute 
of high praise is due to those who have developed the Works with 
the help of the Paisa Fund in their present stage of success. I wish 
further IUCCCSS to this patriotic endeavour." . 

9-6-1988 l (Sd). Madan Mohan Malaviya, 
~ Benares Hindu University. 

---
.. An interesting and instructive visit. The IDstitution appears to 

have a bright future." 
(Sd.) Javaharlal Nehru. 

Allahabad. 

II Going round India, I find in most glass factories, evidence of 
the Educational work done in this Institute. The present boom in 
Indian glass consequent on the War would have been impossible, but 
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for the supply of blowers trained here. More capital is obviously wanted 
for further developments." 

(Sd.) Alfred Chatterton. 
Bangalore. 27-10-1917 • 

.. Next to cotton goods, the imports from Japan that most attract 
attention are glassware and matches and. attempts are being made to 
provide ourselves with these almost necessities of every day life. The 
Talegaon Glass 'Yorks have shown how this can be done for new 
Works elsewhere." 

(Sd.) Dorab Tata. 
C Presidential Address, Industrial Conference, 1915 ) 

.. Spent a very happy afternoon 
Buccess." 

15-7-1913 ~ 

nnd wish -the industry all possible 
(Sd.) Willing don, 

( Now Viceroy of India). 
(Sd.) Marie Willingdon. 

" We visited these interesting Works to-day and were much pleased 
to see the various processes 'of Glass and Pottery manufacture. The 
factory deserves widest recognition from our countrymen as a pioneer 
institution. We wish it every kind of success'" 

Poona, 5-9-1921 l (Sd.) R. P. Paranjpye 
S Minister of Education. 

There has been great improvement since I 
some seven years ago. The concern deserves the 

last saw the factory 
patronage of the public 

and I trust it will never fail to get it." 

~ Poona, 20-8-1915. 
(Sd.) V. S. Shriniwas Sastri. 

President 

.J . Servants of India Society. 

"Visited the Paisa Fund Glass ·'Works el1JtemporB on the way back 
from Bombay. The attempt toti-ain up country and thus spread the 
industry all over. India is highly ~~mmendable. It is a matter of pride 
that four or five of the fac1:ories at least, are run in India by students 
trained at Talegaon to •• 

Aundh ~12-1924: ~ (Sd.) Balasaheb Pant, . 
Chief of Aundh State. 

" I visited the Paisa Fund Glass Works some three years ago and was 
delighted to find that articles of good quality were being turned out by the 
Factory. What appealed to me, still more, was the. fact that several 
YOungmf!D were regulary trained, who after gaining experience in the art of 
glass making, were able to start, independently, factories of their own. 
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The Paila Fund Glasa Factory baa thus been the means of doing much good 
to the country ... 

Calcutta, 2-12-1982. (Sd.) P. C. Ray, 
University College of Science • 

.. I visited the Glass Works with about 15 science students. The glass 
articles prepared in the works are quite good and there is every probability 
that all the different wares in porcelain will also be in near future prepared 
here. In explaining the various processes, the llanagers take special pains 
and that iI one of the features in which these Works differ from others of 
a similar type managed by Europeans. One feels at home while visiting 
the Works and gets confidence that Indians are capable of producing every 
finished article in the glass and ceramics provided he is afforded suitable 
facilitiea. " 

Poona 8-4-28. 
(Sd.) G. B. Kolhatkar, 

Pm~easor, Fergusson College • 

.. Having paid a flying visit here, I shoud like to state that I have 
found the works well appointed and conducted much beyond my expecta
tions. Good order and cleanliness prevailing. " 

28-6-1918. l (Sd.) J. EIland. 
~ Government Glass Expert. U. P. 

II We paid this visit to the works to see for ourselves the work done by 
the management in the face of the enormous difficulties they have to fight 
with. ThiI is an example of the bull-dog tenacity with which any industrial 
problem has to be worked out here. The pioneering work done by this 
factory is invaluable to the country. We wish the management and the 
works complete success. " 

Calcutta .-7-1919. (Sd.) K. B. De, B. A., B. sc. (Glas) 
Asstt. Secretary to the Coal Controllcr, Railway Board. Calcutta. 

Sd. S. N. Bose, M. A • 

• ' I have gone through the Pottery Work done at the Works and I 
have found them quite good. I am afraid the work is hampered through 
the lack of funds and I believe better and higher class work of Pottery can 
be made if facilities are provided. " 

Kathiawar, Than Road, l 
. 26-5-1921 ~ 

(Sd.) C. P. Shah, 
Sorab Dalal Tile Works, Ltd. 

Coming as I do from Madras Glass Factory with a long histoy of 
failures, it is impertinent on my part to write any remarks on this factory. 
Personally, I think the research work and the pioneering educating work they 
have done and are doing and its value as national asset is imm~urab~e. 
They bid rair to rise and be - the best conducted glass factory m India. 
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Apart from the actual work, the most interesting aspect is the absence of 
difference between workmen and the heads. Above all this is the only 
institutiQn whose object is to diffuse technical knowledge and make no attempt 
to conceal their knowledge. 

Madras, 
27th & 28th Novembr 1916 } ( Sd. ) J. Narayan Murti, B. E. 

Personal Asst. to 'the Director 
of Industries, Madras. 

I came with a party of students of the College of Engineering and I 
was surprised to see the work they are producing. After staying for 14 years 
in tile Technical works of Europe, I find these works have a great future 
before it, if it gets good encouragement from everybody. 

Poona l (Sd.) A. David. 
18-7-22. S Professor of Mechanical Engineering. 

Useful·work has been done by the Paisa Fund at the Talegaon Glass 
Works and it is certain that the recent developments of the glass Industry 
in India have only been possible by reason of the blowers trained 
in this factory. 

Industrial Commission's Remarks 
Page 69-Appendix E. 

I have had much pleasure in inspecting this factory. The work cxceeds 
my expectation and I hope that this usefvl enterprise will be increasingly 
successful~ 

20-6-1911. ~ (Sd.) H. E. G. S. Clarke. 
Governor of Bombay. 

This is the pioneer factory of its kind in 
good work. 

India and is turning out 

8-8-1912. t ( Sd. ) J. H. Sathe, I., C. S. 
Unit~4 Provinces. 

The factory seems to be prospering as well as interesting. I was much 
pleased with everything I saw. 

Poona, l 
2'-11-15. S ( Sd. ) R. D. Bell, I. C. S. 

I came from Poona with my friends to have a look at this interesting 
factory and was pleased to see this promising Institution. It would require 
considerable improvement still. Though the improvement now over the former 
state of things, I under~tand, is quite appreciable. Considerably more 
patronage from the public is needed to make this Institution a satisfactory 
success and an object lesson to similar institutions all over the country. 

Madras, ~ 
6-1-1916. 

(Sd.) H. G. Gharpurey, I. C. S. 
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I have long wanted to visit the Paisa Fund Glass Factory at Talegaon 
and have much enjoyed my visit to-day. The factory is handicapped 
leverely by its dependence on England, Japan etc. for its raw materials and 
apparatus but the efforts which are being made to meet the difficulties are 
worthy of the men in charge of the factory. I think, I can see a very 
considerable future for the factory. 

Agricultural College, } 
Poona. 

26-9-1918. 

( Sd. ) R R Mann, 
Principal. 

We found everything that we saw very 
macero all success. 

interesting and we wish the 

DarbhangR, 1 
Bihar & Orissa. 

Agricultural College, J 
Poona. 

19-10-1916. 

( Sd. ) S. B. Dhavle, I. C. S. 

( Sd. ) Prot. S. L. Ajrekar 

Visited the Glass Works with Mr. L. B. Phatak. The visit was very 
interesting and the new introduction of cast iron nloulds in the making of glass 
materials ought to improve the finish and polish of the articles. I 
consider the factory deserves every patronage and should turn out. a good 
bUJiness concem. 

C/o Grindlay & Co. Bombay. 
6-4-19. 

( Sd. ) K. G. Gharpure, 
Major, I. M. S. 

I have enjoyed a visit to the Glass Works very much. It seems to be 
working on right lines, producing articles of everyday use. The Institution 
is worthy of every help. 

Poona, 
12-2-20 } ( Sd ) G. B. Knight 

Principal, Agricultural College,. 

Have been much interested in my visit. 
encouragement. 

The industry deserves every 

Simla, 
22-12-20. 

(Sd.) R. H. Rolfe, 
Finanace Dept., Simla. 

I visited the factory this afternoon and was extremely pleased with the 
samples of works turued out. I wish the Institution every success. 

Kolhapur, l (Sd.) R. V. Subnis, 
8-9-1911. \ Dewan of Kolhapur 

--
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The factory is tumingout very nice pieces of glass and deserves every 
encouragement. 

Morvi, 
24-4-1912. 

( Sd. ) Gokuldas R; Meheta 
Manager Morvi Ry. 

I visited the Institution to-day. It seems to he prospering and filling 
a want. I trust it will have many imitators. 

Indore. l 
16-7-1915. S ( Sd. ) Sardar M. V. Kibe 

It is such a pleasure to go through the Glass Factory here. And in
deed, 1 was quite surprised to see so many young hoys engaged on the work. 
They were doing this work quite skilfully too. The whole factory put me in 
mind of the glass factories at Venice.-

I wish every success to this Swadeshi Enterprise. 
Fort 1tIysore. l 

24-7-1915 S ( Sd. ) M. N. Bala Rajurs 

We visited the Paisa Fund Glass Works this morning, as part of our 
industrial tour to factories in Bombay and neighbourhood. 

The visit was very instructive to us. It must be a matter of satis
faction to the committee of management of this Institution that their own 
scholars are now able to conduct the work as capable experts. Perhaps 
they may be able to extend their activities by helping to revive the Baroda 
Glass Works which is now defunct. 

Baroda, 
5-5-16. 

( Sd. ) C. H. Vora, 
Principal, Kala Bhuvan. 

" S. G. Naravne, 
Professor or M. E. 

Visited the Institution along with the company of Shrimant Sardar 
Balasaheb Vinchurkar, Dr. BhagWat, and others and found every thing 
satisfactory. 'I am glad to say -the Institution is '(J)orth visiting and 
supporting. • 

Bhor, 
1-8-16 

( Sd. ) Shrimant Babasaheb Pant Sachiv, 
Son of H. H. the Chief of Bhor. 

I visited the Glass Factory this morning. I was shown the processs of 
both smelting and blowing the glass, and was very much pleased indeed 

, to get a good deal of valuable information and instruction. In fact by 
actually seeing the practical work, many of my wrong ideas of glass mak
ing were removed in a short time. If time had permitted I should have 
spent usefully more time than I could do this morning in a hurried visit. 
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I wish the Institution every success; 
educational institution. 

both as a factory and as an 

Indore (Co L) l 
27-5-1911. ~ 

( Sd. ) G. R. Tambe. 
State Surgeon. 

Vairited the factory this morning in company with a few friends, 
including Mr. Sitole, the late Director of A¢culture, Baroda State. 
The articles turned out are of a superior quality and can stand 
competition with foreign goods well. The pottery branch too is very 
interesting. All that is necessary for the Industry is financial help 
and general IYDlpathy and encouragement from patriotic capitalists 
and Indian Rajas especially as this factory is supported by charitable 
funds. 

Baroda, ( Sd.) Gunaji Rao B. Nimbalkar. 
20-6-1919, Sarsuba. Baroda-State. 

The one thing that struck most was that Men of all castes blew 
the pipes rDit1aoul 1M least objection on the score of castes. I was very 
much pleased to see the factory. 

2008 Camp, Poona. l 
5-8-1916. \ (Sd.) V. R. Shinde. 

We visited the Glass and Pottery Works and were very much 
interested to watch the various processes. The works show what great 
possibilities can exist for energetic workers with a will and aptitude to 
brave all difficulties. 

Poona, l 
14·11·21. ~ 

(Sd.) Prof. S. K. Belvalkar. 
Deccan College. 

-- , 

The work turned out is very nice and would be commercially 
successful and able to compete foreign imports if proper Government 
help be available. The fodor1/ is filmay ,olving 1M problem of untouchable, 
who were seen working freely with high class people. 

Bombay, } 
20 Hornby Road. (Sd.) Hon. G. B. Trivedi. 

81·12·21. 

The work that is being done in the simple way commands admiration. 
I wish this laudable Institution allsucccss. 

45 Tangra Road. } ( Sd. ) S. Deb. 
Calcutta General Manager & Secretary 
Il-I2-22 Bengal Potteries Ltd, 

8 
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Visited the Talegaon Glass Works and was greatly interested to see 
the diHerent processes. I understand the factory is established more as an 
institution for imparting instruction and not as a commercial undertaking 
and it is satisfactory to learn that it is paying its way. 

Bombay 1 ( Sd. ) Lt. Col. C. R. Bakhle, L. M. s. 
24-S-22.}- Abdulla House, Labu~Uln Road, 

J Gamdevl. 

Visited the factory this morning and was greatly interested in seeing the 
various processes. 

Poona, 
20-8-240 ~ 

J 

( Sd.) M. V. Bhidc, I C. s. 
Collector, Hoshiarpur, 

Punjab. 
. . 

Was pleased with everything I saw. The factory is doing a great national 
service and as such has a claim over all. 

Bombay, l 
ll-n~25. ~ 

( Sd. ) B. V. Jadhav, 
Minister of Education. 

I with my family visited this Institution. I am glad to see that this is 
the only first prosperous institution in the Deccan. I hope, it will continue 
to be the pride of Maharastra. 

Shahali Bunda } 
Hyderabad, Deccan 

24~21. 

(Sd. ) Shamraj 
(Rai Rayan Bahadur ) 

In glass the factory has made enormous progress since old days and to-day 
the glass is just as good as foreign, especially chimneys and globes. Pottery 
Department is also doing good and useful· work. 'I'he Industry is a very 
good and absolutely necessary one. I am sure all patriotically minded persons 
would support it. Wish it all success. The bangle-making experiment is 
also very promising. 

B&l'Oda. 1 ( Sd. ) S. 1\1. Pagar, 
26-5-24. ~ Director of -Commerce & Industry. 
I have had much pleasure in inspecting the factory. I wish the 

Industry all possible success. The diHerent processes were carefully and 
intelligently expl&ined to me. 

AmaIner, l 
29th April 1921 S 

(Sd.) MotilaI Manakchand, 
AlifU Pratapshet 

I have inspected this factory and aID l>leasedwith it. India wants small 
factories oftbis type all over the country. 

Calcutta, ., 
a-2;"~8 S 

( Sd. ) Chitta Ranjan ))as, 
Barrister. 
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I visited with my family this day the . glas. tactory and was much 
impmsed with aU that I saw. The articles are ~ed out wi~h a nice 
finiah. I recommend all people to use country-made articles as manufac
tured here at aU times. 

Victoria Lodge. ) 
.tndheri. ~ 
2-1-192t. J 

Jijibhai D. Khambata, 
Solicitor. 

I wu much interested in all that WIUI shown to me. I think every 
citizen lhould make it his duty to encourage this Swadeshi Industry. The 
factory well deserves IUpport and every encouragement. 

::::~~ ( ( Sd. ) Meyer Nissim. 

"I WIUI shown over the factory this morning and was extremcly pleased 
to lee luch a vast improvement since I visited it 2 years back. The factory 
it really one of the most usetul piece of work earned on in M'lharashtra and 

. d~rves the .ympathy and active support of true lovers of the ~untry." 
Fergusson College. Poona, l ( Sd. ) D. D. Karve. 

25-5-82. ~ & Party 

.. Visittd the Works after twenty years. Great progress has been made 
in improving quality and reducing costs and the industry is now permanent
ly established. We wish the Works success and Godspeed." 

1-8-1938 

) ( Sd. ) M. Vsihweshwarays. 

t Cordially endorse the above good wishes. 
(Sd.) B. B. Advani. 

Director of Industries, Bombay. --By C. W.A. Turner. Secretariate. Bombay. 
"A most interesting visit. The works seen to be well menaged . & 

deserve aU the support they can seeure:' 
26-11-27 (Sci.) C. W. Turner. 

II We had visited the place (Institution) and were glad to see the YOUJlg 
and promising workel'l doing their work !Juite skilfully and were actin and 
zealous in their task. t, 
)(otibag Palace, Baroda. l ( Sd. ) Kamala Devi Gaekwar. 

1-10-27 5 

II Ilia Highness was very pleased with all that was shown and wisbea 

the.= T ~j' Wodlyar, H~:~=?:;M1'*' --
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By Holl 2nd Justice S. S. Patkar, Huges Street, Chowpatty Bombay, 
"I paid a flying visit to Paisa Fund Glass Works this morning with 

family and friends. The Institution is conducted more with a view to educate 
other peoples in starting similar institutions elsewhere in India than with the 
objects of commercialism. I was shown by Mr. Chandorkiil'aU the processes 
from the mixing of ingredients which go to form Glass Crom crude materials 
to the last processes of finished products. The finished products prepared in 
the factory compare very favourably· with products of foreign countries. 
The factory prepares glass articles of all sorts and also pottery. I under
stand that an eHort is made to prepare cups and saucers. I wish the Insti
tution every success and have no doubt that it deserves public support and 
encouragement." 

10-5-1929 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
X X 
X N agpur Glass W mrks Limited, X 
X X X NAGPUR, c. P., INDIA.. X 

X We manufaoture all kinds of lamp Chimneys, Globes, ~ 
~ Glass Jars, olear Glass Bottles with narrow & wide mouths X 
X Glass Tumblers and Unbreakable Glass Tumblers etc. etc. X 
~ ·Our artioles are smartly designed and are durable. ~ 
X They are cheap~r than imported goods. X 
~ PLEASE WRITE FOR PARTICULARS ~ 
X ro . H 
X . NAOPUR OLASS,WORKS. LTD. 2 
X ',; Nagpur, C. P. (INDIA.) X 
~XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 



Bllate and Co., 
5 Budhwar Peth, Poona 2. 

The only place 
FOB 

Best and Prompt 
Typewriting work 

IN 
Poon&.. 

THE 

Poona Engineering Works 
362 Sacla.hiv Peth, Poona 2. 

• 

A house 
FOB 

all sorts of 
mechanical jobs. 

• • • 
New machines designed 

Repairs undertaken 

Teohnical advice Given 

Techno-Chemical Works, 

DHARAVI. BOMBAY 17. 

Manufadure-

Light Caoutchoucine, LousinG 

(Oi~) insecticide, Wood-prese,vatiYls 

Washing Soaps etc. etc. 

Supply-

Heavy Chemicals, Laboratol Y 

Chemicals and Apparatus. 

Undert&ke-

Laboratory fitting and Il:'dustrial 
Analytical Work. 
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~ The Marvels T:tGlass Making 
{9 YOU MUST . 

~ Visit Paisa Fund GlassWorks. 
:€I Talegaon Railway Station. 

ONLY 
THREE HOURS RUN FROM BOMBAY 

AIID 

ONE HOUR FROM POON A 
ANl> ALMOST 

All Trains halt at TalegaoD. 
BEST rIMB TO SEE THE GLASS WORKS IS 

8-12 in the Morning. 
Pa.isa Fund 01&815 Works is a.1ways open to the Public 

except on Sundays and important holidays. 
IT WOULD 

Save you much time and inconvenience 
IrY<N:1 

Write to the Superintendent before hand. 

The Paisa Fund Goods are avai1a.ble 
AT 

The Paisa Fund Depot, Laxmi Road, 
Poons. 2. 

" Ahmednaga.t. 
Tbe Deoca.n Commercial Company, 

Sangli S.M.C. 

Kelkar Bros. N asik. 
All Inaia. Trading Cor.poration, 

Near Jubilee Ga.rden, Baroaa. 
The Indian GlassWare Company, 

Chuokla. Street, Bomba.y 3. 
Please write for particulars-

The Superintendent, 
~. PAISA ~ ... UND GLASS . WORKS, 
~ T~legaon Dhabhade. 

~:tl~"~~~~m~~~' 
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III The Paisa Fund 1)1 

III Arithmetic III 
III India has a popuiation of 350 millions. 1)1 

III If every Citizen contributes, only one pice in a year, the III 
Paisa Fund caD. obtain a princely sum of Rs. 5,400,000 

III every year. III 

I Taking four members in an average family, India has I II about 87 million families. If every family contributes only II 

l
one Pice on the 'New Years Day towards the building I II up of National Industries, the Paisa Fuud should get II 

III :8~:,:::~:::::h :::::i:::; :~:~:::~:.::~ III 
III 

industrially minded and contribute their quota of one pice 1)1 
in the long 865 days, the Paisa Fund can raise Rs. 200,000, 

III :::t:: :r:: :O:f::r:::~:: .:i~~ooern necessity, III 
III 

everyone drinks on an average an extra cup of tea every III 
day 1 Can he not spare one pice in the whole year out of 

III these" Extras? It III 
How much one spends on luxuries-smoking for example? 

III A pice out of one's annual bill for these will certainly not III 
affect the degree of one's pleasure. 

III And how much does one throw on dramas, cine-shows and III 
other ferms of luxuries? Certainly the expense of a pice 

III once in a year would not beb!lrdensome ! III 

III 
What is a pice, once in a year, in a man's or a family's III 
finance? 

III Even Japan has recently imitated the Paisa Fund. Every III 
citizen will pay half a Yen to the Naval Fund. 

l\k = = = ffil=(§)= = = = :!h 
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Lantern Die Shop 
Ogale Glass Works Ltd. 

Ogalewalli. 

Lantern Assembling Shop 
Ogale Glass Works Ltd. 

0,aI8waIl4· 

GENERAL VIEWS 



Paper Weights .. Making 
Ogale Glass Work(Ltd. 

Ogalewadi. 
Glass Tile Pressing 

OgllIe Glass Works Ltd. 
Ogalewadi. . 



GENERAL 'VIEWS 

G 'ass Chimneys Tops & Bottoms Melting Machine 
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Blowing Room 
Upper India Glass WOl-ks Ltd., Ambah. 

General View 
Paisa Fund Glass Works, TalegaoD. 



Staff & Workmen, Paisa Fund Glass Works, Talegaon. 
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Blowing Room 
Upper India Glass Works Ltd., Ambah. 

General View 
Paisa Fund Glass Works, Talegaon. 



Staff & Workmen, Paisa Fund Glass Works, Talegaon. 
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staff & Workmen, Paisa Fund Glass Works, Talegaon. 



Staff & Workmen, Paisa Fund Glass Works, Talegaon. 
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staff & Workmen, U. P. Glass Works 
Ambala City., 



GENERAL VIEW OJ!' A FEW Guss WORK S 

Government Porcelain Factory 
Bangalore: General View. 

Government Porcelain Factory 
Bangalore, Slip House. ) 
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Ganga Glass Works ·Ltd. 
Balavali U. P. 



G. D. Deshpande 
( Lire l'tIember ) 

Dharwar. 

Hoisting the New Chimney 
Paisa Fund Glass Works. Taleg~oD. 
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Articles of the Paisa Fund Glass Works .. Talegaon. . 



GENERAL VIEWS. 

Melting Shed 
Upper India Glass Works Ltd. 

Ambala. 
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The Paisa Fund Art-pottery Section 

Ganga Glass Works Ltd." Balawali, U.P. 



Gl1;Nlj:RAL Vmws 

The Paisa Fund Art -Glass Section • 

. ------------------------~----~~------

Packing Dept. Paisa Fund Glass Works 
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Talegaon Railway Station. 
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